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Dedication 
The ORACLE is dedicating the 1949 
June yearbook to the faculty of Bang.or 
High School whose untiring patience, 
never/ailing interest, amxl understanding 
friendship have influenced and guided us 
during our formative years. 
Foreword 
This, the fifty-seventh year of publication of the "Oracle" has been 
a profitable and progressive one. 
Once again the magazine has contributed immensely to the enjoyment 
and morale of the students and faculty. The Oracle assembly which 
launched the subscription drive last fall was credited as being one of the 
best entertainments of the school year. The fine articles, stories, poems, 
and pictures included in the Christmas issue were very favorably received. 
The Oracle staff has made some changes in both the Christmas issue and 
in the yearbook while many of the traditional patterns of previous 
publications have been retained. 
The staff members have devoted many hours to the publication of 
each issue-long hours, spent in finding appropriate manners of ex-
pression, typing, proofreading and re-proofreading. The Oracle board, 
however, has enjoyed these tasks and has derived many benefits from its 
labor. 
The Oracle extends sincere thanks to Furbush-Roberts Printing 
Company for their helpful cooperation, and to our many advertisers 
whose generous support made possible this year of publication. 
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From the Class of '49 
We seek the truest gold 
As our time to leave has come 
And we look back on years gone past 
We laugh a bit- we cry .a bit-
We wonder why they've gone so fast. 
And, as yet, we forward look 
To our part in a world of strife, 
As forty-niners sought before 
We seek the gold of life. 
We Seek the Purest Gold 
Class of Nineteen Forty?nine 
A llan, Lois M axine ' 'Loie '' '' Lo '' 
Course: General 
Most of "Lois" spare time is spent in keeping her scrap-
book up to date . She tells us that her destination in 
1949-50 is secretarial school. 
Activities: Homec Club (3, 4), Treasurer (3). 
Baldwin, Elizabeth Anne ' 'Betsy' ' 
Course: Co !lege 
This popular member of the Girls' Athletic Council 
Honor Council ·plans to spend next year at Simmons 
College, studying to be a museum librarian. -
Activities: Band (~, il, 4); Orchestra (2, 3); Chorus 
(2, 3); G. A. H. C. (4 ) ; Dramatic Club (2); Latin 
Club (2); Jr. Chorus (3); Girls' Hockey (4); Girls' 
Basketball (2, 3, 4); French Club (3); Science Olub 
(4). 
:Ballanger, Mae Louise ' 'Madey'' 
Course: Business Education 
This quiet, efficient senior has her heart set on becoming 
a successful career woman. She has proved her worth by 
her faithful typing for her school paper and yearbook. 
Activities: Oracle (4); Orascope (4); Commercial Club 
(3, 4); Girls' Basketball (3); National Honor Society 
( 4) ; :Ori ver Training ( 4). 
Batchelder, David Ma.rk ''Dave'' ''Batch'' 
Course: College 
Dave is the popular senior whose ambition is to 
graduate from \Vest Point. 
Activities: Student Council (3, 4) ; Dramatic Club 
( 2, 3, 4 ) , Treasurer ( 3), Vice Pres . ( 4) ; Public 
Affairs Club (4), Treasurer (4); Latin Club (2); 
Jr. Exhibition (3); Jr. Chorus (3); Debate Club 
(2, 3, 4), Vice Pres. (2), Pres. (3); Orascope 
(3), Oracle Board (4), Co-Editor; Play (2, 3); 
Alpha Hi-Y ( 2, 3, 4), Pres. (3); Track ( 2, 3, 4); 
National Honor Society (3, 4); Officers' Club (4), 
President; Bowdoin Forum (3); Bates League (2, 
3); Student Legislature (4); Boys' State (3); 
Hi-Y Legislature (3, 4). 
Bean, Marilyn Fox ''Beanie'' 
Course: Business Education 
1949-1950 will find this good-natured senior at business 
college. Her ultimate goal is to travel, but meanwhile 
"Far Away Places" will satisfy her. 
Activities: Commercial Club (3, 4); Girls' Hockey (4); 
Girls' Basketball (2, 3, 4); Girls' Volleyball (2, 4). 
Betterley, George W ., Jr. " Blicky " 
Course: College 
George is equally at home in the chemistry lab or on 
the stage "giving out" with a fine tenor voice. Next 
year he plans to attend the University of Maine. 
Activities: Chorus (3, 4); .Jr. Chorus (2); Debate 
Club (2); Orascope (3); Plays (4); Alpha Hi-Y 
(2, 3, 4); National Honor Society (4); Officers' 
Club (4); Secretary (4); Spanish Club (3, 4); 
Treasurer ( 4) ; Science Club ( 4) ; Oracle Board ( 4) . 
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Blaisdell, Carole E. '' Sk ippy'' 
Course: CoJJege 
Spanish rates tops in "Skippy's" estimation as do Harry 
James and "Until." She admits that movies are her 
chief weakness, especially if Alan Ladd and Olivia De 
Haviland have the leads. 
Activities: Spanish Club (4). 
Blet hen, L a wrence P . '' Larry'' 
Course: College 
Larry can be found, at almost any hour, on the stage 
workin" on the set for one of the Dramatic Club pre· sentati~ns. He's no novice at the other side of stage 
work either, having appeared in quite a few plays 
and in the Junior Exhibition, which he won. Next 
year he will be furthering his education at the Maine 
Maritime Academy. 
Activities: Band (2, 3, 4); Orchestra (2, 3, 4); 
Chorus (2, 3, 4); Dramatic Club (2, 3, 4); Jr. 
Exhibition (3), Medalist (3); Debate Club (2, 3, 
4); Plays (2, 3, 4); Officers' Club (4); Science 
Club (4). 
Brad man, Eugene. ''Pete'' 
Course: General 
The Navy will be getting a great guy in "Pete" next 
year, as he realizes his ambition to see the world. 
Activities: Boys' Hifle Club (3); Lunch Room (3). 
Braley, Beverley ''Bev'' 
Course: General 
Snobs beware when you're around '' Bev. '' It doesn't 
go with her. The South really fascinates "Bev," 
and she hopes sunny Florida lives up to its name. 
Just to make sure, she is looking forward to visit-
ing there soon. 
Activities: Homec Club ( 2). 
Braley, Leone A . 
Course: General 
We know that Leone, with her determination, can't miss 
in accomplishing her desire to be a telephone operator. 
Activities : Lunch Room (3, 4). 
Brown, F red eric S. " Ted" " Fred " 
Course: General 
When this easy going senior isn't working with his 
photography, he is likely to be by some quiet stream, 
fishing. Plenty of lobster plus 'l'ex Beneke's rendi-
tion of ''Temptation'' would really send ''Ted. '' 
Ted, the class photographer, can usually be found in 
one of the various darkrooms of his fellow picture-
takers. 
Activities: Orascope (2, 3); Alpha IIi-Y (3, 4); 
Science Club ( 4) . 
Br own, Thomas H. " To·m " 
Course : Business Education 
''Tom'' is that easy-to-get-along-with fellow who 
captained the intramural basketball champs this year. 
Husson College will be _getting a great sports enthusiast, 
and a great sportsman 1n ''Tom'' next vear. 
Activities: Band (3, 4); Commercial ('i); Baseball (2, 
3, 4); Lunch Room (2, 3, 4). 
Bruns, Robert Edward " Bob" " Brunsie " 
Course: College 
This blond, pompadoured halfback really made 
tracks on the gridirons for B . H. S. this year. 
Activities: Student Council (3, 4), Alternate (3, 4); 
B Club (4); Public Affairs Club (4); Jr. Chorus 
( 3) ; Class Officer ( 2), Treasurer ( 2) ; Alpha Hi-Y 
(2, 3, 4), Treasurer (3); Baseball (2,, 3, 4); Boys' 
Basketball (2, 3); J!'ootball (2, 3, 4); Spanish Club 
( 4) ; Intramural Basketball ( 4). 
·' 
Buck, Audrey, ''Aud'' ''Bucky'' 
Course: General . 
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We certainly envy the patients in whichever hospital this 
popular cheerleader decides to take up nursing. 
Activities: Chorus (3); Dramatic Club (2, 4); Public 
Affairs Club (4); Dramatic Workshop (4), Usher (4); 
Girls' Hockey (3, 4); All Bangor Hockey 'l'eam (4); 
Girls' Volleyball (3, 4;) Cheerleader (3, 4), J. V. 
Captain (3); Spanish Club (3, 4), President (4); 
Science Club ( 4), Secretary ( 4). 
Burbank, Harold Haley ''Hal'' ''Harry'' 
Course: College 
"Harry" is that good-looking fellow who has added 
a lot to the trumpet section of B. H. S. 's band. 
Activities: Band ( 3, 4); Student Council (2); Alpha 
IIi-Y (2, 4); Football (4). 
Buzzell, Patsy A. ''Bunny'' 
Course: General 
The telephone company will be getting a great asset 
when ''Bunny'' attains her goal of becoming a telephone 
operator. 
Activities: Lunch Room (3); Homec Club (2). 
Byron, Eleanor Marie ''Ellie'' 
Course: College 
The U. of M. will be getting one of the class of 
''49's'' finest and most popular members in ''Ellie''· 
Activities: G. A. H. C. (2, 3, 4 ), Treasurer (4); Dra-
matic Club (2); Public Affairs Club (3, 4), Vice-
President (4); Latin Club (2, 3), Treasurer (3); 
Jr. Chorus ( 3) ; Orascope ( 3) ; Gir Is' Hockey ( 2, 
3, 4), Captain (3) , All Bangor Hockey Team (3, 
4), Coach (4); Girls' Basketball (2, 3, 4), All 
Bangor (2, 3), Coach (4); Girls' Volleyball ( 2, 3, 
4), All Bangor (3); National Hono1· Society (3,-
4); French Club (3, 4); Science Club (4); Oracle 
Board (4) ; Basketball Usher (3, 4); Bangor High 
Scholar ( 4) ; Driver Training ( 4). 
Camber, Irene 
Course: General 
Here is one of B. H. S. 's cutest senior girls. Irene plans 
to attend Husson College n ext year. 
Activities: Cheerleading (3), J. V. (3) ; Lunch Room 
(2, 3) 0 ° 
Campbell, Shirley C. E. "Shirl" 
Course: College 
Although ''Shirl'' didn't come to B. H. S. until 
her junior year, her sparkling personality has made 
her well known and well liked. 
Activities: L atin Club (3); Outing Club (4); Science 
Club (4); Hallowe'en Window Drawing (4), Won 
Trophy (4). 
Canty, Faith Marion 
Course: CoUege 
One of Bangor High's aspumg artists, Faith plans to 
attend art school in Boston next year. 
Activities: Orchestra ( 2, 3, 4), Concert Mistress ( 3, 4) ; 
Chorus (3); Dramatic Club (2); Public Affairs Club 
(4); Latin Club (2); Jr. Chorus (3); Art Club (3, 4); 
Homec Club (4), President (4). 
Carr, Joseph "Joe" "Dutch" 
Course: College 
This "long John" of the senior class is destined for 
the Maine Maritime A cademy n ext year. 
Activities: B -Club (4); Dramatic Club (2); Public 
Affairs Club (3, 4); Jr. Chorus (3); Alpha Hi-Y, 
Treas. (4), ( 2, 3, 4); Baseball (2) ; Boys' Basket-
ball (2, 3,); Football, Manager (2, 3, 4); Ski Club 
(4); Intramural Basketball (4). 
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Casey, Eva 
Course: General . 
Eva is the peppy little senior who, given a needle, some 
thread and a few yards of material, can "whip up" 
an outfit that could pass for a Schiaparelli original! 
Activities: Chorus (2); Homec Club (4), Secretary (4). 
Castner, Richard ''Dick'' 
Course: General 
''Dick'' is bound for Castine next year. The Mari-
time Academy will take him away from his beloved 
Bar Harbor, but we know this shy, easy-going boy 
will get along very well. 
Activities : Public Affairs Club ( 4); French Club (3). 
Chandler, Nancy Anne ''Nan'' 
Course : College 
Here's a gal who has a very pleasant smile and who 
uses it all year 'round. Next year you'll find Nancy at 
the University of Maine. 
Activities: Chorus (3); G. A. H. C. (4); Public Affairs 
Club (4); Jr. Chorus (3); Girls' Hockey (4); Girls' 
Basketball, Captain (4), Coach (4); Lunch Room (4); 
Art Club (3) ; Prench Club (3, 4); Science Club (4); 
Oracle Board ( 4) ; Ski Club ( 4). 
Charlton, Catherine Joan "Charlie" 
Course: Business Education 
"Charlie" wants to be a secretary. We feel sure 
that her cheerful disposition will be a great asset to 
her in her chosen career. Best of luck to you, Charlie. 
Activities: Jr. Chorus (3); Commercial Club (3, 4); 
Girls' Hockey (3). 
Chase, Susan L., "Sue" 
Course: College 
Cute ''Sue's'' enthusiasm and energy make her a great 
addition to any group. 
Activities: Chorus (2, 3); Dramatic Club (2, 3, 4); PubHc 
Affairs Club (4); Latin Club (2); Jr. Exhibition (3); 
Orascope (3); Plays (4); Dramatic Club Work Shop 
(2, 3); Girls' Hockey (2, 3, 4); Girls' Basketball (2, 
3), Captain (2); Girls' Volleyball (2, 3); Cheerleaders 
(4); National Honor Society (3, 4); Secretary (3, 4); 
Prench Club ( 3, 4) ; Oracle Board ( 4) ; Bangor High 
School Scholar ( 4). ' 
Clark, Spurgeon B. ''Spud'' 
Course: Industrial 
When this easy-going senior boy isn't working with 
tools, he's quite apt to be hunting or fishing. His 
destination for 1950 is uncertain, but being a ma-
chinist is "Spud's" ultimate aim. 
Activities: National Honor Society (3, 4); Officers' 
Club (4). 
Cole, David ''Dave'' 
C0urse: College 
This senior's plans for next year include college and his 
hobby of working with tools. "Dave" is one of our 
better·loaking, more-reserved fellows. If you're always 
bragging, ''Dave'' doesn't want to see you. 
Activities: Science Club (4). 
Cole, Gloria ''Cookie'' 
Course: Business Education 
''Cookie'' deserves a lot of credit, for she has worked 
extremely hard in perfecting he:r group of twirlers. 
Next year her conscientious efforts will go into be-
coming a secretary. 
Activities: Twirlers (2, 3, 4), Leader (4); Com-
mercial Club (3, 4), Secretary (3), President (4) · 
Girls' Basketball (3, 4); Girls' Volleyball (3, 4).' 
.... 
Cole, Vaughn L . ' 'A. T.'' 
Course : Business Education 
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Vaughn plans tQ become a bookkeeper; but in the mean· 
time, if you see a trailer truck round a corner on two 
wheels, it could be Vaughn because his first love is any-
thing that can be driven. 
Activities: Band (3, 4 ) ; Orchestra (3, 4); Beta Hi-Y (3, 
4 ) ; Commercial Club ( 3, 4) , Vice Pres. ( 4) ; Cross 
Country (3, 4 ) . 
Colson, R onald ' 'Ronnie'' 
Course: Gener al 
''Ronnie's'' fondest wish is to become a commercial 
artist. You can often find him sketching comic strip 
characters in class for this talent is very important 
to him. Lots of luck to a good guy. 
Activities: Boys' Rifle Club (2); Art Club (4); 
Oracle Board ( 4 ) . 
Condon, Mary Teresa ''Red' ' 
Course: College 
It's the U. of M. fo r ''Red'' next. year. Along musical 
Jines this active, good-natured girl likes Guy Lombardo; 
and as for food, French fries with dill pickles is tops. 
Activities: Chorus (2, 3, 4); Dramatic Club (2, 4); Jr. 
Chorus (3); Debate Club (2); Girls' Hockey (4); 
Girls' Volleyball (3, 4); French Club (2, 4); Chemistry 
Club (4); P ep Club, P r es. (4). 
Conners, Joyce '' Joycie '' 
Course: Business Education 
Joyce's ambition is to be a successful career woman, 
This pleasant girl likes Tex Beneke and strawberry 
shortcake. 
Activities: Commercial Club ( 4) ; Girls' Basketball 
(2); Girls' Volleyball (2). 
Copela nd, Albert 
Course: General 
Albert plans to go to work next year, but his main am-
bition is to be a machinist. He will always have time for 
his stamp collecting and model airplane building. 
Cox, Charles D. " Charlie" 
Course: College 
It seems as if B. H . S. will be well represented at the 
U. of M. next year. "Charlie" expects to study 
chemical engineering there. If this year's chemistry 
is any indication of his ability he should go far< 
AC-tivities: Chorus (2, 3, 4); Boys' Rifle Club (2); 
Jr. Chorus (3); French Club (2, 3, 4); Science 
Club (4), Vice P res. (4). 
Cox, Raymond Arnold ' 'Ray '' 
Course: College 
All that can be said here is that the U. of M. is surely 
getting a grand athlete and all-round guy in Ray. 
Activities: Student Council (2, 3, 4), Sec. (3), Pres. (4); 
B -Club (2, 3, 4), Vice Pres. (3 ) ; Jr. Exhibition, 
Honorable Mention, (3); Class Officer, Vice Pres. (4); 
Plays (2, 4); Alpha Hi-Y (2, 3, 4), Sec. (4); Baseball 
(3, 4); Track (2, 3, 4 ) ; Boys' Basketball (2, 3, 4); 
F rench Club (3 ) ; Football (2, 3, 4); All Eastern Maine 
(3, 4), All Scholastic (.3, 4), All State ( 4), All Radio 
(3, 4); Bill Stern Award (4). 
Craig, Elinor Mae 
Course: Business Education 
E linor 's destination in 1950 is undecided. Perhaps 
her favor ite subject, shorthand, will help her make 
up her mind. Singing is one of Elinor's hobbies that 
we all know about. 
Activities: Jr. Chorus (3 ) ; Commercial Club (4); 
National Honor Society (4); Lunch Room (2). 
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Cra ne, Philip '' Phil'' '' Tiny'' 
Course: Business Education 
"Tiny's" looking for a good job in ll150 that will make 
him a million dollars (aren't we all~). He will be missed 
at B. H. S. especially for his basketball playing. 
Activities: B -Club (4); Boys' Basketball (2, 3, 4). 
Cushing, Richmond ' ' Rich '' '' Cush ' ' 
Course: College 
With his proven scientific mind, ''Rich'' should be 
able to achieve his goal of a dentist's career. Next 
year you will be able to see this senior clashing 
(almost flying) to and from classes at the U. of M. in 
his first love. "The Jeep"· 
Activities: B-Club (4); Latin Club (2); Alpha Hi-Y 
(4); Cross Country (3, 4); Officers' Club (4) . 
Daigle, Ruth " Ruthie " 
Course: General 
This popular senior, who always has a good word for 
everyone, is planning to become a nurse. Her ability in 
the chemistry lab should be a big help to her chosen 
career. 
Davis, Robert ' ' Bob '' 
Course: College 
''Bob'' is that tall, good-natured fellow you have 
seen whizzing over the hurdles in our track meets. 
M. C. I. will be getting a great guy in "Bob" next 
year. 
Activities: T~·ack (2, 3, 4); Officers' Club (4 ) ; Cross 
Country (4); Spanish Club (4); Ski Club (4 ) . 
Day, P atricia Ann '' P at '' 
Course: College 
"Pat" is tl1at cheerful senior who really makes B. H. S. 
a better place to work in. 
Activities : Chorus (2); G. A. I-I. C. (3, 4); Dramatic 
Club (2); Latin Club (2); Jr. Chorus (3 ) ; Girls' 
Hockey ( 2, 3, 4), All Bangor Hockey ( 3, 4 ) ; Girls' 
Basketball (2, 3, 4), All Bangor (2, 3, 4); Girls' Volley-
ball (2, 3, 4); National Honor Society (4 ) ; F rench 
Club (3, 4) ; Science Club ( 4), Treasurer ( 4 ) . 
Dempsey, M arlene K at herine 
Course: Business Education 
Next year will find Marlene at business college pre-
paring for a futu re as an executive in an office. In 
spare moments, vivacious Marlene thrives on dancing, 
swimming, or reading. 
Activities: Dramatic Club (4), Usher (4 ) ; Orascope 
( 4 ) ; Oracle Board ( 4) ; Commercial Club ( 3, 4 ) , 
Treasurer (4 ) ; Girls' Basketball (2, 3, 4 ) , All 
Bangor (4 ) ; Girls' Volleyball (2, 3, 4 ) ; Lunch 
Room, Cashier ( 4) ; Referee ( 2) ; Driving ( 4) ; 
All Bangor Volleyqall (3). 
Derry, H arry B . " Skipper" 
Course: Business Education 
This easy-going senior spends his Sundays working in a 
drugs tore and his spare time listening to classical records. 
Best of luck to Harry at the W inslow Secretarial School 
next year. 
Activities: Choru8 (2, 3, 4); Dramatic Club (2); Jr. 
Chorus (3); Orascope (4); Plays (4); Commercial 
Club (4); Lunch Room (2, 3); Oracle Board (4); 
Spanish Club (2); Nationnl Honor Society (4). 
Doherty, J ames E . ''Muscles'' 
Course: Industrial 
"Jimmy's" the tall fellow with the big smile you 
see really digging in the mechanical dr:;~,wing room. 
Activities: Baseball (2); Cross Country (4); Tra ck 
(4); Football (2, 3); Officers' Club (4} 
Dolan, Frederick ''Freddie'' 
Course: College 
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''Freddie,'' our impressive A 11 State halfback would be 
quite content to eat apple pie in accompanlment with his 
math homework, his best liked subject. 
A ctivities: Boys' Rifle Club (2) ; Student Council (4), 
Alternate (4); B·Club (3, 4); Jr. Chorus (3); Track 
(2, 3, 4); Boys' Basketball (2, 3); Football (2, 3, 4), 
All State ( 4), All Eastern ( 4), All Scholastic ( 4) ; 
Officers' Club ( 4) ; Science Club ( 4). 
Dunphey, E. Ann "Shorty" 
Course: Distributive Education 
"Shorty" would be in seventh heaven eating steak 
and French fries and doing a heap of traveling. Next 
year will find this gal eler king at one of the locaJ 
stores. 
Activities: Girls' Rifle Club (3); Jr. Chorus (3); 
Lunch Room (3). 
Dunton, Phyllis "Phil" 
Course : Distributive Education 
"Phil" is one of our Distributive Education students 
who will really go places. And, girls, if you want that 
''new look'' in hair·does, just see ''Phil'' as she hopes 
to be a hair dresser. 
Dyer, Harold ''Hal'' 
Course: General 
Good·natured "Hal's" favorite subject is shop and 
favorite hobby is shooting. He enjoys listening to 
music by Spike Jones. During the summer, Harold 
works. 
Activities: Lunch Room (2, 3) . 
Dyer, Marilyn Doris ' ' Sister' ' ' ' Twinnie' ' 
Course : Business Education 
As you might suspect, Marilyn's most enjoyable activity 
is checrJeading. 
Activities: G. A. H. C. (3, 4); Dramatic Club (2, 3); 
Public Affairs Club (3, 4); Class Officers (3, 4 ) , Secre-
tary (3), •rreasurer (4); Commercial Club (4); Gids' 
Hockey (2, 3, 4 ) , All B angor Hockey (3, 4 ); Girls' 
Basketball (2, 3, 4), All Bangor Basketball (2); Coach 
(4 ) ; Referee (2, 3); Cheerleaders (2, 3, 4 ) , Co-captain 
(4); Gym Leader (3, 4); Bant;-or-Ba.pst Hi Club (3). 
Dyer, P auline Marie ''Sister'' ''Twinnie'' ''Polly'' 
Course: Business Education 
To be a friend of Pauline's, be sure to raise y our 
voice loud and strong at the games. 
Activities: Student Council (2); G. A. H. C. (3, 4); 
Dramatic Club (2, 3); Public Affairs Club (3, 4) , 
Class Officer ( 4), Secretary ( 4) ; Commercial Club 
(4 ); Girls' Hockey (2, 3, 4 ) , All Bangor Hockey 
(3, 4), Coach (4); Girls' Basketball (2, 3, 4 ) , 
Coach (4); Referee ( 2, 3); Girls' Volleyball (2, 3, 
4); Cheerleaders (3, 4 ), Co-captain (4) , Gym 
Leader (3, 4); Bangor-Bapst Hi Club (3). 
Eames, M ary Ellen 
Course: College 
Mary Ellen is going to the Eastern Manie General Hospi-
tal n ext year in pursuit of her ambition to be a graduate 
nurse. Her favorite activity is chorus, and we think her 
voice is very sweet. 
Activities: Chorus (2, 3, 4), Jr. Chorus (3); Lunch Room 
(2, 3, 4). 
E ckert, David R . " Dave" 
Course: General 
David plans to · join the Air Corps where he won't 
slight flying and hunt ing. Although shop is his 
favorite subject, recess is his favorite activity; and 
he spends his summers working. 
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Edwards, Robert Y. ''Bob'' 
Course: General 
Bob would like to own his own business. He's interested 
in photography and plans to get further instruction along 
that line. The Latin and Dramatic Clubs will have a hard 
time functioning without "Bob" who always comes 
through on lighting and other phases of backstage work. 
Activities: Boys' Rifle Club (2); Latin Club (~, 3, 4); 
Jr. Chorus (3); Debate Club (2, 3); Orascope (3); 
Plays (3, 4); Alpha Hi-Y (3, 4); Science Club (4). 
E llis, Marvin G. ''Marv'' 
Course: General 
'vV e are sure that '' Marv'' will be a big success in 
the business world. His favorite band is Vaughn 
Monroe's. If you see a cloud of smoke coming down 
the road, it's sure to be Marvin's hot-rod approach-
ing. 
Ericson, J oan H. "Jo" "Jody" 
Course: Distributive Education 
Joan plans to become a nurse, but she hopes eventually 
to travel. You've all seen Joan playing a mean clarinet 
in the B. H. S. band. She likes summer, swimming, fish-
ing, and especially Guy Lombardo. 
Activities: Band (2, 3); Dramatic Club · (2); Debate 
Club (2). 
E verett, Arthur E . '' A:rt'' 
Course: General 
''Art'' spends his summers working for his father 
and gaining experience which will enable him to 
someday join the ''Everett Saw Company.'' Until 
that day he enjoys himself by eating ice cream and 
cake. 
Activities: I,unch Room (4). 
:Farnswort h, Alico 
Course: Business Education 
Alice should be successful as a secretary next year, be-
cause her favorite school subject is office practice. Her 
idea of Utopia is eating chocolate pie and listening to 
Guy Lombardo's '.'Far Away Places .- .., 
Activities : Commercial Club (3, 4); Girls' Basketball (3, 
4); Girls' Volleyball (3, 4). 
F ernald, Barbara Ann 
Course : Business Education 
If you want to be Barbara's friend, don't te!l "little 
white lies.'' Per'haps next year will find Barbara 
working in a bank. Harry James' music and sports, 
especially basketball, are tops with her. 
Activities: Orascope (4); Commercial Club (3, 4); 
Lunch Room (4); Girls' Basketball (2, 3, 4); All 
Bangor Basketball Team ( 4) ; Girls' Volleyball 
(2, 3, 4); All Bangor Volleyball Team (3); Oracle 
Board (4); National Honor Society (4); Referee 
(2); All Bangor Scholar (4). 
Fernald, Joan Marie 
Course : College 
Although Joan wants to be a nurse, as yet she is un-
decided where she will take her training. Any place will 
be lucky to have Joan. 
Activities: Girls' Basketball (2, 3, 4); All Bangor Basket-
ball Team (4); Girls' Volleyball (2, 3, 4); All Bangor 
Volleyball Team (3); Ski Club (4); Referee (2); 
Lunch Room (2, 3, 4). 
F ield, P riscilla Anne ' 'Prisey' ' ' ' Silla' ' 
Course: General 
This girl will no doubt be planning some of your 
future meals. Good luck to you in your career as a 
dietician, "Priscy." 
Activities: Orchestra ( 2, 3) ; Chorus ( 4) ; Student 
Council (4); G. A. H. C. (3, 4), Secretary (4); 
Dramatic Clnb (2, 3); Jr. Chorus (3); Girls' 
Basketball (2, 3, 4); Captain (3, 4); Girls' Volley-
ball (2, 4); Lunch Room (2, 3, 4); Homec Club 
( 3) ; All Bangor Basketball Team ( 2, 3, 4). 
ORACLE 
Gagnon, Waldo J ., Jr. ''Wally' ' ''Wadie'' ''Wah-Wah'' 
Course: College 
"Wallv" is the snappy shortstop on the baseball team. 
When ~ot on the diamond, his favorite enjoyment is play· 
ing basketball for the "W estsiders." · 
Activities: Boys ' Rifle Club (2, 3, 4), Vice President (3) , 
President (4); B-Club (2, 3, 4); Alpha Hi-Y (4); 
Baseball (3, 4 ) ; ·Track (2); Boys' Basketball (2, 3, 4); 
French Club (3, 4). 
Gariand, George 
Course : College 
George is the boy who has given us all much p leasure 
with his fine singing. ·we are sure he will be a great 
success at Gordon College. 
Activities: Chorus (2, 3 ) ; B-Club (4) ; Jr. Chorus 
(3); Baseball (2, 3) ; Football ( 2, 3, 4); French 
Club (3); Manager Basketball ( 2, 3). 
Gass, Marcia ''Marc '' 
Course : College 
Here's to ''Mar c '' who savs her favorite books ar e all 
those on the senior reading ·list. What happened ~ 
Activities: Chorus (2, 3); Dramatic Club (2) ; Jr. Chorus 
(3); Debate Club (2) ; Girls' Hockey (2, 3); Girls' 
Basketball (3, 4); Girls' Volleyball (2, 3, 4); Spanish 
Club (2, 3); Science C1ub (4); All Bangor Hockey (3); 
All Ba ngor Volleyball (3); All Bangor Basketball (4). 
Gerow, Harold L. " Junior" " Shorty" 
Course: General 
H a rold is one of the finer saxaphone players in the 
school. 
Activities : Band (2 ) ; Chorus (3); Jr. Chorus (3); 
Track (3, 4). 
Gilpatrick, P auline ' 'Paulie'' ''Gillie'' 
Course: Business Education 
''Gillie'' is the girl that is a lways laughing in the com-
mercial course classes. 
Activities: Girls' Rifle Club (2) ; Dramatic Club (4 ) ; 
Commer cial Club (3, 4 ) ; Girls' Hockey (3) ; Girls' 
Basketball (3, 4 ) ; Girls' Volleyball (2, 3, 4 ) ; All Ban· 
gor Basketball ( 4). 
Goldstein, Marvin ''Mar'' 
Cour se: College Preparatory 
If general knowledge about everything from current 
world affairs to atomic structure help to make a good 
· lawyer, "Marv" should become Chief Justice! 
Activities: Band (2, 3, 4); Dramatic lJlub (2, 3, 4); 
Latin Club (2, 3, 4); Jr. Exhibition (3); D ebate 
Club (2); Plays (2, 4 ); Beta Hi-Y ( 3, 4); Track 
( 2, 3) ; Officers' Club ( 4) ; Oracle Board ( 4) ; 
Science C1ub (4) . 
Goodine, Charles c. "Bum" 
Course: General 
To be successful in life is "Bum's" ambition. We ar e 
sure "Bum", with his winning personality, will always 
be just that. Incidentally, he's a great golf player. 
Goodwin, John R. "Johnny" 
Course: General . 
If "Johnny" is waiting for you, y_ou had better be 
prompt for his pet peeve is slow people. We· know 
tl).at John will a lways be a great success. 
Activities: Student Council, (3); Baseball, (2) . 
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Gordon, Gladys 
Course: College 
This attarctive senior girl will be a t the Eastern Maine 
General Hospital next year, training, so that she may real-
ize her ambition, to be a nurse. In her spare time, she can 
be found at her favorite sports, roller skating and soft-
hall. 
Grant, Donald ' 'Bud'' 
Course: General 
Don't make sarcastic remarks in ''Bud's'' presence, 
for that's his pet peeve. Among ''Bud's' ' various 
favorites are Guy Lombardo and chocolate pie. Next 
year ''Bud'' will be fo ll owing electrical lines as he 
wants to be an electrician. 
Griffin, Joan Shirley 
Course : Business Education 
Joan is interested in winning more frienrls. Have no f ear, 
Joan! ViTe are sure that with vour pleasing personality 
you'll always have lots of then;·! 
Activities: Debate Club (2). 
Griffin, Lois Jane 
Course: Coll ege 
If you need anything in the way of jewelry, Lois is 
the girl to sec, for she will be working in one of our 
local jewelry stores next year. 
Activities: Chorus (±); Dramatic Club (2, 3); L atin 
Club (2); Jr. Chorus (3) ; Girls' Ho ckey (2, 3); 
f:lirls' Basketball (2, 3) . 
Hackett, Constance '' Connie'' ''Connie Jo'' 
Course: College 
"Connie" is the girl w ho put th e pep in pepper. Best of 
lu ck to her in l1er car eer as a nurse. 
Activities: Band (2, 3, 4); Orchestm (2); Chorus (4); 
Dramatic Club (4) ; Dramatic Club Work Shop (4); 
Girls' Hockey (2, 3, 4); Spanish Club (3, 4). 
Hackett, William D. "Bubbar" "Itch" 
Course: General 
"Itch" is the boy who is a lways on time. This lively 
senior will attend Hicker Junior College next year. 
Best of luck to your future. 
Hall, Florence ' 'Flo' ' 
Course : General 
Boys, here is a pert senior girl who expects to be in Ban-
gor next year. Her idea of heaven is a plate of fried clams 
a nd either lemon or graham cracker pie. 
Activities: Lunch Room (2, 3, 4); Homec Club (3, 4). 
Hamilton, Robert ''Bob'' 
Course: Coll ege 
"Bob" is so brilliant he has us all hypnotized (but 
literally). Here's one thing sure: "Bob" will be a 
terrific success in the field of psychology. 
Activities: Debate Club (3, 4); Varsity Debater (3); 
Oraseope (3); National Honor Society (3, 4); 
French Club ( 3, 4) ; Oracle Board ( 4) ; Science 
Club ( 4) ; President ( 4). 
-Hammond, Granv ille T . '' Tommy'' '' Granny'' 
Course : General 
ORACLE 
'.t Tommy" has already had plenty of experience at A & P 
stores. \Ve are sure he will be successful in his career as a 
chain store supelTisor. "Tommy" is a very popular boy 
at B. H. S.-especially with the girls of the sophomore 
r lass ! 
Activities: Bal)(l (3, 4); Orchestra (3, 4); Beta Hi-Y (3, 
4); Boys' Bask etball (3, 4 ); Football (4 ). 
H a ndler, R ober t N . ' ' N oxie' ' 
Course: General 
'fhis good-looking boy's greatest "·ish is to be 
wealthy. Steak, medium r are; ''Confess'' by Ray 
Petterson's l\'ote Makers; and western movies all 
rate terrific on this man's bill of fare. 
Activities: Jr. Chorus (3); B eta lii-Y (3, 4); 'l'reas-
urer (4); Hepresentative, I-Ii-Y L egislature (3, 4); 
Boys' Basketball (2, 3, 4); Boys ' Volleyball (2, 3). 
Hanson, E arl L . '' Buster'' 
Course: .Business Education 
Earl's chief weakness is music-all styles. He plans to 
attend Husson College, but he will be spending his spare 
time listening to Guy Lombardo and eating lemon pie. 
Activities: Boys' Basketball (3). 
H arrigan, L eo 
Course: Genera] 
Leo is the quiet senior boy who can· be seen a lmost 
any time driving around in his "Jeep". He enjoys 
spending his summers on an island off the Maine 
coast. Here 's wishing you continued success in future 
years. 
Head, J anet Dana 
Course: Coil ege 
Janet is one of those unusua l girls who exceed in math 
a ni! chemistry. There's no doubt that Janet will be as ac-
tive on the U. of M. campus as she has b een at B . H. S. 
Activities: Band (2, 3, 4); Orchestr a (2, 3, 4); Chorus 
(2, 3); Girls' Rifl e Club (2); G. A. H. C. (3, 4); 
Dramati c Club (2, 3); Public Affairs Club (4); Latin 
Club (2); Jr. Chorus (3); Debate Club (2, 3, 4); Girls' 
IIockPy (2, 3, 4); Captain (4); Girls' Basketbmll (3, 
4); Spanish Club (3) ; Science Club (4); Ski Club (4). 
H eal, Barbara '' Barbie·'' 
Course: College 
"Barbie is one of the outstanding senior basketball 
players. Although her d estination for 1949-50 is the 
J:'ortlanil General Hospital, she someday hopes to live 
in Savannah, Georgia. 
Activities: Chorus (4); Dramatic Club (2, 3, 4); 
Public Affairs Club (4); Jr. Chorus (3); Girls' 
Hockey (2, 3, 4); All Bangor Hockey Team (4); 
Girls' Volle_vball (2, 3, 4); All Bangor Volleyball 
Teain (3); J ayvee Cheerleader (3); Fren ch Club 
(3); Spanish Club (3, 4 ); Science Club (4) ; 
Basketball Usher (4 ). 
Higgins, E dward F. " Buzzy" 
Course: General 
''Buzzy" is leaving for W cntworth Institute next fall 
where he hopes to perfect his ambition, to be a trans-
mitter operator. His chief weakness is food-lemon pie 
being his favorite. If you want to be a friend of 
''Buzzy's, '' don't throw things. 
Hinds, Robert P. " Gump" "Bob" 
Course: General 
This easy-going lad spends his summer days working 
a nd his summer nights swimming. In spare moments, 
"Gump" enjoys the music of Blue B arron, especially 
his version of ''You Were Only Fooling.'' 
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Hoffma-n, J ames P. " Jim" 
Course: General 
During the first part of high school, ''Jim'' spent his 
time traveJing in Europe. After he graduates, he plans 
to join the U. S. Navy and will probably continue his 
travels. 
J ohnson, H elen M arie " J ohnnie" " Joe" 
Course: College 
The class of '49 has had one marvelous poet in Helen. 
\Ve wish her the best of luck at Maine next fall. 
Activities: Orchestra (2, 3); Girls' Rifle Club (2); 
Dramatic Club (2); Public Affairs Club (3, 4); 
Latin Club (2); Jr. Chorus (3); Orascope (3); 
Girls' Hockey ( 3) ; Girls' Basketball ( 3) ; Girls' 
Volleyball (2); National Honor Society (4); Ski 
CJlub ( 4); Girls' State (3). 
Jones, E dmund D . " General'' " Eddie" 
Course: General 
''Eddie,'' who has no definite plans for the fall, hopes 
someday to own a famous nightclub. American History 
is "Eddie's" favorite subject . 
• Activities: Boys' Basketball (2, 3, 4); Officers' Club (4). 
K each, Sally Ann ' ' Sally' ' 
Course: College 
"Sally" plans to attend the University of Maine this 
fall. As she loves basketball, hockey, and volleyball, 
we know she'll be successful as a physical education 
teacher. 
Activities: Chorus (3, 4); Student Council (3, 4); 
Dramatic Club (3, 4); Jr. Chorus (3); Dramat1c 
Club Workshop (3); Girls' Hockey (3, 4); Girls' 
Basketball (3); Girls' Volleyball (3); Spanish 
Club (3, 4); and Science Club (4). 
Keenan, J a,net " J ackie" 
Course : Distr'ibutive Education 
"Jackie 's" ambition is to be a beautician and to have 
her own shop. It looks as though she will realize her 
ambition as she plans to attend the Eastern Beauty Aca-
demv in '49-50. Since ''Jackie'' claims her chief weak-
ness" is talking, we are sure she will do well in her chosen 
profession. 
Activities: Commercial Club (3). 
K eisor, Ethel Marie " Dimples" 
Course: General 
Ethel's favorite popular piece is "Far A way Places." 
She plans to spend next year t raveling- we suppose 
to those far aJV;ay places. Ethel, whose ambition 
is to be a hostess, spends her leisure time listening 
to the Maine Bears and her favorite records. 
Kenney, Gwendolyn E. '' Gwennie' ' 
Course: Business Education 
"Gwennie" hopes to do secretarial work this fa.ll, pos-
sibly in a bank. Her fondness for typing should help a 
great deal. 
Activities: Chorus (2); Dramatic Cluh (2); Commercial 
Club (4). 
K houry, Ernest K., Jr. " Ernie" " Jr-" 
Course: General 
Bing Crosby and Betty Grable movies provide top 
entertainment for Ernie. This popular lad turned in 
a terrific record in football last fall. 
Activities: Band (2, 3, 4); Orchestra (2, 3, 4); B-
Cluh (4); Alpha Hi-Y (3, 4); Track (2, 3, 4); 
Football (2, 3, 4); Officers' Club (4); Order of the 
l:tam (2); Special Platoon (2). 
- ~~~-------------· --~~--------------
Kjenslee, Barbara Ann ''Barbie '' 
Course: General 
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"Barbie's" arhbition is to be a nurse, and she hopes to 
enter training this fall. \~ith her pleasnat personality, 
she will certainly brighten any sick room. 
Activities: Dramatic Club (3) ; l"rench C.lub (3) . 
Knapp, Grace 
Course : Distributive Education 
Grace has a passion for butterscotch sundaes and 
basketball. Her strongest pet peeve is too much 
homework on nights when she wants to step out. 
Grace's idea of perfection is ''Cruising Down the 
River"-the river being the beautiful "Blue 
Danube.'' 
Knowlton, Henry C., Jr., ''H ank'' 
Course : College Preparatory 
B. H. S. will certainly miss ''the boy who beats the 
drum'' and helps to make our school's cheers just four 
times as peppy as those of other schools. 
Activities: Band (2, 3, 4); Orchestra (2, 3, 4); Boys' 
Rifle Club (2); Latin Club (2, 3, 4); Officers' Club 
(4); r~unch Room (4). 
Kuchinski, Marlene F. ''Mimi" 
Course: Business Education 
Marlene is headed for office work next year; and 
with her fondness for typing, she should find her 
work very pleasant. '':Mimi'' ex cells in sports, 
especially basketball! Her favorite summertime sport 
is swimming. 
Activities: Commercial Club ( 4) ; Girls' Basketball 
( 2, 3, 4), All Bangor (2, 3, 4 ) ; Girls' Volleyball 
( 2, 3, 4), Captain (3) . 
Laliberte, Mary Lou "Lefty" 
Course: Distributive Education 
Despite ''Lefty's'' domestic leanings, we know that 
Mary does some faney hoofin' on the side. This jitter-
bug's chief weakness is ''clothes.'' Rita Hayworth rates 
tops with her in the flicks. 
Activities: Chorus (2, 3, 4); Jr. Chorus (3); Plays (3); 
Lunch Room (2, 3, 4); Homec Club (3) . 
L argay, P atricia Anne ''Patty'' ''P at'' 
Course: College 
"Patty" plans to enter Rosemont College in Penn-
sylvania in the fall. She likes music and poJitics. 
Pat spends her summers at Hancock enjoying swim-
ming and lobster roasts. · 
Activities: Latin Club (2, 3); Orascope (3); Na-
tional Honor Society ( 3, 4 ) ; French Club (3, 4); 
Oracle Board ( 4 ) ; All Bangor Scholar ( 4). 
Lawrence, Robert ''Bob '' 
Course: Business Education 
''Bob'' hasn't as yet decided where he is destined for 
next year. In the summertime ''Bob'' works and, in 
his spare moments, enjoys a ll kinds of outdoor sports. 
Summertime, wintertime, any time, he can be found en-
joying one of Kenneth Roberts' books. 
Legere, Lorraine M. ''Lon'' 
Course: General 
Everywher e Lorraine goes, things are poppin'! Her 
pet diversion is looking up strategic information in 
her favorite digest, the telephone book. Next year 
will find Lorraine at business college. Good . luck, 
''Lon,'' and keep collecting those pictures of the 
Rams! 
Activities: Chorus (2, 4); Girls' Rifle Club (2); Jr. 
Chorus (3); Girls' Hockey (3); Girls' Basketball 
(3); French Club (3, 4); Basketball Usher (3, 4). 
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Leighton, Elena Mary 
Course: College 
Next year th e Maine General !~ospital in Portland will 
be getting the kind of girl B. H. S. would be proud to 
have as a r epresentative anywhere. Life for this young 
lass would be absolute bliss if she could live on a diet of 
l1am and lemon pie and didn't have to get up at 6:15! 
Activities: Lntin Club (2) . 
Leland, Roland ''Zeb'' ''Rollie'' 
Course: General 
If you want to get along well with Rollie, t he :first 
r equisite is that you aren't a show-off. '' Rollie 's'' 
destination next year is either Boston or New York. 
ActiYities : B-Clul; (4); Football (2, 3, 4). 
Leonard, Dorothy Anne ' ' Dot' ' ' ' Olive'' 
Course : Coll<3ge 
As one can see from her impressive list of activities, 
''Dot'' has added her vitality and sweetness to many a 
high school group. 
Act ivities: Band (2, 3); Ore hestra (2, 3); G. A. H. C. 
(2, 3, 4), Vice President (4); Drnmatic Club (2); 
Public Affairs Club (4); Latin Club (2, 3, 4), Quaestor 
(il) , 1'rihune (4); Jr. Chorus (3); Orascope (3); Girls' 
Hockey (2, 3, 4), All Bangor (3, 4); Girls' Basketball 
All Bangor (2, 3); Girls' Voll eyl.mll (2, 3, 4), Captain 
(2) ; National Honor Society (3, 4); Art Club (3) ; 
French Club ( 3, 4) ; President ( 4), Oracle Board ( 4) ; 
Bangor High School Scholar (4); Usher (4). 
Luro, Palmer L. 
Course: General 
In 1950, Palmer either will be off for the Midwest 
or will join the army. He hopes someday to own a 
large dude ranch; it isn't difficult to guess w hy when 
you eonsicler that Palmer's favorite sport is trick 
horseback ri<ling! 
Activities: Officers' Club (3); Lunch Room ( 2 ) ; 
Science Club (4); Boys' Intramural Basketball 
(2, 3). 
MacDonald, David " Red " " Dave' 
Course: Business Education 
'' DH ,·e,'' whose :fiery reel hair indicates some of the 
fight in him, captained our '49 Rams on the basketball 
court. Besides being a n a thlete, ''Reel'' sings with a 
quartet nncl does some fancy tootin' on t he trumpet. Next 
year will find this £ella at H iggins Prep. School. 
Acti,·ities : Banrl (2, 3, 4); Orchestra (2, 3, 4); Chorus 
(2, 3, 4 ) ; B-Club (3, 4); Beta Hi-Y (3, 4); Baseball 
(2, 3, 4); Cross Country (4); Boys' Basketball (2, 3, 
4) ;·Football (3); Officers' Club (4); Lunch Room (2, 
3, 4). 
M acManus, Mary E. ''Pee Wee '' 
Course: College 
This is the girl who thrives on collecting pictures of 
movie stars a nd eating chieken chow mein. She is 
an equestrian too (a horseback rider to all t hose who 
have not studied senior English). Several years 
hence Marv will be known as Miss MacManus. R. N. 
Activities : .. Latin Club (2); Jr. Chorus (3); Girls' 
Volleyball (2, 3) . 
MacMillan, Robert M. "Mac" " Bob" 
Course: General 
"lVlac 's" ambition is to become a millionaire (and whose 
isn't ) ? To mnke "Mac" completely happy, provide him 
with a big chocolate cake, lots of Spilce Jones' and 
Vaughn Monroe ' s records, aucl a couple of sleek new 
automobiles. 
Activities: Beta lli -Y (3, 4), SeTgeant-at-Arms (4); 
Boys' Basketball (2, 3, 4); Lunch Room (4). 
Maxsimic, Jeanette Elizabeth " Maxi" 
Course : Distributi,-e Education 
This young lady has a leaning toward domestic life; 
her ambition is to become a good housewife. 
--- - - - - -- - -
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Mayo, Philip Stewart ' ' Mike' ' 
Course: General 
Here's to Mike-the guy w hose favorite hobby is draw-
ing, whose pet peeve is nervous t eachers, w hose favorite 
music is created by Spike Jones and Tommy Dorsey. 
Activities : Intramural Basketball (4 ). 
McAlpine, Anita N. ''Nita'' 
Course : General 
'' N um bor, ple-ase W'' will be ''Nita's'' password next 
year. 
Activities: Chorus ( :?,) ; J1·. Chorus (3). 
McGinn, M:uy Lenora ''Lee'' 
Course: College 
''Lee' ' is one of B. H. S. 's most popular seniors. 
Activities: Student Council (3); Alternate (4); G. A. H. 
C. (2, 3, -t) , President (4) ; D1·amatic Club (2) ; Public 
Affairs Club ( 3, 4), Secret ary ( 4) ; Jr. Chorus ( 3) ; 
Omscope, Co-Editor (3) ; Class Officers ( 2, 3) , Secre-
t a ry (2) , Vice-P resi.dent (3); Girls ' Hockey (2, 3, 4), 
All Bangor (3, 4 ) ; Ghls' Basketball (2, 3, 4), All 
Bangor (2, 3); Girls' Volleyball (2, 3, 4 ) , All Bangor 
(3); National Honor Roriety (3, 4 ) ; French Club (3, 
4 ) , Corresponding Secretm·y (4); Science Club (4); 
Oracl e Boarcl, ,Co-J<:clitor (4); Student Legislature (3); 
Basketball Usher (3, 4); Bangor High Sc hool Scholar 
( 4); D. A. R. Good Citizenship Candidate ( 4); Bangor 
B apst Hi Club (2). 
Mcinnis, Edward J. ''Ed' ' 
Cour se: Business Education 
Who is B. H . S. 's most promising prospective ac-
countant f Ed Mclnnis-but natch! 
Ar.tivities : Sturle11t Council ( 2, 4) , Alternate (3); 
B -Clnb (4) ; Dramatic Club (2); Public Affairs 
Club (4) ; .Jr. Chorus (3); I1ost Horizon (2); Meet 
Arizona (4) ; Beta }Ii-Y (3, 4 ), Corresponding 
Secretary ( 3), Rerording Secretary ( 4) ; Com-
mercial Club (3, 4); Basehall (2, 3, 4); Cross 
Country (3, 4 ) ; Boys ' BaskPtball (2, 3, 4); Na-
tional Honor Society (3, 4 ) , Treasurer (4); Lunch 
Room ( 4 ) ; Oracle Board ( 4 ). 
McKusick, Gloria Dawn ''Go-Go" 
Course: Business Education 
This cheerful girl's favorite sport is basketball. If you 
have ever seen her d1·op in a few of those impossible 
shots, you know the reason why. 
Aetivities: Girls ' Basketball (2, 3, 4 ); Girls' Volleyba.ll 
(2, 3, 4). 
McLaughlin, Eugene J .' 'Mac'' ''P eanut' • 
Course: General 
''Mac'' is bound for Norwich Military Academy 
next year. Along musical lines, Guy Lombardo and 
the New York P hilharmonic are tops. 
Activities: B-Club (4); Cross Country, Manager (4); 
l!'ootball, Manager (2, 3); Officers' Club (4) . 
McLeod, Roderick Donald "Rod" 
Course : Ge11eral 
''Rod'' would be in seventh heaven if he could be tt 
manager of .a hotel resort and spencl all of his spare time 
listening to " You Do" played by Nat Diamond. 
Activities: F r ench Club (4); Driver Tra ining (4). 
McNa.ma:ra, J acqueline Ann '' J ackie'' 
Course : Coll ege 
If you ever travel in South America and happen to 
see a good looking nurse who will greet you with 
"Hi!," you can just bet your life that it's "Jackie. " 
Activities: Chorus (2, 3, 4); Latin Club ( 2); Jr. 
Chorus (3) ; Girls' Volleyball (3, 4); Lunch Room 
(4); Spanish Club (3, 4); Vice President (4). 
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Megquier, Merrill A. ''Mickey '' 
Course: General 
Here's a bov who spends his summers in the sunshine 
and good old fresh air, working on a farm. "Mickey's" 
favorite sport is basket baH, and his hobby is . dancing. 
Heaven for "Mickey" consists of two things: a big 
wedge of apple pie and s(lveral encores of ''Lavender 
Blue.'' 
Melvin, Floyd Wilson, Jr. ''Mel'' 
Course: Industrial 
Every spring ''Mel's'' fancy turns to big league 
baseball. His pet hobby is delivering milk, but in 
the future he hopes to be a first rate carpenter. Let 
"Mel" have apple pie, "I Love You So Much It 
Hurts Me"; and he'll be so content he will pr obab1y 
forget to say "You know what I mean!" 
Miller, Marceda M. '' Ceedee' ' 
Course: College 
Marceda's the little lady who spends her summer s at 
Camp Tanglewood, catching up on her favorite sport, 
swimming. Next year will find her studying physical 
therapy at Sargent. 
Activities : Chorus (2, 3, 4); Dramatic Club (4) ; Latin 
Club ( 2) ; Science Fair and Congress ( 2) ; Gir Is' 
Hockey (2); National Honor Society (4); Lunch 
Room ( 4) ; Spanish Club ( 3, 4 ) ; Oracle Board ( 4). 
Mishou, Nancy Lee "Pug" "Nan" "Mish" 
Course : General 
When "Nan" isn't dancing at the Dorothy Memorial 
Hall, we will probably see her driving around in the 
family car, with Sally in the seat beside her. 
Activities: Chorus (4 ) ; Cheerleaders (3, 4 ) ; Chemis· 
try Club (4) . 
Morrison, Marjorie ''Margie '' ''M arge '' 
Course: College 
You will never see "Margie" come into class late, tardi-
ness is her pet peeve. Continued good luck at the Uni-
versity of Maine, ''Margie.'' 
Activities: Public Affairs Club (4); Latin Club (2, 3, 4), 
Tribune (4 ) ; Jr. Chorus (3); Girls' Hockey (4 ) ; Girls' 
Volleyball (3); National Honor Society (3, 4); French 
Club (3, 4), Corresponding Secretary (3); All Bangor 
Scholar ( 4 ) . · 
Mower, Frank Edward ''Fanner'' 
Course: Indus trial 
After Frank finishes the Agriculture Course at the 
University of Maine, we hope to see him as the owner 
of the largest farm around Bangor. Good luck , 
Frank! 
Activities: Officers' Club ( 4 ) . 
Mulheron, Betty Jean " Boopus" 
Course: General 
Don't ever gossip when you are around Betty-gossipers 
are her pet peeve! She would like to spend year s just 
eating lobster and listening to Vaughn Monroe play "Red 
Roses for a Blue Lady.'' 
Activities : Homec Club (2). 
Nelson, Theodore Leroy ''Ted' ' 
Course: General 
''Far Away Places'' interest ''Ted,'' because next 
year he will be going far away to manage a large 
hotel-maybe in Florida ~ 
Activities: Chorus (2, 3, 4 ) ; . Jr. Chq,rus ~3); Dra-
matic Club (4); Public Affairs Club (4); Debate 
Club ( 4) ; "Meet Ar~zona'' ( 4) ; Lunch Room 
(3); Debate Class (4). 
'• . 
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Newhall, Donald Richard ''Dick '' 
Course : General 
''Dick'' wants to go around the world, and ''make a 
million.'' We hope he succeeds in doing both. 
Activities: Boys' Rifle Club (2 ) ; Jr. Chorus (3); Officers· 
Club (4 ) ; Lunch Room (2, 3). 
NickerJon, M arilyn J . "Nicki" 
Course: Gen eral 
'l'he Eastern Maine General Hospital will soon see 
"Nicki's" smiling face, cheering up the patients, 
because she's going to train to be a nurse. She 
hopes to go South, first, though, to catch up on some 
sketching and horseback r iding. 
Aetivities: Chorus (2, 4); Jr. Chorus (3); Girls' 
Hockey (2 ) ; Lunch Room (2, 3, 4 ) ; Art Club (3) ; 
Science Club (4). 
Niles, Marion Jean 
Course : General 
Someday you 'II probably be listening to snappy radio 
scripts written by Marion. But w hen you're in a movie 
with her and are surrounded by people who insist on talk· 
ing, change your seat quickly, for she's liable to commit 
mayhem. 
Act ivi t ies : Commercial Club (2). 
Nowell, Jeanette " J anie" 
Course: General 
Somewhere we heard that our ''Janie'' has a career 
of housewife all planned. Here's our wish for your 
happiness, ''Janie.'' 
}...ctivities: Chorus (2 ) ; Lunch Room (2 ) . 
Osgood, N aida Joyce 
Course: College 
Naida wants to be a good singer, but everyone who saw 
"Meet Arizona" knows she's that already! Treat her 
gently Monday mornings, though, for she tells us it's 
awfully hard to get up! 
Activities: Plays (4); Girls' Volleyball (2, 3); Spanish 
Club (3, 4); Secretary (4); Science Club (4); All 
Bangor Scholar ( 4). 
Page, Eleanor Mae " Lee" 
Course: College 
"Lee" expects to be a hair sty list, and we know 
she '11 be a success. Don't nag around ''Lee,'' but 
do put a tall glass of milk and a heaping plate of 
brownies in front of her, and turn on a Guy Lombardo 
program- Results: Complete satisfaction for ''Lee.'' 
P aine, Albert ' ' Al" ''Albie ' ' 
Cour se : General 
Hebron Academy will soon see '' Al, '' and someday, if 
his ambitions is realized he will be a good mechanical 
engineer. He says his chief w eakness is forgetting to do 
his homework. Don't forget it at Hebron, '' Al''! 
Activities: Boys' Basketball (2, 3, 4); Track (3, 4); 
Science Club ( 4). 
P arkhurst, P auline P atricia ''P at'' 
Course: Business Education 
Some lucky businessman will have "Pat" as his sec· 
retary, for shorthand is her strong point. Will such 
a job lead to becoming a farmer's wife ~ We hope so, 
because that's "Pat's" ambition. 
Activities: Commercial Club (4); Spanish Club (3) . 
• 
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Pierce, Leona ' 'Lea' ' 
Course: General 
Give her a good book and chocolate cake with plenty of 
icing, and "Lea" is all set for a quiet evening at home. 
Bowling is her favorite sport, but you'll find her at the 
movies every time Peter Lawford and June Allyson are on 
the screen. 
Activities: Bangor High School Scholar · ( 4). 
Pierce, Winona ''Nonie '' ''Nona'' 
Course: General 
Let's hope that the office where "Nonie" gets a posi-
tion has a lot of mail, for she is collecting three cent 
stamps. "Nonie" is happy if she can get any kind of 
pudding and some Glenn Miller records. 
Pendleton, Shirley A . " Shirts" 
Course: General 
That clicking noise you hear is merely Shirley and her 
knitting needles; but don't think that is all she does, be-
cause she was outstanding on the hockey field a nd volley· 
ball floor. She's a swell girl and an ardent J. V. Cheer· 
leader. 
Activities: Choi'Us (4); Dramatic Club (4); Public Af-
f airs Club (4); Girls' Hockey (3, 4), All Bangor (4); 
Girls' Basketball (4); Girls' Volleyball (3, 4), All 
Bango1· (3) ; J. V. Cheerleader (3, 4); Lunch Room 
( 4) ; Usher ( 4). 
Perkins, Joyce '' Jo " 
Course: General 
"Jo" just wants to get married! Since her pet peeve 
is waiting for anything, we imagine she will lose no 
time in realizing her ambition. Don't leave any cho· 
colate cake around--Joyce loves it, especially while 
listening to Larry Town's Dance Band. 
Activities: Dramatic Club (3); Junior Chorus (3). 
Peters, J a mes Elden ''Jimmie'' ''Pete'' 
Course: Business Education 
''Jimmie'' wants to be an accountant after he graduates 
from the Bentley School of Accounting and Finance. We 
are sure he'll be a success. Let ''Jimmie'' hear ''Star 
Dust" played by Jimmy Dorsey, and he's in seventh 
heaven. 
Activities: Dra matic Club (3, 4 ) ; "Meet Arizona" (4); 
Debate Club (3, 4 ); Dramatic Club Work Shop (3, 4); 
Track ( 3, 4) ; Officers' Club ( 4). 
P etterson, Raymond Stewart ''Ray'' ''Swede'' 
Course: College 
"Ray" needs no introduction, as his activities give 
us :in idea of his popularity. 
Activities: Student Council Alternate (2, 3, 4); B-
Club (2, 3, 4); Public Affairs Club (4); Orascope 
(3); Class President ( 2, 3, 4); Alpha Hi·Y (2, 3, 
4 ) ; President (4) ; Baseball (2, 3, 4); Track (2, 
4); Boys' Basketball (2, 3, 4); Football (2, 3, 4); 
Captain (4); National Honor Society (3, 4); Vice-
President ( 4) ; Officers' Club Treasurer ( 4) 
Spanish Club ( 4) ; Oracle Board ( 4) ; Chorus ( 3 ) . 
Pevetty, c ·arolyn M ae ''Lynn'' 
Course: General 
This is the first year at B. H. S. for this a ttractive senior 
who came to Bangor High from East Haven High School 
in Conn. ''Lynn's'' favorite hobbies arc dancing, swimm-
ing, and basketball. 
Philbrick, Bette Lou "Betts" 
Course: General 
'' Betts" wants to be a good housewife, and because 
of her good di.eposition we're sure she will be one of 
the ])est. She is fond of bookkeeping; but Vaughn 
Monroe simply sends her, we hear. "Betts" is an 
outc1oor girl and likes to spend her summers at camp . 
• 
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Here ' s the fellow who always seems to be having fun 
no matter where he is or what he is doing. ''Chuck's'' 
chief ambition at the moment is to get his high school 
diploma. 
Activiti es : Intramural Basketball (2 ) ; Officers' Club (4). 
Plummer, Lois Ann 
Course: College 
L ois wan ts to become a merlical secretary, and she 
plans to prepare for this job at Westbrook Jr. Col-
lege. Her pet peeve is to be called on when she' 
doesn't k n ow the answer. 
Activities : Chorus (2, 3, 4 ) ; Stuclent Council (2, 3, 
4 ) ; Dramatic Club ( 2) ; Public Affairs Club (4); 
Latin Club (2) ; Jr. Chorus (3); Debate Club (2); 
Spanish Club (3, 4 ) ; Science Club ( 4 ) . 
Purcell, Jane :Barbara 
Course : College 
Jane ' s favorite sch ool activity is elrama tics; but she 
manages to fin d time to par ticipate in her favorite hob-
bies, tennis and swimming. 
Activities: Girls ' Rifle Club (2 ) ; Dramatic Club ( 2, 3, 
4 ) ; Public Affairs Club (3) ; Latin Club (2, 3, 4 ) ; Jr. 
Bxhibition (3 ) ; Debate Club ( 2, 3, 4 ) ; P lays, Student 
Director (4 ) ; Girls ' Hockey ( 2, 3 ) ; Girls' Basketball 
( 2, 3 ) ; Girls ' Volleyball (2 ) ; French Club (3); Ski 
Club (4). 
Quinn, Allan ' ' Quinnie ' ' 
Course: Industrial 
Allan's an outdoor man who likes to go hunting and 
fishing. He also enjoys :flying an airp1ane in his spare 
time, an d next year he hopes to be in the Air For.ces. 
' ' Quinnie 's ' ' favorite school subject is geometry. 
Rand, Gleason A . Jr., ''Randy' ' ' ' Gleas '' 
Course: College 
Here's our good-looking, pompadoured basketball mnu-
ager, who had the honor of making the last tackle in the 
'48 football season. Gleason tells us he intends to go to 
college next year, either to Bowdoin or D uke, to study 
medicine. 
Activities : Band (2 ) ; Public Affairs Club (4) ; Jr. Chorus 
(3) ; Alpha H i·Y (3, 4 ) ; Vice P resident (4); Baseball 
(2) ; Basketball (2, 3, 4 ) ; Manager (4) ; Football (2, 
3, 4 ) ; B·Club ( 4 ) . 
R apaport, J ames A . "Jim" 
Course: College 
Who will be the most successful business man in our 
class i That question is impossible to answer, but we 
know J im will be among the top. 
Activities: B-Club (3, 4) ; Latin Club ( 2) ; Class 
Officer ( 2) ; Vice P r esident (2) ; T rack (2, 3, 4); 
Captain (4 ) ; Cross Country (2) ; Basketball (2). 
R edman, Joyce A. ' ' Jo" 1 
Course: Genera 1 
"Jo" is undecided as to what her destination is in 1949-
50, but we k n ow that she will be a success in a:n,y field 
she attempts because of her winning personality. This 
blushing sen ior 's favorite school activity was cheerlead· 
ing. 
Activities: Cheerleaders (3); Lunch Room (3). 
R eev es, Const ance Amy ''Connie'' 
Course : General 
This dark-haired bright-eyed girl claims that h er fav-
orite school subject is English. In the summer, how-
evel·, all of Connie's efforts are turned towa rd swim-
ming and having a good time. 
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R eynolds, Dona ld Edward ''B oots'' ''Alla n '' ''Don' ' 
Course: General 
''Don 's'' favorite hobbies are tumbling, ping-pong, and 
singing between the acts of plays. He's very mucl1 at 
home eating lobsters and playing footbalL 
Activities : R.ifle Club (3); Jr. Chorus (3); P lays (4); 
Officers' Club ( 4). 
Rideout, Gordon ''L efty'' 
Course: General 
It's certain that everyone agrees with Gordon when 
he says that his pet peeve is detention hall . "Lefty" 
says that mechanical drawing is his favorite school 
subject and that next year he plans to go to work. 
In the spring you can :find him on the baseball dia-
mond taking part in his favorite spor~t. 
Robbins, Charles M. " Charlie" " Chuck " 
Course : General 
''Ice cream and ginger ale'' are the chief weakness of 
this Ava Gardner fan. "Charlie" enjoys making model 
airplanes and eating strawberry short-cake. ''Chuck'' is 
another senior who lists Drums Along The Mohawk as his 
favorite book (We wonder why~). 
R obbins, K enne·t h W . 
Course: Distributive Education 
Kenneth is the boy whose pet peeve is childish wo-
men. Where he is bound for next yead He does not 
exactly know, but as he likes to travel he may be in 
the rftnks of one of our armed services. 
Activities: R.ifle Club (2). 
R obinson, Rosalie M . "Rodie " 
Course: Business Education 
"l'todie" is our all around good sport and swell gal. Next 
year R.osalie plans to go to work to realize her ambition 
of becoming a secretary. ·with her friendly smile, we 
know she'll always have as many friends as she had at 
B. H. S. 
Activities: Public Affairs Club (4); Commercial Club (3, 
4); Girls' Hockey (3, 4 ) ; Girls' Basketball (3, 4); 
Girls' Volleyball (3, 4); All Bangor Hockey (4) . 
Rolerson, M ary '' Taffy '' '' Itch'' 
Course: College 
This tall, striking senior plans to strut in a modeling 
school. Come next year, ''Taffy,'' who hates people 
who are always late, can be found in her leisure mo-
ments prar.ticing her favorite sport, skating. 
R ose, Roland K. ''Rolly'' '' Spud ' ' '' Posie '' 
Course: General 
After graduation, "R.olly" plans to join the Navy and 
see the world, where he'll find smooth sailing with his 
good disposition. Among '' R.olly 's'' likes are economic 
geography and baseball. 
Activities: Officers' Club (4); Lunch R.oom ( 2, 4 ) . 
Rowell, Richard E . '' Dick'' ''Rip'' 
Course: General 
''Dick' ' is not only the captain of the cross country 
team but a lso an outstanding participant in track. 
He is undecided as to what his destination will be in 
1949-50, but someday he hopes to be a mechanic. 
Activities: Chorus (2, 4 ) ; B-Club (3, 4); Jr. Chorus 
(3); Beta Hi-Y (4)"; Track ( 2, 3, 4) ; Cross Coun-
try (2, 3, 4); Captain (4). 
Savage, P aul 
Course: General 
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Sports, hunting, and fishing are the favorite pastimes of 
this B . H . S. lad. Paul plans to work during the summer, 
and next f all he is going to join the Marines. 
Sawyer, Joyce M. " Jo " 
Course: Distributive Education 
W edcling bells will be ringing for this attractive 
senior next year. '' J o 's'' ambition is to be a good 
housewife. She likes nothing better than swimming 
with a certain Marine, while her hobby is saving 
Roosevelt climes. 
Searles, Richard Walker "Dick " " Walker" 
Course: College 
''Dick'', an all-around fellow, will be found next year at 
the U. of M. studying to be a big business execut ive. 
Activities: Student Council ( 3) ; B-Club ( 4 ) ; Public Af-
fairs Club (3, 4) ; President (4); Latin Club (2, 3, 4 ) ; 
Consul (3); Aeclile (4 ) ; Jr. Chorus (3 ) ; Or ascope (3 ) ; 
Oracle (4); Alpha Hi-Y (3, 4); Sergeant-at-Arms (3); 
Natiorta l Honor Society (4 ) ; B . H. S. Scholar (4); 
Science Club ( 4) ; Officers' Club ( 4) ; Vice President 
(4); B:mgor-Bapst Hi Club, President (4); Football (2, 
3, 4 ) ; Boys' Intramural Basketball (2, 3, 4); Baseball 
(2). 
Segal, Leon J. " Seagull" 
Course: College 
Leor1, one of the class wits, is not only the only three 
letter debate man the cl:tss of '49 has but also one 
of the most active seniors in various activities. 
Activities: Latin Club (2, 3); Jr. E xhibition (3); Jr. 
Chorus (3 ) ; Debat e Club (2, 3, 4); Treasurer (3); 
President (4 ) ; Orascope (3) ; Alpha Hi-Y (3, 4 ) ; 
Bates Le::tgue ( 2, 3, 4 ) ; Varsity Debate (2, 3, 4); 
National Hono1· Society (4); French Club (3, 4); 
Span is h Club ( 3, 4 ) ; Oracle Board (4); Science 
Club (4). 
Seymour, R ay ''R aybone'' 
Course: Industrial 
Fried chicken makes quite a hit with Ray. This likeable 
senior enjoys life best when he is hunting and camping In 
the M:tine wootls. Next year we '11 find Ray in -the wild 
b lue yonder flying high with the U. S. Air Force. 
Smith, J ames C. " Jim" " Smitty" 
Course: College 
"Jim's" pet peeve is French verbs. We certainly 
sympathize with you, ''Jim'', they really are tough. 
At present, "Jim" is interested in horology, although 
he is not absolutely sure of his future. 
Activities: Lunch Room (2, 3). 
Smith, Joanne ' 'Buckle'' 
Course: Business Education 
'rhis sports-loving senior whiles away her spare time col-
lecting records, especially those of Vaughn Monroe, her 
favorite. "Buckle" plans to become a stenographer and 
with that sparkling personality of hers, success can be 
almost guaranteed. 
Activities: Public Affairs Club (4); G. A. H. C. (4) ; 
Commercial Club ( 3, 4) ; Girls' Hockey ( 3, 4) ; All Ban-
gor Hockey (4) ; Girls' Basketball (3, 4 ) ; Girls' Volly-
ball (2, 3, 4). 
Smith, L orraine ' ' Smitty'' 
Course: Distributive Education 
Lorraine's hobby, filling her hope chest, goes side by 
side with her ambition, getting married. Lorraine 
would really enjoy a movie starring Greer Garson ana. 
Allan Ladd, w ho are her favorite performers. 
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Smith, Roberta Mildred " Bobby" " Smitty" 
Course: General 
1049-50 will find "Bobby" charming the patients at the 
Eastern Maine General Hospital with her sparkling per-
sonality. Eating apple pie a-la-mode while reading Clar a 
Barton is "Bobby's" ideal way to spend a quiet evening. 
Activities: .Jr. Chorus (3); Girls' Hockey (3); Volleyball 
(2); Lunch Room (2, 3, 4); Homec Club (3, 4); Usher 
(4); Homec Club Secretary (3); Basketball (3). 
Smith, Sheila N . " Stuff" 
Conrse: Business Education 
·Sheila's glowing personality, which made her success-
ful as a cheerleader and basketball player, will surely 
aid her in accomplishing her ambition, being a good 
housewife. 
Activities: Cheerleader (3, 4); Girls' Volleyball (2, 
3, 4); Student Council, Alternate (2). 
Sonia, Frank Basil, Jr. ''Jr.'' ' ' Frankie ' ' 
Course: General 
Sleeping is this easy-going senior's favorite hobby. Al-
though Frank's destination for next year is unknown, he 
has pretty high hopes of making a. million dollars during 
his life. 
Activities: 'l'rack (2); Boys' Basketball (2, 3, 4); Of-
ficers' Club ( 4). 
Spear ing, Robert " Bob" 
Course: Industrial 
"Bob" is that fun-lo·dng senior who is crazy about 
apple pie with iee cream. "Bob's" idea. of a terrific 
movie would be one in which Betty Grable and Bing 
Crosby co-star. 
Springer, H elen 
Course: Business Education 
Helen is that cute senior who intends to loaf for the next 
year, but sooner or later we '11 find her traveling around 
the world. 
Activities: Commercial Club ( 4) ; Girls' Volleyball ( 4). 
Steeves, J . Nadine ' ' Sandy ' ' 
Course: General 
This popuJar girl tells us that her favorite activity 
is twirling. She will go far with that wonderful smile 
of hers. 
Activities: Chorus (2); Twirler (2, 3); Lunch Room 
(2, 3); Homec Club (2). 
Stev.ens, Ruth ''Ruthie '' 
Course: General 
Another senior whose ambition is to become a good house-
wife is "Ruthie" Stevens. "Ruthie" expects to trip the 
light fantastic to the altar in .July. 
Activities: Homec Club (3, 4). 
Stewart, Grace E. " Cuddles" 
Course: Distributive Education 
This pensive-looking senior girl really is quite an 
athlete. She enjoys roller skating and horseback 
riding above all other activiites. 
Thumith, Treatre P. " Treat" 
Course: College 
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Treatre 's ability to see things through to the end has 
carried her a long way. Next year will find Treatre a 
student at the New England School of 'j'heology. 
Activities : G. A . H. C. (3, 4); Basketball (3, 4 ) ; Jr. 
Chorus (3); Girls' Hockey (3); Girls' Volleyball (2, 
3, 4); Spanish Club (4); Usher (4). 
Tracy, Sheldon "Spud" 
Course: General 
"Spud" confesses that his pet peeve is staying awake 
in school. H e also tells us that he hates symphonies; 
but going to the other end of the musical seale, he is 
crazy about Spike Jones. 
Turner, Roy J. Jr., ''Porky'' 
Course: General 
"Porky" is heatled.for the Marines next year where he 
will attempt to become an engineer. The Marines are 
pretty tough on recruits, but we know that this strapping 
footballer will make the grade. 
Activities: Student Council (4); B-Clul.J (4); Track (3, 
4); Boys' Baskf'tball (2, 3, 4); Football (2, 3, 4); Na-
tional Honor Society, (4); Officers' Club (4); Lunch 
Room (3, 4). 
Ulmer, Marlene Alyce ' 'Mar lie '' 
Course: College 
Marlen~, one of our most popul:u seniors, will attend 
Bates next vear. 
Activities : "sturlent Council (3); G. A. H. C. (2, 3, 
4); Second Honors (3); Dramatic Club (2) ; Public 
Affairs Club (3, 4); Jr. Exhibition (3); Medalist 
( 3) ; Oraseope ( 3) ; Oracle ( 4) ; Cheer leader ( 4) ; 
National Honor Soc. ( 3, 4 ) ; President ( 4 ) ; L e 
Cer cle Prancais (3, 4); Vice President (3); Re-
cording Secretary ( 4) ; All Bangor Scholar ( 4) ; 
Winner of Eastern District Spear Contest (3); 
Girls' Hookey (2, 3, 4); All Bangor (2, 3) ; Girls' 
Basketball (2, 3, 4); Captain (2); Girls' Volley--
ball (2). · 
Vague, Elsie Louise "Tess" 
Course: Distributive Education 
''Tess'' really belies her name as she isn't the least 
bit vague about her future. It will be wedding bells for 
her and that someone is in the navy. 
Activities: Art Club (2). 
Veazie, A . J anet ''Shorty'' 
Course: Business Education 
Here is the little blonde cheerleader who has pep 
enough for two of us. Perhaps with some persuasion 
she might tell us what she kPeps in the scrapbook. 
Activities : Cheerleader (4); Commer cial Club (4); 
Girls' Basketball (3, 4). 
Vose, Gretchen M. 
Course: College 
Gretchen, the gal who scores a terrific hit, both at the 
piano and on the hookey field, will be in training at St. 
Elizabeth's Hospital come September. 
Activities: Chorus (2, 3) ; G. A. II. C. (2, 3, 4); P ublic 
Affairs Club (3); Latin Club (2, 3, 4); Junior E xhibi-
tion (3); Junior Chorus (3); Girls' Hockey (2, 3, 4); 
All Bangor (3, 4); Girls' Basketball ( 2, 3); Girls' 
VolleybnJ1 (2, 3, 4); Student Council, Alternate (4); 
Usher (3, 4). 
W alls, Donald Elden ''Red'' 
Course: General 
Donald's destination is rather uncertain, but his goal 
is a government job. " Reel's" interests include his-
tory and drawing. We are sure that this reel head will 
go a long way in the years to come. 
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Walsh, Elizabeth '' Betty'' 
Course: General 
\Vho is that gal with the curly brown hair that we see 
as she goes gaily to her classes singing "The Gypsy" f 
Why, Betty Walsh of course! Betty's hobby is dancing 
a nd favorite sport is basketball. 
Activities: Homec Club, Recorder (4). 
W alsh, Lorraine " P at" 
Course: General 
Pat wants to be a telephone operator. Just think 
how nice it will be to hear her sweet voice over the 
wires. Harry James, Van Johnson, ancl Warsaw Con-
certo have a high rating on this gal's hit parade. 
Webb, Mary Lou 
Course: General 
Mary Lou with auburn hair may be little, hut you can't 
help noticing her as she smiles her cute grin and gives 
out with her favorite expression-"Honest". 
Activities: Chorus (3, 4); Public Affairs Club (4); Jr. 
Chorus (3); Operetta Chorus (4); Girls' Volleyball 
(4); Spanish Club (3, 4). 
White, E ugene R , '' Gene '' 
Course: College 
Gene White, B. H. S. 's favorite jitterbug, is in his 
glory listening to "Leap Frog" by the Maine Bears. 
This boy with the broad grin will be off to the U. of 
M. this fall to work for an M. D. after his name. 
Activities: Boys' Rifle Club (2); Public Affairs C!uTJ 
(3, 4); La~in Club (2, 3); JT. Chorus (3); Alpha 
Hi-Y (3, 4); Spanish Club (3, 4); Science Club (4). 
W hite, H arry E . '' Doc'' 
Course: General 
Harry ''Gone Krupa'' \V'hite is our comparatively new 
drummer from Deering High, and he can really beat them 
out. ''Doc's'' destination is unknown to us, but he would 
like to tom the worlcl with Bob. 
Activities: Band (4); Orchestra (4); Beta I-Ii-Y (3, 4). 
White, Richard " Dick" 
Course: Business Education 
Dick is one of the school's able track and cross 
country lettermen. Dick's destination is unknown to 
all, but whatever it turns out to be, one can be sure 
it will be towards making his mint. 
Activities: B-Club (2, 3, 4); Boys' Rifle Club (4); 
Beta Hi-Y (3, 4); Commercial Club (3); Track 
(2, 3, 4); Cross Country (2, 3, 4); Boys' Basket-
ball (2, 3, 4); Officers' Club (4); Volleyball (2, 3, 
4). 
Willey, Lois '' Lo'' 
Course: General 
Lois and Dagwood Bumstead have one thing in com-
mon-missing buses, which is Lo's pet peeve. Cute '' Lo'' 
enjoys taking pictmes, eating banana pie, liearing Guy 
Lomharrlo, aml howling. 
Activities: Chorus (3, 4); Junior Chorus (3); Ski Club 
(4). 
Witham, Daniel E . '' Chummy'' 
Course: Distributive Education 
After attending Husson College, Daniel's going to 
start working toward his goal-to be his own boss 
someday. We know he will save some time, though, 
for his favorite sports, :fishing and tennis. 
-- -· 
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Wooster, .Judith ''.Judy' ' 
Course : College 
Judy is the soft-spoken gal w hose sweetness will make 
Endicott sit up a nd take notice next year. Her talents 
r ange a ll th e way from making delicious brownies to 
being an artist. 
A ctivities: Girls' Rifle Club (2) ; G. A. H. C. (3, 4 ); 
Dramatic Club ( 2); Public Affairs Club (3, 4); Girls' 
Hockey (2, 3, 4); All Bangor (4); Girls' Basketball 
(2, 3, 4); All Bangor ( 2, 3); Girls' Volleyball ( 2, 4); 
National Honor Society (4); Art Club (3); French 
Club ( 3, 4) ; Vice President ( 4) ; Oracle Board ( 4) ; 
Usher (4). 
Young, Paul ' 'Punkin ' Head'' 
Course : General 
Paul's idea of hea von inrludes strawberry shortcake 
and Ava Gardner. Paul and Dick can be seen many 
a day wandering down the corridor singing ''It's 
Magic.'' 
Activities: BoYs' Hifte Club ( 2, 3, 4 ); Boys' Basket-
ball (2, 3); Football (2, 3 ) ; Officers' Club (3); 
Lunch Room ( 4 ). 
Seniors Whose Pictures Do Not Appear 
Bernard, Dolores ''Little Bit' ' 
Course : General 
'' Lttle Bit'' is so quiet that you can hardly tell she's 
around. In direct contrast to this quiet nature, however, 
a r e her f:tvorite sport of roller skating a nd her favorite 
dance band, Dizzy Gilespie. This practical little gal Is 
headed for trade school next year. 
Cook, Richard E . "Dick" 
Course: General 
"Dick" is another of the "tall, dark, and handsome" 
1oys of this year 's graduating class . His main weaknes3 
seems to be dance bands with Ray Downes and his or· 
chestra way out in front. "Dick" also spends some time 
at the U. of M. viewing the scenery. Lucky Mr. Cook 
is going to school in Boston in '49. 
Activities: Boys' Rifle Club (3). 
Close, William S. "Bill" 
Course: College Preparatory 
"Bill" had the "bad break" of having to enter a com· 
pletely new school in the middle of his senior year. lit 
didn't take long for this "neat" lad to get adjusted, 
however. ''Bill'' is just crazy over football which he 
hopes to play at the U. of M . next year. It's been swell 
having you, "Bill". 
Cronkite, Herschell A . ''Herk'' 
Course : 
Herschell 's destination in 1949-50 is undecided but it 
may be in the field of drafting. "Herk 's" favorites are 
many and varied, ranging from sports to apple pie a' la 
mode to " The Count of Monte Cristo" and Ava Gardiner. 
Her schell's summers are spent working. 
Activities: Boys' Basketball (3, 4). 
Grant, L eslie, "Toot" 
Course: General 
''Toot'' is another boy who lists his chief weakness as 
girls. Some other things that top his hit parade are 
English, banana splits and swimming. Next year will find 
"Toot" on the job. 
Pomroy, Robert A. "Pump" 
Course: Industrial 
"Pump" is onC' of those outdoor men wl10 enjoy hunting 
and camping. When it comes to shop, ''Pump'' is very 
ha ndy with the tools, as this is his favorite subject. Next 
year will find "Pump" working. 
Ross, Theresa ' 'Terry' ' 
Course: General 
"Terry" will one day be a top-notch beautician willing 
and able to give a beautifying lift to any ''Fading 
Fanny." In the meantime, she'll be coJ]ecting postcar<ls 
and snapshots, enjoying Tyrone Power movies, or listen· 
ing to Guy Lombardo's rendition of "Forever and Ever. " 
Selby, Mrs. Wanda Upton ''Wanie'' 
Course: General 
"Wanie," 011e of B. H. S.'s most talented singers, will 
go in training in Portland next year. She will be a suc-
cess at anything with her smile and personality. 
Activities: Latin Club (2); Jr. Chorus (3); Driver Train-
ing (4) . 
Sullivan, Alice .Ja ne '' Al'' 
Course : Distributive Education 
''AI, '' who says she wants to be a model, woulcl just 
"love to" travel and have a good time. We know she'll 
be a success as a model with her charm plus lots of ex-
perience in that field. 
Activities: Student Council (2, 4) . 
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Last Will and Testament 
Be it hereby affirmed and established 
that on this day, the seventeenth of June, 
in the year of our Lord nineteen-forty-
nine, we, the senior class which is to pass 
on, on the aforesaid date, being of sound 
mind ( ?) and body do bequeath our 
possessions in this manner: 
Ray "Handsome" Cox's good looks to 
Gene "Curly" Lenfest 
Judy "Cutie" Wooster's wink to the boys 
of the f<Uture classes 
Gleason "Cue Ball" Rand's crew cut to 
Charles "Library" Ranlett 
Vaughn "Notemaker" Cole's hot licks to 
Mark "Thebian" Lieberman 
Ray "Pres." Petterson's popularity to Joe 
"Lightning" Bernard 
Bob "Einstein" Hamilton's grey matter 
to be divided among the members of 
next year's class 
Pauline "Dimples" Dyer's charm to 
"Sweet Sue" Humphrey 
Marilyn "Colonel" Dyer's beauty to Mar-
garet "Charmer" Howatt 
Sheila "Snappy" Smith's inspired cheer-
leading to Jean "Smiley" Wyman 
Jim "Mercury" Rapaport's speed to Myles 
"Flash" Striar 
Dot "Olive" Leonard's personality to Don-
na "Sporty" Richardson 
Freddy "Speedy" Dolan's athletic abilty 
to Don "Whiz" Hamilton 
Nancy "Pavlova" Mishou's dancing steps 
to ,Pearl "Harbor" Apotheker 
Sue "Tootsie" Chase's dramatic ability to 
Helen "Bernhardt" Empie 
The "Three Swedes" to any number of 
Irishmen 
Marvin "Ronson" Goldstein's cigarette 
lighter to Mrs. Devitt 
Phil "Stretch" Crane's slight stature to 
Ma.urice "Shorty" Bean 
Leon "They're cheaper by the dozen" Se-
gal's humor to the Morticians union 
To Bently "Cap" Herbert we leave zt 
basketball ·and our best wishes 
Our history arguments we leave to future 
procrastinators 
Mary "T-bone" Condon's fiery tresses to 
Judy "Miss Carrot top" Phillips 
Henry "Drummer" Knowlton's big bass 
drum to whoever can carry it 
Marlene "Brilliant" Ulmer's scholastic 
achievements to Bette "The brain" 
Bailey 
Helen "Sappho" Johnson's poetic impulses 
to Marlene "Elizabeth Barrett Brown-
ing" Hanson 
Harry "Tap Tap" Derry's typewriter to 
the future Oracle Board 
Did: "The Walker" Searles ambitions to 
Shapleigh "Mr. Orascope" Drisko 
Larry "Hurriedly" Blethen's red truck to 
the Bangor Police Department 
Ellie "Flighty" Byron's jitterbugging to 
anyone who can follow it 
To the whole of next year's class we leave 
onr books, headaches, and late hours 
(studying, of course) 
To the faculty we leave our memory; may 
it be a pleasant one. 
As executor of this, our only last will 
and testament, we do appoint Shapleigh 
Drisko and Paul Brountas; and we in-
struct them to dispose of any and all other 
of our possessions and accomplishments 
as they see fit. 
Signed 
R' Adiant Petterson 
In witness hereof that we have read 
this doCiument and approve its legality we 
affix our signatures hereon: 
M' Arvelous Goldstein 
M'Ethyl Ulmer 
R' Ambling Searles 
H'Onorable Johnson 
-----
- - - -- -
---~ 
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An Ounce of Prevention 
ROBERT HAMILTON 
Would you throw your money away? 
Would you spend it on a project obvious-
ly 'worthless, useless, or futile? Your 
money, nevertheless, in the form of taxes, 
is being thrown away on such a project. 
The project being referred to is the care 
of the mentally ill. 
During the colonial days, smallpox was 
a common disease and a dreaded one. 
Then, during the latter part of the eight-
eenth century, Edward Jenner discovered 
the principle of vaccination, for which 
we are all grateful. Now smallpox is a 
rare disease in the United States, al-
though smallpox outbreaks occur in those 
parts of the world wherever vaccination 
is not required by law. Similar methods 
have achieved similar results in the case 
of diphtheria. The spread of certain other 
diseases, both plant and animal, has been 
prevented by quarantine. Proper sanita-
tion and pasteurization of milk, part of 
preventive medicine, have served to wipe 
out other dreaded diseases, such as ty-
phoid fever, typhus, and undulant fever. 
It is evident, therefore, that certain dis-
eases have been controlled not just by 
curing the cases of the disease when they 
occur, but by preventing the disease from 
occuring again. 
The question then naturally arises that 
if such good results can be achieved by 
preventive medicine, why shouldn't the 
methods of preventive medicine be ex-
tended to combat other diseases? Little 
is known, unfortunately, about the cause, 
oure, or method of prevention, if any, of 
many diseases. Because so little is known 
about those certain diseases, campaigns 
are annually undertaken to finance re-
search to supply the necessary data about 
such diseases as infantile paralysis, can-
cer, heart diseases, and tuberculosis; yet, 
in spite of the fact that mental diseases 
have been a major cause for discharge 
during the war and, as William C. Men-
ninger affirms in Recreation and Mental 
Health, are now the cause of suffering 
for more than half the patients in hospi-
tals, little is being done about mental 
diseases. 
Realizing the need for something to be 
done to improve present conditions, Con-
gress passed the National Mental Health 
Act in 1947, which, according to Robert 
Felix, "The National Mental Health Act," 
Mental Hygiene is aimed at bringing 
about direct action in three interrelated 
fields : increased research in the fields of 
nervous and mental diseases; the train-
ing of urgently needed personnel; and the 
improvement and expansion of com-
munity mental-health services. Under 
that legislation, the Public Health Serv-
ice is authorized to supply aid to the ex-
pansion and development of research 
into the causes, diagnosis, methods of 
treatment, and prevention of nervous and 
mental disorders and to supply aid to 
qualified persons for graduate training. 
The act also authorizes the establishment 
of a research and training center in the 
Washington area, to be known as the N a-
tiona} Institute of Mental Health, in 
which much-needed research will be car-
ried on by a full-time staff and advanced 
students; the hospital will be fully 
equipped and serve as a model training 
unit. 
In spite of that piece of legislation, 
William C. Menninger in "Recreation and 
Mental Health," says "the federal govern-
ment is spending nearly ten times as much 
money to handle our social failures . . . 
as the federal budget allows for the im-
provement of mental health." The fact 
that the problem of mental health is not 
being attacked with the right approach 
is indicated by the fact that, as Ray Ly-
man Wilbur says in The March of Medi-
cine, "the present cost for the segregated 
care of the insane is enormous and it is 
evidently growing." The present system 
for the care of the mentally ill has been 
well summed up in the same book in the 
following manner: 
At the present time much of our 
care of those who deviate off too far 
to the abnormal is that of simple 
CONTINUED OIN PAGE 74 
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The Children of War-tom Countries 
LOIS PLUMMER 
Before telling you about the plight of 
the Youth in War-Torn Countries of Eu-
rope, let me set a scene of destruction and 
waste before your eyes. Imagine a large 
city, ab.out the size of New York, with tall 
buildings, chimneys issuing columns of 
smoke, and people bustling about their 
tasks, enjoying all that Life can give 
them; their homes, churches, businesses, 
and children: 
Now, imagine this same city, a mass of 
rubble where planes have bombed, straff-
ed, and burned every thing in sight. A 
city where houses were once solid but are 
now masses of debris, broken-brick, and 
twisted steel. Here and there, can be seen 
eme;rging from the rubble a stairway or 
chimney reminding one of former days. 
The people are not gay in spirit now, but 
are old and bent-over with deep lines of 
sorrow on their faces, showing what the 
vears of war have done to their spirit. 
But where are the children who used to 
laugh and play in the streets of this city? 
Where are they? 
The children are still existing in these 
cities of ruins, but what a change there 
is! Now, no laughter is heard. They play 
out-of-doors in the cold streets amid the 
destruction- bare-footed, hungry, and 
with barely enough clothes to cover their 
emaciated bodies. The younger children, 
whose parents work and can not care for 
them, wander aimlessly about the streets, 
endeavoring to find something interest-
ing to do. What they will find 
depends on what street they turn 
into, which . sound or smell they fol-
low to its course. Hospitals, jails, and re-
formatories are already crowded with 
these children who play in the streets. 
However, conditions among the children 
have improved since formation of the U. 
N.; and other organizations are helping, 
according to David Seymour's article, 
"Children of Europe," which appeared in 
Life, December 27, 1948. 
Another grave problem of Europe is 
the children of Displaced Persons. In 1'947 
the Allies began deportation of persons 
thought to have been guilty of crimes in 
Central Europe. Twenty-million persons, 
men, women, and children were removed 
from their familiar surroundings and 
dumped into bombed-out cities with no 
food for schools for the children. The 
older persons may have been guilty, but 
small babies and children certainly were 
not. Now, these children live in a twi-
light zone on territory owned by 
their former enemies. They live in 
converted concentration camps, and 
badly equipped barracks, some without 
running water, very little heat, and only 
a minimum of privacy. Many people won-
der why the Displaced Persons do not go 
back to their former homes and help build 
up the cities. According to William Ber-
nard's article "Homeless, . Tempest-
Tossed," which appeared in the April, 
1948 issue of Survey Graphic, for some of 
these persons to return home would mean 
immediate imprisonment and death in 
countries that are now Soviet dominated; 
others do not wish to return and be re-
minded of the tortures they received 
there, while still more fear religious per-
secution. 
The children of the Displaced Persons 
and those that are living with their 
families are considered the most fortu-
nate children in Europe. The really un-
fortunate children are the "lost-children" 
whose parents have been killed, or those 
children who were kidnapped by the Ger-
mans during the war. Joseph Wechsberg 
states in his article, "Hell's Orphans", "It 
is not known how many of Europe's 
thirty-million children are wandering 
aimlessly around, not knowing where they 
came from or where they belong; kids 
who never have tasted a glass of fresh 
milk, never have slept in a bed with white 
sheets, and never bathed in a bathtub. 
Kids who lost their eyesight, their limbs, 
and worst of all their faith in humanity". 
Poland, itself, has, at least, two million 
children orphans and Yugoslavia has 
eighty-eight thousand orphan children. 
Most of these are suffering from many 
CCONT!NUED ON PAGE 8 5) 
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Statehood for Alaska 
WALDO GAGNON 
"The Alaskan Coast is to become the 
showplace of the earth, and pilgrims not 
only from the United States, but from 
far beyond will flock to see it." -Ernest 
Gruening. 
Will statehood solve the urgent prob-
lems of our last fabulously wealthy 
frontier? This is my objective and I in-
tend to prove that statehood will not only 
solve the problems of Alaska but also will 
aid the United States in getting more 
minerals and more natural resources from 
Alaska. The territory may also prove to 
be a strategic base for the United States 
in case of war with Russia. 
Alaska was first discovered by Russian 
traders in 17 41 and was later bought by 
President Johnson's Secretary of State, 
William Seward in 1867. The price paid 
was $7,200,000 and Americans soon nick-
named Alaska, "Seward's Folly." Even 
then, to people who knew little about 
Alaska it seemed sheer waste to pay so 
much for "miles of icebergs and polar 
bears". This same saying holds true for 
a lot of people to this day. 
Now let us think of Alaska as a stra-
tegic point. It lies in the northwestern 
part of North America and is bounded 
on the north by the Arctic Ocean, on the 
east by Canada, on the south by the Pa-
cific Ocean and on the west by the Bering 
Sea and the Bering Strait. The most 
westerly of the Aleutian Islands lies near 
the same meridian as New Zealand while 
Cape Prince of Wales, on the west coast 
of the mainland, lies in line with the 
Samoan Islands. 
Russia is less than one hundred miles 
across the Bering Strait from Alaska. 
The Army Corps of Engineers recently 
disclosed that nearly $41,000,000 would 
~e spent in Alaska, mostly for housing 
m the 1948-49 fiscal year. The Territory 
which may some day be a .state of th~ 
Union, already can claim to be the off-
shore territory with the most ambitious 
military future. 
Many of the problems that face Alaska 
can only be solved by statehood. The 
Territory has progressed little in the 
eighty_ years it has been under the proud 
sovereignty of the American flag. It 
lacks sorely needed highways, railroads 
tuberculosis clinics, and community cen~ 
ters, as well as an effective police force. 
The excessive transportation rates stifle 
development. Tiny appropriations by Con-
gress prevent adequate protection of fish 
and wild life, Alaska's greatest natural 
assets. Red tape ensnarls the getting of 
land for homesteading. The law enforce-
~ent is very weak. An example of this 
IS: one day an Indian confessed to the 
murder of six men; authorities did not 
even know the men were missing. Lack 
of land transportation has held back the 
~evelopment of the Territory. Many na-
tives leave _Alaska. Some said they could 
only be . mmor clerks in the Territory. 
Some said there were not enough girls. 
As . Er~est Gruening says, absentee 
dommat~on of the fisheries is so complete 
that resident Alaskans miss even the full 
benefit of employment in their major in-
dustry. 
In a -very real sense, Alaska has been 
looted by outsiders with the approval anC! 
collaboration of Congress. The truth is 
the Alaskan treasure has rarely helped 
the Alaskans. Of the 434 fish traps li-
censed by the Department of the Interior 
245 are. owned by eight absentee cannin~ 
compames. The salmon packers admitted 
~·ecently to a Congressional Committee 
~n Alaska that the value of the canneries 
m Alaska exceeded $75,0.00,000 and that 
no~ a penny in property tax had ever been 
paid on this enormous investment. "We 
need better shipping, better air service 
and more accommodations. Give it fiv~ 
to ten _years ... " is the plea of Governor 
Gruenmg. 
President Truman and Mr. Gruening 
Governor of Alaska, both agree that state~ 
hood for Alaska would solve many of the 
problems that face the Territory. Before 
the war the Territory had only 1,'970 miles 
of road and 540 miles of railroad, re-
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Intolerance 
PATRICIA LARGAY 
"We hold these truths to be self-evi-
dent: That all men are created equal; 
that they are endowed by their Creator 
with certain inalienable rights; that 
among these are life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness." Thus .wrote 
Thomas Jefferson in the Declaration of 
Independence. This is undoubtdely the 
best known and most frequently quoted 
statement in that famous document, but 
do all men have equality in their pursuit 
of happiness? 
We have not long ago finished a Second 
World War that is also known as the 
War Against Prejudice. It w~s pr~jud~ce 
and intolerance of a certam mmonty 
group that finally drew most of the world 
into that great conflict. 
Today, following the close of that war 
we hold forth Democracy to the peoples 
of the world as the only form of govern-
ment that offers hope and salvation for 
the masses. As we hold forth Democracy 
to the peoples of the world, we n:ight look 
within our own borders to see If we are 
offering to all men equality in their pur-
suit of happiness. 
According to Winfred E. Garrison in 
his book, entitled Intolerance, "In. o.ur 
own times the Jew has been the victim 
of violent 'intolerance over a wider area, 
under a greater variety of conditions, at 
the hands of more kinds of people, and 
more often-or one might better say more 
continuously-than any other class." To-
day in the United States it is diffioul.t for 
Jews to enter institutions of higher 
learning especially medical schools ; many 
brilliant students are turned down every 
year because the "Jewish quota" has 
been filled. Many citizens have been re-
fused by apartment-house owners because 
they too belong to this class. Often Jews 
are persona non grata to the whole com-
munity, even though there are no. open 
acts of hostility or no legal restrictions 
upon their free~?m of act~on: They are 
simply ignored. All of this IS perfectly 
lawful in any free society, because the 
legal liberty of the Jew to live where he 
pleases is balanced by the legal liberty 
of everybody to choose his own friends." 
On the other hand, the Jew does not al-
ways succeed in his attempt to reside in a 
partioular neighborhood. Many land-
owners form an agreement whereby they 
will not sell their property to a member 
of this group. The Jew is frequently ex-
cluded from golf courses, beaches, res-
taurants, and hotels. It is hard to believe 
that American Jews are barred from these 
places because they are not Christians 
when half the Gentiles in the country are 
not Christians. Mr. Garrison also states 
that many hotels openly advertise "re-
stricted clientele." We have here not only 
religious prejudice but also race in-
tolerance. 
The present race situation in the United 
States l.s a tragedy. The Negro is handi-
capped by his educational opportunities, 
which though greatly improved in recent 
years, are still inferior to those provided 
for the whites in areas where there is 
segregation of the two races. The ac-
commodations of the segregated schools 
are insufficient. The schools are unpainted 
barns; for desks they have benches with-
out backs and are obliged to write on their 
knees. A Negro is admitted to only those 
institutions of higher learning that are 
designated for that race. He is dis-
criminated against in all the professions 
and most of the occupations. In many 
of our cities we find Negroes who hold 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy run-
ning elevators or working in kitchens 
simply because they are colored. In many 
cities of both the North and South, his 
residence is restricted to an undesirable 
area which becomes a kind of Negro 
ghetto." Residential segregation has been 
brought about by the action of landowners 
and real estate agents who fear a de-
preciation of property owned or occupied 
by Negroes. The Negro is excluded from 
hotels and restaurants or admitted and 
so insulted or neglected that he chooses 
not to return. In the South, when travel-
CONTINUED ON PAGE 87 
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Universal Military Training 
ROBERT DAVIS 
The proposal of compulsory military 
training is not an entirely new idea to 
the American people. On three occasions 
we have passed legislation requiring able 
bodied citizens to serve their country in 
time of war. After World War I we de-
bated the possibility of compulsory peace-
time training and now again we are con-
sidering the same problem in a new 
perspective. 
The issue has already received wide 
discussion in the press and over the dis-
cussion table. Bills are before the houses 
of Congress. The Select Committee on 
Postwar Military Policies has held hear-
ings and made further recommendations 
and regular legislative committees will 
thoroughly investigate the subject from 
all angles. 
The proposed American system of uni-
versal military training is in fact, a 
modern adaption of the democratic mili-
tary system which President George 
Washington proposed to the first congress 
before any of the European conscript 
systems were established or even thought 
of. 
Many people and groups of people don't 
want military training for the young 
boys. They say it only will make war, i~­
stead of stopping it. Many students m 
high school have expressed their opinions 
on the subject. Joe Lilly of Sevley, 
Arkansas, says (quote) "I think that the 
Universal Military Training would be bad 
for the person who was going to college. 
I feel that the army will place me where 
they want me and not where I want to 
go. A volunteer army won the last war 
and could do it again. On the other hand, 
there are students who think that a year 
or more of military training would teach 
the young men better discipline and man-
ners. Many military men believe that the 
boy of today is better raw material for 
a soldier than his father or grandfather; 
but this raw material requires more ex-
tensive processing to meet the peculiar 
requirements of the energetic outdoor 
life of the fighting man. 
The military leaders of our country 
feel that we need a strong force of trained 
men on hand in case of .another war. Mili-
tary leaders say if we have another wa·:· 
we wouldn't have time to train men. This 
war taught us a vivid lesson,-that it is 
extremely risky to leave to those who live 
in it the security of a modern nation at 
peace. We do know the price we have paid 
since Pearl Harbor for our willingn~ss to 
postpone the decision of 1920 (th~ 1920 
decision was to have a compulsory train-
ing program). A nation must inherit its 
security from the generation that has 
seen that security jeopardized. The Presi-
dent's outline is that the program would 
be under a three man commission ap-
pointed by ·the President, one member 
from each of the services. 
In many foreign countries where our 
troops are now, they do not want us to 
leave because they fear communism. As 
in Korea, the northern part ·is held by 
the communists; when and if we move 
out, they will take the southern part of 
the country. The people of Southern Korea 
don't want communism. As General 
George Marshall has said "In many con-
versations I have had with leading of-
ficials of other co.untries I find always 
the fear that we will withdraw into our 
shell and at the same time endeavor, as 
they put it, to inflict on the world an 
idealistic policy witho.ut on our own part 
having any bases for maintaining or 
backing up a policy of idealism." This 
proves that we must have a large stand-
ing army and navy in order to build a 
better world to live in. 
.The training will be one year; it will 
be divided up into two main groups, basic 
and specialized training. The first thing, 
the trainee will be placed on the basis 
of personal desire, background, and apti-
tude. After having a physical examina-
tion and being outfitted he will begin his 
basic training, which lasts nine weeks. 
During this time the trainee will learn 
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The Blight of Segregation 
LENORA McGINN 
No, America. You can't do that-but 
you are ! You are practicing a gross and 
dangerous injustice contrary to every one 
of your democratic principles: on the sole 
basis of skin color, you are segregating 
minority. groups. 
Generally, the word segregation is as-
sociated only with the Negro and with the 
South; however, discrimination laws are 
in operation against various minority 
factions, in all parts of the country. Be-
cause most Americans live so exclusively 
on one side of the color line, it is often 
difficult for them to realize the threat 
segregation constitutes to the future 
of the nation. Undoubtedly, white 
Americans as a whole have· no conscious 
feeling of enmity for any one color or 
group; but it does seem that they have 
adjusted their consciences to functions 
only in relation to person who bear the 
same color label. According to John 
Knox's article "We Are Divided," which 
appeared in The Christian Century, 
January 6, 1943, the typical white Amer-
ican attitude is that a person whose skin 
is not white is a kind of foreigner or ano-
maly, and the segregation system is its 
institutional expression. 
First, let us consider the segregation 
of our largest minority group, the Ne-
gro. In the South, the Negro is segre-
gated in transportation facilities, in 
education, in housing, and many public 
places. Many of the reasons for Negro 
segregation, as stated by James Newman 
in "Examinations of Freedom," which ap-
peared in the November 17, 1947, edition 
of The New Republic, suggest the intel-
lectual superiority of whites in spite of 
the fact that the Negro attends segre-
gated schools where the teachers are un-
derpaid; the classrooms, overcrowded; the 
equipment is as poor as possible; the 
school term, as short as possible; the cur-
riculum, as limited as possible. The whole 
theory of white intellectual superiority 
can be dissolved merely by comparing ex-
amination results of Negro and white stu-
dents-when they have been exposed to 
the same educational training. Whites 
who uphold this theory are closing their 
eyes to the fact brought forth by Stanley 
E. Jones that "There are no permanently 
inferior races and no permanently su- . 
perior races ; there are only developed and 
undeveloped races." 
Although in the southern states Negro 
segregation is more conspicuous, it is 
scarcely more real than elsewhere. The 
tendency toward residential segregation 
in the North was completed during the 
1940's when countless Negroes emigrated 
from the South to work in northern war 
plants. Why did these Negroes establish 
themselves in solid communities? Did 
they prefer to be alone ? Whites often 
maintain this to be the reason despite the 
fact that the amount of property covered 
by restrictive covenants has been esti-
mated in the January 26, 1948 publication 
of Newsweek to run as high as eighty per 
cent in some cities. 
That Negroes and whites cannot live 
in the same block is another basic pillar 
upholding the segregation policy. At 
present, however, as reported by Charles 
Livermore in "Segregation Is Not the 
Answer," an article appearing in the 
September, 1947 issue of American City, 
there are over three hundred projects in 
the United States working successfully on 
a completely opposite theory, that Negroes 
and whites can literally live next door to 
each other in complete harmony. The 
Michael Reese Hospital, located in the 
heart of Chicago's black belt, is an ex-
cellent example of such a project. Its 
personnel are employed on a basis of 
ability rather than on a basis of skin 
color. Negroes are found in every type 
of job from elevator operators to staff 
surgeons. "In regard to patients, all min-
ority groups are admitted to all the 
facilities of Michael Reese Hospital-pri-
vate, semiprivate, and ward-on a non-
segregated basis; and the hospital oper-
ates in an atmosphere of the utmost con-
geniality and efficiency." Negroes can in-
deed integrate successfuly-when they 
are given the chance. 
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Next, let us consider the segregation 
of another minority group, the Japanese-
American, or Nisei. Under the govern-
ment's 1942 Japanese Relocation Pro-
gram, 112,000 Japanese-Americans on the 
the West Coast were evacuated to inland 
relocation camps, where they were held 
until absolute proof of their loyalty to 
the United States could be established. 
Little did anti-Jap agitators expect that 
the Nisei's 442nd Regimental Combat 
Team was to be the most decorated single 
outfit in the army and that the Nisei, as 
a fighting unit, were to turn in one of 
the most glorious records in the military 
history of the United States. There was 
no reason, other than mistrust and sus-
picion, to presume that these citizens were 
not loyal Americans; but the Nisei were 
foreign and unknown to the white men. 
They lived in segregated communities-
actually, little Tokyos; they had not in-
tegrated for many of the same reasons 
the Negroes have not: restrictive coven-
ants and general prejudices. They had 
their own restaurants, schools, theaters, 
and churches; there was little, if any, 
chance for understanding. Soon after the 
Pearl Harbor disaster, organized minori-
ties began to stir up agitation against 
the Japanese-Americans. Tension in-
creased. Doubters, worried about the 
risks of another Pearl Harbor, preferred 
too much caution to too little; and, con-
sequently, an opinion crystallized in favor 
of evacuating the Nisei. This is a con-
clusive case in which segregation led to 
mistrust; and mistrust, to the United 
States government's first experience with 
wholesale concentration camps. 
The peaceful Nisei integration into 
middle western society not only proves 
that Nisei and whites can live together 
in complete harmony but also proves that 
the Nisei do not wish to be apart. In the 
Middle West they attend Caucasian 
churches and schools and have no desire 
whatsover to set up the sort of community 
which, on the Coast, led to all the mis-
taken notions concerning their loyalty. 
What the segregation system portends 
for the future of our country is a subject 
for serious and immediate thought. The 
constant injuries to self-respect, the per-
petual insecurity, the necessity of con-
tinually fighting one's -w:ay if one seeks 
to live like a normal person, the strange 
aloneness of finding oneself an alien in 
one's own land, the only land one knows 
-who can measure the aggregate hurt of 
all this for the millions of non-white 
citizens of this country? If the segrega-
tion system continues, those who are 
segregated are certain to gravitate more 
and more · into racially self-conscious 
groups, culturally differentiated from the 
rest and bound together largely by a com-
mon resentment of the surrounding white 
society. The bloody race riots in Los 
Angeles and Detroit during World War 
II are examples of the external explosions 
which are very likely to ensue internal 
pressures accumulated within segregated 
groups. The importance of civil dis-
obedience as a pressure technique can be 
appr~ciated when one realizes that, in 
1943, Los Angeles' zoot suit riots alone 
put at stake the effective functioning or 
America's war economy. According to 
Grant Reynolds in his article, "A Triumph 
for Civil Disobedience," which appeared 
in the August 28 publication of The N a-
tion the Negroes, making up one-tenth of 
this country's population, are ready to go 
beyond discussion, petition, and protest 
stages. The Nisei and other minority 
groups, not being as numerically great 
as the Negroes, probably would not, of 
themselves, create so much disturbance; 
but any segregated group, no matter how 
small, constitutes a potential menace to 
national unity. 
Our federal government is bound to 
face increasing difficulties in its United 
Nations role as champion of human rights 
if it is incapable of preserving those 
rights for its own citizens. The reper-
cussions of our failure will echo from one 
end of the globe to the other, and the 
world will look to the American national 
government for explanation and remedial . 
action. The United States is not so strong; 
the final triumph of the democratic ideal 
is not so inevitable that we can ignore 
what the world thinks of us or our record. 
But how can we look for respect from 
other nations when our own citizens do 
not have genuine respect or understand-
ing for o.ne another? We lack this mutual 
respect and understanding-upon which 
alone can be built a worthy and enduring 
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First Row (left to right) : Mae Louise Ballanger, Patricia Largay, Marceda Miller, Lenora McGinn, 
David Batchelder, Dorothy Leonard, Marlene Ulmer, Sue Chase. ·. 
Second Row: Robert Hamilton, Helen Johnson, Nancy Chandler, Eleanor Byron, Judith Wooster, 
Barbara Fernald, Marlene Dempsey, Miss Jessie L. Fraser. 
Third Row: Leon Segal, Ray Petterson, Dick Searles, George Betterley, Harry Derry, Ronald Col-
son, Edward Mcinnis, Marvin Goldstein. 
The Oracle Board 
The conclusion of the 1949 school year finds the Oracle coming to the 
end of its fifty-seventh consecutive year of publication. In the past few 
years the Oracle Board has presented two issues, the Christmas issue and 
the Year book. 
The subscription drive was opened in the fall by the annual Oracle 
assembly, this year in the form of a political campaign. The assembly 
was enthusiastically r eceived by the students and faoulty alike, as shown 
by their overwhelming support of our publications. 
One of the highlights of the Christmas issue was the article on Tuber-
culosis, by Co-editor Lenora McGinn, which was entered in a national 
contest in competition with 285 other high schools across the country. The 
article, "What We Should Know About T. B.," not only was among the 
national winners, but also was the only winning entry from the State of 
Maine. The Christmas issue received many compliments from the students 
and faculty, which more than repaid the staff for its diligent work. 
As this yearbook is the final contribution of the 1949 Oracle Board 
to Bangor High School, we wish to express our sincere appreciation for 
the helpful guidance and inspiration given us by our faculty adviser, Miss 
Jessie L. Fraser. 
---~~-- ~~-
---
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First Row (left to right): Mary Jean Chapman, Elaine Nickerson, Marlene Hanson, Judy Phillips, 
Paul Brountas, Donna Richardson, Bette Bailey, Patricia Wilson. 
Second Row: Mae Louise Ballanger, Marlene Dempsey, Barbara Fernald, Harry Derry, William 
Palmer, Pearl Apotheker, "Miss Jessie L. Fraser. 
Third Row: Paul Dinsmore, Shapleigh Drisko, Charles Ranlett, Dewaine Gedney, Ronald Gray, 
Richard Gray, Myles Striar. 
Orascope 
The May issue of the Orascope marked the completion of four years 
in which Bangor High School's own newspaper has been published. After 
the Class of '47 established the paper as a school institution, publication 
was carried on in the following two years by the Class of '48 and the 
'49's, and in the past year by the Class of '50. 
The Orascope's Mid-century Class Staff which consisted of eighteen 
juniors met daily and work was carried on under the watchful eye of 
Miss Jessie L. Fraser, faculty adviser. 
The Orascope, published five times during the school year, is a com-
bination of good literature, interesting features, vivid pictures, and 
on-the-spot-news. 
The members of the staff, under the leadership of editor Paul 
Brountas, deserve much praise for their outstanding work during the 
year in maintaining the high standard established in such a short time 
by former Orascope staffs. 
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First Row (left to right): Priscilla Field, Sally Keach, Ken Honey, Paul Brountas, Ray Cox, Don 
Hamilton, Pat McLeod, Donna Richardson. 
Second Row: Nancy Bryant, Lois P lummer, Roy Turner, Shapleigh Drisko, Pat Wilson, Barbara 
Smith, Gerry Feeney. 
Third Row : David Batchelder, Ed Mcinnis, Charles Ranlett, Gary Burke, David Searles, Stanley 
Kubick. 
Student Council 
This year the Student Council was active and progressive. 
A lunch program, an art class, a monitor system, and a point system 
are a few of the many projects the council has helped put into action and 
carry o.ut. 
A food sale was held in December at which approximately forty dol-
lars profit was realized. This money formed a fund to finance the students 
who went to the Student Legislature last winter. 
Two mirrors were bought by the Council and put in the boys' and 
girls' shower rooms. 
The biggest event Bangor High School has had in many a year was 
the second annual All-Bangor Night. Booths, dancing, and a variety revue, 
written and directed by Miss Mary Hodgson, made this dance the success 
a Student Council could wish for. The profit, about $200, was used to buy 
a speech recording-machine to be used by the speech department. Dean 
Rachel Connor and Mr. Claude Lovely have been t he council's advisers. 
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First Row (left to right): Dorothy Leonard, Marjorie Morrison, Patricia Largay, Edward Mcinnis, 
Marlene Ulmer, Raymond Petterson, Sue Chase, Judith Wooster, Eleanor Byron, Lenora Mc-
Ginn, Joanne Smith. 
Second Row: Marilyn Dyer, Pauline Dyer, Marceda Miller, Patricia Day, Treatre Thumith, Mary 
Jean Chapman, Barbara Head, Patricia Hyson, Patricia Wilson, Bette Bailey, Donna Richard-
son, Judith Phillips, Miss Ruth Belknap. 
Third Row: Paul Brountas, Myles Striar, Leon Segal, Richard Searles, George Betterley, Harry 
Derry, Spurgeon Clark, David Batchelder, Roy Turner, Richmond Cushing. 
Fourth Row: Elinor Craig, Helen Johnson, Naida Osgood, Robert Hamilton, Shapleigh Drisko, 
Richard Gray, Ronald Gray, Barbara Fernald, Janet Head, Margaret Howatt, Mae Ballanger. 
National Honor Society 
Membership in the National Honor Society is a goal for which every student 
should strive. Scholarship, character, leadership, and service form the basis for deter-
mining membership eligibility. 
The most important part of the years' work is the initiation of new members. 
This year thirty-two juniors and seniors were elected to the society by the combined 
votes of the faculty and members of the group. The initiation service was impressive 
and well done, and it was made more colorful by the addition of colored banners for 
each charge. 
A cupcake sale was sponsored by the society to raise funds for the year's ex-
penses. 
The Bangor chapter had the privilege of initiating the members of the Junior 
National Hono!\ Society of Fifth Street Junior High School. Those who took part in 
this initiation gave the same charges at the senior high initiation. Those taking 
part were Marlene Ulmer, president; Ray Petterson, Vice president; Sue Chase, 
secretary; Edward Mcinnis, Treasurer; and Dorothy Leonard. 
Officers elected for next year are Bette Bailey, president; Myles Striar, vice-
president; Margaret Howatt, secretary; and Judy Phillips, treasurer. 
Miss Ruth Belknap served as adviser of the society and has done much to make 
this year one of the most active of the society's history at Bangor High . 
• 
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First Row (left to right): Marjorie Monison, Susan Chase, Marlene Ulmer, Dorothy Leonard, 
Patricia Largay, Leona Pierce. · 
Second Row: Barbara Fernald, Eleanor Byron, Robert Hamilton, Richard Searles, Richmond Cush-
ing, Lenora McGinn, Naida Osgood. 
Seventh Annrual Scholarship Day At B. H. S. 
Scholarship Recognition Day Assembly was held at Bangor High School, Friday, 
May 20, when 61 members of the school were honored for outstanding scholastic 
achievement. 
25 seniors, 13 juniors, and 23 sophomores received scholastic honors. Marlene 
Ulmer presided. 
In conferring Scholarship Recognition Certificates on fourteen members of the 
senior class, the school recognized outstanding consistency in scholastic achievement 
in a class of nearly 200. To earn this awal'd a senior must have maintained a rank 
of 85 or better in every major subject for five semesters; thus to be named a Ban-
gol' High Scholar is one of the highest and most coveted academic honors that the 
school can confer. Since the inauguration of Scholarship Recognitio11> Day by the 1943 
Student Council, 67 seniors, approximately 5% of the 1425 graduates have received 
these awards. The following members of the class of 1949 were named Bangor High 
School Scholars: Eleanor M. Byron, Susan L. Chase, C. Richmond Cushing, Barbara 
A. Fernald, Robert Hamilton, Patricia A. Largay, Elena M. Leighton, Dorothy A. 
Leonard, M. Lenora McGinn, Marjorie E. Morrison, Naida J. Osgood, Leona M. 
Peirce, Richard W. Searles, and Marlene A. Ulmer. 
-------- -~--
--- --
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Members of the sophomore and junior classes who thus far in their courses have 
maintained a rank of 85 or better in 1every major subject were named to the tenta-
tive lists of Bangor High School Scholars. Thirteen juniors from a class of 271 
and twenty-three sophomores from a class of 284 were so honored. The tentative 
list for juniors included: Bette Baily, Paul Brountas, Sherman Chandler, Mary Jean 
Chapman, .Paul Dinsmore, Richard Gray, Ronald Gray, Barbara Head, Margaret 
Howatt, Patricia Hyson, Barbara Oakes, Judy Phillips, and Patricia Wilson. 
Those on the tentative list for sophomores were: Priscilla Ames, Lorraine Can-
ning, Carolyn Clark, Mary Jane Cromwell, John Frey, Daniel Gagnon, Barbara Haz-
elton, Donna Holmes, Mary Howard, Suzan Humphrey, Carolyn Kealiher, Caroline 
Lobley, Elaine Perkins, Geneveive Perkins, Stephen ,Perkins, Mary Peters Earl 
Peterson, Nadine Stevens, David Searles, Diana Springer, Elizabeth Tandy, Robert 
Vose, and Katherine Zoidis. 
Bangor High School has always maintained a tradition of high scholastic 
achievement, and the present alumni in more than 30 colleges and universities have 
reflected in their scholastic records evidence of adequate secondary preparation. 
Graduates of this school are now attending University of Maine, University of .Penn-
sylvania, Goucher, Pembroke, Fordham, Duke, Georgetown, Bates, Bowdoin, Colby, 
St. Elizabeth's, Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, University of South Carolina, 
Tufts, University of Miami, Boston University, West Point, Annapolis, Simmons, 
Marymount, Immaculata, Northwestern, Bethany, Syracuse, Wheaton, Wellesley, · 
Bryn Mawr, Smith, Radcliffe, M. I. T., and Harvard. 
Harvey Ginsbreg and William Levine, members of the class of 1948 now at-
tending Harvard and M. I. T., have the distinction of making the Dean's list at their 
respective colleges. 
Within the last month, six B. H. S. graduates were among 33 elected to Phi Beta 
Kappa at the University of Maine. Also at the University, two B. H. S. alumni were 
elected to the national honorary engineering society, Tau Beta Pi. 
Recently Eleanor M. Byron, a Bangor High School scholar, and a member or 
the class of 1949, placed in the highest tenth for girls in a nation-wide test sponsored 
by the National Honor Society. The purpose of the test was to determine general 
academic competence. 5915 pupils from 1492 secondary schools in the United States 
entered the contest. The participants were a highly selected group of seniors who 
plan to enter college next fall_. 
Scholarship Recognition Day was made the occasion for announcing the Speakers 
for graduation. Those who will have parts in the exercises, June 17, are Marlene 
Ulmer and Leon Segal, Essays; Raymond Cox, Class History; and David Batchelder, 
Parting Address. 
SCHOLARSHIPS--CLASS OF 1949 
Robert Hamilton, University of Maine-$300 
Marceda Miller, Boston University-$100. 
Raymond Petterson, Bowdoin College-$700. 
Marlene Ulmer, Bates College-$1000. 
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First Row (left to right): Miss Mary M. Hodgso:1, Jane Purcell, Pat Jones, Ronald Gray, Leon Se-
gal, Richard Gray, Violet Colson, Pat Wilson, Pat Hyson. 
Second Row: James Peters, David Batchelder, Mark Lieberman, Robert Goodell, Carl Silsby, Shap-
leigh Drisko, Sherman Chandler, Robert Ham :I ton, Janet Head. 
Third Row: Paul Brountas, Lawrence Blethen, Marvin Goldstein, Robert Oppenheim, Theodore Nel-
son, Alan Chapman, Dewaine Gedney, Edward Connelly. 
Debate Club 
The Debate Club, one of Bangor High's largest clubs, opened the year under the 
guidance of its new adviser, Miss Mary M. Hodgson. The following officers were 
elected: Leon Segal, president; Richard Gray, vice-president; Ronald Gray, secre-
tary; and Violet Colson, treasurer. 
In November the Debate club sponsored the highly successful Circus Carnival 
to raise money for the club expenses. Later in the month members of the club at-
tended a debate clinic held at the University of Maine. In the Bowdoin Forum Shap-
leigh Drisko and Paul Brountas represented Bangor High with a resolution on farm 
subsidies. 
The following month the club cooperated with the Public Affairs club in having 
a Christmas Party. 
In January a tournament was held at Bangor High, sponsored by Bar Harbor 
High School. 
Another tournament was held at the University of Maine during February with 
five teams from Bangor High entered. A special feature of this tournament was that 
all debaters were required to debate both sides of the question. 
During the year the dub sponsored debates between Bangor and M. C. I.-and 
Bangor and Cony. The club met twice weekly for instruction and class debates. 
Through a process of elimination, varsity and junior varsity squads were selected 
to enter the Bates League competition. 
This year has been very successful for the Debate club, and the future looks 
even better with many members remaining for another year of active debating. 
---~~~- - - ~--
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Front Row (left to right): James Peters, Ronald Gray, Paul Brountas, Shapleigh Drisko. 
Second Row: Leon Segal, Lawrence Blethen, Miss Mary Hodgson, Mark Lieberman, Janet Head. 
Varsity Debate 
51 
Under the direction of Miss Mary Hodgson, Bangor High's new debate coach, 
the Varsity Debate team finished a successful season. The members of the Varsity 
team and the Junior Varsity team were chosen as the result of their showing in in-
ter-class debates and tournaments with other schools. 
Those on the varsity squad are Mark Lieberman and Leon Segal, representing 
the affirmative side of the question, with Shapleigh Drisko and Paul Brountas, repre-
senting the negative. Lawrence Blethen and Janet Head composed the affirmative 
team on the Junior Varsity, while Ronald Gray and Jim Peters filled their posts 
as the negative team. 
This year, the subject under discussion was one of an international scope, in 
direct contrast to the previous national topics. The subject was-Resolved: that the 
United Nations now be revised into a system of Federal World Government. 
In the University of Maine Debate tourney, Bangor sent five teams, with Shap-
leigh Drisko and Paul Brountas reaching the semi-finals. This pair established an 
enviable record this year, losing only two debates out of twelve. 
In the Bates League Tournament, the Bangor Varsity was eliminated in the pre-
liminary round, with the affirmative team coping a victory over John Bapst and 
the negative team losing to Orono, the eventual state champs, by only one vote. 
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First Row (left to right) : Ellen Hill, Carlene Lobley, Dotty St. Onge, Donna Holmes, Ethel Med-
wed, Helen Empie, Jean Wyman, Jo Foster, David Batchelder, Shap Drisko, Jean Hopkins, Mary 
Theresa Condon, Shirley Pendleton, Audrey Buck, Dotty Brown, Pauline Gilpatrick. 
Second Row: Barbara Barron, Nancy Gould, Pat Wilson, Violet Colson, Phyllis Cassidy, Marion 
Marder, Carolyn Clark, Mary Jane Cromwell, Carol Bubar, Elinor Cilley, Jeanine Morrow, 
Connie Richards, Sandra Pendleton, Sue Chase, Marceda Miller, Sue Humphrey, Ann Lenfest, 
Lindy Kelley, Miss Mary Hodgson. 
Third Row: Marvin Goldstein, Lawrence Blethen, Myles Striar, Richard Plummer, Steven Per-
kins, Mickey Feeney, Alan Chapman, Teddy Nelson, Carl Silsby, Dewaine Gedney, Robert Good-
ell, Sherman Chandler, Paul Brountas, Edward Connelly, Paul Dinsmore, James Peters. 
Fourth Row: Marlene Dempsey, Charlotte Rolnick, Pat Jones, Janice Rosen, Gerry Feeney, Pat 
Farnsworth, Betty Kelley, Ada Goodine, Mary Ellen Moran, Eleanor Fowler, Barbara Heal, 
Sally Keach, Connie Hackett, Hope Currier, Jane Purcell, Elaine Kopelow, Marlene Hanson. 
Dramatic Club 
Meet the Bangor High School Dramatic Club. Under the expert 
direction of the faculty adviser, Miss Mary M. Hodgson, members of this 
dub have been very busy during the year. In fact, the training received 
by some of these young people has made them indispensable to many other 
activities in and around the assembly hall. In December, the Dramatic 
Club joined with the music department to sponsor the highly successful 
operetta, "Meet Arizona." The biggest project of the year, of which all 
members participating can be proud, was "Triple Delight Nite" when 
three highly entertaining one-act plays were presented. One of these, a 
tense melodrama, "Curses the Villian Is Foiled", was chosen to compete 
in the district one-act play contest in which it was judged the winner. 
In May, the Club sponsored the highly entertaining three act pro-
duction, "Meet Me In St. Louis" presented by the Senior Class. 
The members crowned a highly successful season with a bang-up 
banquet at the Windsor Hotel on June 7. 
--• 
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First Row (left to right): B~tty Dysart, Elinor Cilley, Hope Currier, Jeanine Morrow, Barbara 
Head, Lenora ;McGinn, Dick Searles, Dave Batchelder, Eleanor Byron, Helen Johnson, Sue 
Chase, Joanne Smith, Faith -Canty. 
Second Row: Charles Ranlett, Paul Dinsmore, Eleanor Eames, Connie Hackett, Joanne Robinson, 
Lois Plummer, Pat Hyson, Pat Wilson, Violet Colson, Marlene Hanson, Rosalie Robinson, Janet 
Head, Mr. Reginald Dodge. 
Third Row: Gleason Rand, Ed Mcinnis, Bob Bruns, Ted Nelson, Ray· Petterson, Joe Carr, Dick Cast-
ner, Eugene White, Fred Dolan, Mark Lieberman, Myles Striar. 
Fourth Row: Marjorie Morrison, Dot Leonard, Nancy Chandler, Pauline Dyer, Marilyn Dyer, Mar-
lene Ulmer, Judy Wooster, Audrey Buck, Shirley Pendleton, Barbara Heal, Dotty Brown, Mary 
Theresa Condon, Mary Lou Webb. 
Public Mfairs Club 
At an organization meeting held in October, the following officers of 
the Public Affairs Club were elected: Richard Searles, president; Eleanor 
Byron, vice-president; Lenora McGinn, secretary; and David Batchelder, 
treasurer. In November, the members of the club heard a very interesting 
talk delivered by Rev. Charles E. Dartnell on conditions in England at the 
present as compared to pre-war times. 
The Public Affairs Club held a joint Christmas Party with the Dra-
matic and Debate Clubs in December. The Christmas party was high-
lighted by old-fashioned dances and games. Mr. Richard Hammerick spoke 
on World Government to the group at the January meeting. Following Mr. 
Hammerick's speech, several members of the club held a debate on the 
subject. 
The club sponsored a booth at All Bangor Night and climaxed a very 
successful year with an outing in June. Mr. Reginald Dodge is faculty ad-
viser of the club. 
• 
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First Row: (left to right): Helen Springer, Janet Veazie, Trudy Mantius, Marlene Dempsey, Gloria 
Cole, Vaughn Cole, Pat Mcinnis, Barbara Arnold, Doris Camber, Ila Clewly, Joan Luro. 
Second Row: Marilyn Kelley, Helen Berry, Marilyn Dyer, Pauline Dyer, Gerry Witherlee, Joan Rear-
don, Dottie Wilson, Elinor Craig, Elaine Smith, Joanne Smith, Joyce Conners, Mrs. Ardis Ab-
bott. 
Third Row: Muriel Arnold, Pauline Gilpatrick, Lucille Davis, Gordon Smith Harry Derry, Eddie 
Mcinnis, Eugene Merrill, Lucilla Shoppe, Norma McPherson, Helen Rock~ell. 
Fourth Row: Marilyn Bean, Betty Jean Johnson, Gwen Kenney, Rosalie Robinson, Marlene Kuch-
inski, Barbara Fernald, June Hollis, Alice Farnsworth, Mae Ballanger, Joan Charlton. 
Commercial Club 
At an organization meeting of the Commercial Club held in Septem-
ber, the following officers were elected: President, Gloria Cole; Vice-Presi-
dent, Vaughn Cole; Secretary, Patricia Mcinnis; Treasurer, Marlene 
Dempsey. 
To start the year's program, Mr. Raymond Sherman from the Maine 
Unemployment Agency addressed the group on "Opportunities of Business 
in Bangor." 
In December the _annual Christmas supper party was held. A special 
Christmas program was presented; and many parents, as well as several 
members of the faculty, were present. 
Other oustanding events were movies, tours, and a talent show. 
The purpose of the club is to introduce its members to the business 
world and to further the educational and social activities of its members. 
The members of the Commercial Club express their sincere thanks 
and appreciation to Mrs. Ardis Abbot, club adviser, for the help she has 
given them. 
----------------= --------- --~-
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First Row (left to right) : Pat Buzzell, Elnora Tozier, Eva Casey, Faith Canty, Betty Walsh, Lois 
Allan, Florence Hall. 
Second Row: Shirley Gopin, Ruth Stevens, Bertha Weymouth, Rita Wakefield, Mary Cairns, Mary 
Johnson, Miss Ruth Crosby. 
Third Row: Priscilla Crook, Betty Crook, Joyce Lagerquist, Joanne Morton, Roberta Smith, Helen 
Niles, Joan Estabrook. 
The Homec Club 
The Homec Club, under the guidance of Miss Ruth Crosby, has had 
a successful year. The main project for the year was the making of slips 
for the children at the Children's Home. The girls purchased and delivered 
two complete Christmas dinn,ers to local needy families. Among the 
special programs of the year was a demonstration of a water color paint-
ing by Miss Georgia Worster. 
The club also has been active socially. Cynthia Tibbetts entertained 
the girls at a Christmas party. Tobogganing was enjoyed at .Priscilla and 
Betty Crook's home in Orrington. Miss Crosby was hostess at an attractive 
dinner party during the Valentine Season. 
The following were officers: Faith Canty, President; Eva Casey, 
Secretary; Cynthia Tibbetts, Treasurer; Betty Walsh, Recording Secre-
tary. 
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First Row (left to right): Sue Chase, Nancy Chandler, Eleanor Byron, Patricia Largay, Marjorie 
Morrison, Ethel Medwed, Helen Empie, Sigrid Kimball, Lenora McGinn, Marlene Ulmer, Joe 
Bernard, Judith Wooster, Dorothy Leonard, Sally Mitchell, Ruth Rowe, June Walsh, Ardine 
Priest, Carol Bubar, Marion French, Ellen Hill. 
Second Row: Patricia Day, Jackie Robinson, Rhonda Goodman, Vera Hendrickson, Catherine Zoidis, 
Jeanine Morrow, Sandra Pendleton, Marion Marder, Eleanor Rosen, Janet Burton, Phyllis Mar-
tin, Violet Colson, Patricia Wilson, Geraldine Call, Marilyn Wallace, Josephine Foster, Bar-
bara Barron, Marlene Hanson, Mlle. Estelle Beaupre, Faculty adviser. 
Third Row: Harvey Levitt, Charles Cox, Richard Gray, Waldo Gagnon, Earl Coffin, David Thur-
low, Rodrick McLeod, Carl Silsby, Ronald Gray, Rupert McLean, Paul Dinsmore, Myles Striar, 
Leon Segal, Sherman Chandler, Robert Vose, Edward Dudley, Charles Ranlett, Robert Hamil-
ton. 
Fourth Row: Sheila Kelley, Donna Richardson, Doris Eckert, Mary Theresa Condon, Nancy Gould, 
Jean Wyman, Gerry Feeney, Abbie Kingsbury, Pat Hyson, Sue Humphrey, Ruth Beal, Ann 
Emery, Betty Kelley, Hazel Crabtree, Margaret Howatt, Betsy Tandy, Elinor Cilley, Carlene 
Lobley, Elaine Kopelow, Elaine Perkins, Lucy Severance. 
Le Cercle Francais 
Le Cercle Francais of Bangor High has now become one of the most 
popular clubs in the school. This year it is but two years old, having just 
been formed last year. With its tremendous membership, the club has par-
ticipated in many interesting and educational activities and projects. 
Among the big projects of the club is the adoption of two French war chil-
dren, Odette Auclaire and Guy Denier. The club, along with the French 
classes, has sent boxes of food and clothing to these children. Many me:IT\-
bers have corresponded with them and have received nice letters in return. 
In addition to this, the French Department, with many members of Le 
Cercle Francais, took its annual Quebec trip over Memorial weekend. This 
trip is enjoyed by many French students each year. The club's officers 
for this year were Dorothy Leonard, president; Judy Wooster, vice pre: 
dent; Marlene Ulmer, recording secretary; Lenora McGinn, corresponding 
secretary; Joseph Bernard, treasurer. The club's competent adviser is 
Mlle. Estelle Beaupre. 
----- -
------ -
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First Row (left to right): Jackie Wardwell, Jane Bacon, Dot Leonard, Marjorie Morrison, Ronald 
Gray, Dick Searles, Shap Drisko, Paul Brountas, Pat Wilson, Judy Phillips, Donna Richardson, 
Gretchen V ose, Rhonda Goodman, Sandra Pendleton. 
Second Row: June Day, Jane Hunter, Sandra Thompson, Barbara Tulloch, Nancy Bryant, Carolyn 
Kealiher, Joan McEachern, Janice Garland, Marilyn Kealiher, Gail Freese, Ruth Pels, Priscilla 
Ames, Marilyn Wallace, Mary Jean Chapman, Miss Mary Copeland. 
Third Row: Eleanor Cilley, Franklin Bralev, Gerald Kinney, Bob Edwards, Paul Connelly, John 
Knowles, Paul Dinsmore, Harvey Leavitt, Sidney Farr, Marvin Goldstein, ·Dave Searles, Pat 
McLeod. 
Fourth Row: Eleanor Rosen, Athena Vafiades, Vi Colson, Mary Howard, Jacqueline O'Brien, Ab-
bie Kingsbury, Glen Geyer, Margaret Howatt, Betsy Tandy, Angela King, Jane Purcell, Betty 
Ellis. 
Latin Club 
The B. H. S. Latin Club, under the guidance of Miss Mary Copeland, 
has enjoyed a very active year. The officers of the club, elected last May, 
are Paul Brountas and Shapleigh Drisko, Consuls; Patricia Wilson, 
Praetor; Donna Richardson, Quaestor; Richard Searles, Gretchen Vose, 
Judith Phillips, and Ronald Gray, Aediles; Dorothy Leonard and Marjorie 
Morrison, Tribunes. The club is affiliated with the Junior Classical League, 
a national organization made up of various high school Latin clubs 
throughout the country. 
The club has had excellent programs this year. Highlights of the 
social activities of the club were marked by the many parties and festi-
vities which were attended by a large percentage of the members. 
The first two meetings of the year were concerned with the initiation 
of new members and the presentation of pins. In December the members 
of the club held a Christmas .Par ty, at which presents were exchanged 
and a program was presented. In February the club held a joint meeting 
with the French and Spanish Clubs. The Latin Club presented a skit 
entitled "The Labors of Hercules." Officers for next year were elected at 
the May meeting. 
On June 2, the Latin Club was host to many students from the junior 
highs who will enter B. H. S. next year and who plan to take Latin. The 
Latin Club climaxed their highly successful year with an outing at 
Priscilla Ames' farm on June 7. 
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First Row (left to right): Treatre Thumith, Gretchen Vose, Barbara Heal, Sally Keach, George B -t-
ter ley, Audrey Buck, Naida Osgood, Jaqueline McNamara, Barbara Barron, Audrey Sands, 
Joanne Dorsky, Mary Jean Chapman 
Second Row: Connie Hackett, Mary Lou Webb, Marceda Miller, Nadia Arthurs, Marcia Gass, Bette 
Bailey, Pearl Apotheker, Selma Cohen, Barbara Ziplow, Jeanne Leveille, Deborah Rudman, Lois 
Plummer. 
Third Row: Leon Segal, Bob Bruns, Eugene White, Bob Stevenson, Thomas Calderwood, Bob Davis, 
Ray Petterson, Alan Chapman, Dewaine Gedney, Robert Smith, Robert Goodell. 
Spanish Club 
The Spanish Club's second year at Bangor High has been very success-
ful. 
At the first meeting Audrey Buck was elected president; Jackie Mc-
Namara, vice-president; Naida Osgood, secretary; and George Betterley, 
treasurer. 
A program committee of George Betterley, .Pearl Apotheker, Jackie 
MeN amara, and Gretchen Vose was appointed to plan the programs during 
the year. 
At Christmas time, the members of the club enjoyed a . Christmas 
party, with Leon Segal, as the traditional wise man, distributing gifts. 
In January, at a combined meeting of the French, Spanish, and Latin 
clubs, the Spanish Club presented a skit, "The New Adventures of Don 
Quixote," which was written and directed by Sally Keach and George 
Betterly. 
At the February meeting, a number of first year students were init-
iated; and the members, new and old, enjoyed the Valentine party which 
followed the business meeting. 
The Spanish and Latin Clubs' combined booth won the cup, which was 
awarded for the best booth at All-Bangor Night on April 8. 
Miss Margaret Estes, the Spanish Club's adviser, has done a great 
deal towards making the year a successful one. 
--~--· 
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First Row (left to right) : Naida Osgood, Sally Keach, Nancy Mishou, Pat Day, Audrey Buck, Ro· 
bert Hamilton, Charles Cox, Eleanor Byran, Mary Theresa Condon, Lois Plummer. 
Second Row: Mr. Harry Hopkins, Lee McGinn, Nancy Chandler, Janet Head, Barbara Heal, Eliza-
beth Baldwin, Elaine Messer, Shirley Campbell, Mr. Gunnar Lytikainen, Mr. J. Harold Smith. 
Third Row: Grayden White, Marvin Goldstein, Richard Smith, Cornelius Fox, Fred Dolan, Fred · 
Brown, Leon Segal, Larry Blethen, Palmer Luro. 
Fourth Row: Ronald Gray, Richard Gray, Bob Edwards, Dick Searles, Albert Paine, George Bet-
terley, Paul Connelley, Alex McElwee. 
Science Club 
The Science Cl.ub, newly organized at Bangor High School, opened the school 
year by electing the following officers: Robert Hamilton, President; Charles Cox, 
Vice-president; Audrey. Buck, Secretary; Pat Day, Treasurer; and Eleanor Byron, 
Publicity Agent. At following meeting, members enjoyed interesting movies, demon-
strations, and experiments in the fields of chemistry, physics, and biology. 
In March, several members entered science projects in the Regional Science Fair 
and Congress held at Bangor High. In the field of chemistry, Robert Hamilton won 
first prize with his demonstration of the ·production of microcosmic salt; and Fred-
erick Brown was named an alternate with his project on color photography. In the 
field of physics, Rupert McLean won first prize in the regional competition project on 
the relative gain and distortion in the audio frequency amplifier and second prize 
in the state finals held at Cony High School in Augusta. Other members of the Science 
Club who took part are Robert Edwards, with a project on photographic emulsion, 
and Greyden White, with a demonstration on the extraction of carotene. 
Membership in the Science Club is open to all students taking chemistry, physics, 
biology, or consumer science. 
Mr. J. Harold Smith, Mr. Harry Hopkins, and Mr. Gunnar Lytikainen a;re faculty 
adyisers. · 
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First Row (left to right) : Fred Dolan, Ernie Kh:mry, Rob2rt Davis, George Betterley, Ray Petter-
son, Roy Turner, David Batchelder, Donald Newhall. 
Second Row: Lawrence Blethen, Roland Rose, Spurgeon Clark, Dick White, Edmond Jones, Jim 
Peters, Eugene McLaughlin, Captain Arthur P. Wade. 
Third Row: Marvin Goldstein, Frank Mower, Dick Searles, James Doherty, Richmond Cushing, 
Richard Cook, Donald Reynolds. 
The Officers' Club On Review 
The Officers' Club of Bangor High School is composed of all ROTC cadets taking 
the voluntary course, during the Senior y 2ar, of Military Science III. From this 
select group come all the cadet officers for the ROTC battalion. The purpose of the 
Officers' Club is threefold: to make available to the members more advanced elements 
of Military Science than are available El the required course; to take the lead in 
procuring f,unds for additional equipment with which to better the ROTC unit;· and 
to represent the Cadet Corps in arranging their social functions. 
Activities of the Officers' Club this year have been varied and interesting. On 
November 11th, the Club took the lead in organizing the BHS contingent in the 
Armistice Day parade. The following day, the Club sponsored the highly success-
ful Varsity Hop, at which over 400 students paid tribute to the BHS fall sports 
teams. On April 6th, in connection with the observance of Army Day, the Club,. as-
sisted by other members of the ROTC unit, presented several interesting skits il-
lustrating various phases of ROTC instruction. And, of course, the Officers' Club 
sponsored May 13th the 30th Annual Military Ball-the culmination of many weeks 
of hard work by all the members. Proceeds from this Military Ball paid for pur-
chase and replacement of such items of equipment as Sam Browne belts, sabres, 
special BHS ROTC insignia, and the repair and display of items of historical interest 
from the past eighty-seven years of military training at Bangor High School. 
Officers of the club for 1948-1949 are as follows: David M. Batchelder, presi-
dent; Richard W. Searles, vice-president; George W. Betterley, secretary; and Ray-
mond S. Petterson, treasurer. Capt. Arthur P. Wa·de, PMS & T. is faculty adviser of 
the C1ub. 
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First Row (left to right): Waldo Gagi:10n, Gilbert Lewis, Eugene Merrill, Reginald Segar, Walter 
Norris, Harold Withee, Richard Gray. 
Seconq Row: Charles Katon, Erwin McTigue, Willis Martin, Roderick Gillis, Gerald B'Rells, Carl 
Withee, Clarence Day, Sergeant William McDonald. 
Third Row: Robert Segar, Richard Thomas, Paul Nadeau, Blair Smith, Lloyd Shaw, Lawrence 
Cary, Carl Coffin. 
Rifle Club 
The year 1949 has been a year of building for the future for B. H. S.'s 
Rifle Club, as all members of the club are sophomores and juniors. The 
year's experience under the expert supervision of M/ Sgt. William Mac-
Donald and T / Sgt. Richard J. Spleen should really pay off next year. 
Officers elected at an early meeting this year are as follows: Presi-
dent, Daniel Gagnon; Vice President, Eugene Merrill; Secretary, Richard 
Gray. 
Besides competing in the William Randolph Hearst match, the team 
has participated in matches against high schools in Boise, Idaho; Wilming-
ton, North Carolina; Waukegan, Illinois; New Bedford, Massachusetts; 
and LaSalle Military Academy, Pennsylvania. These matches were Postal 
Matches-that is, each team fired on its own range and mailed the result-
ing scores to the competing team. A match of this type may often last 
several weeks. Two shoulder-to-shoulder matches were also held with 
the Penobscot Rifle Club and the U. of M. rifle club. In these matches, 
both teams were present, each using the same range. The experience that 
the members of the rifle club have obtained this year should prove in-
valuable to them in building a crack rifle team next year. 
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First Row (left to right): John Fleming, Leon Segal, Ernie Khoury, Ray Cox, Joe Carr, Ray P~t­
terson, Gleason Rand, Paul Brountas. 
Second Row: Mr. Harry Hopkins, Eugene White, Dave Batchelder, Dick Searles, Gary Burke, 
Richmond Cushing, Bob Bruns, Waldo Gagnon. 
Third Row: Don Hamilton. Mike Collins, George Betterley, Bob Edwards, Harold Burbank, Fred 
Brown, Joe Bernard, Dave Searles. 
Alpha Hi-Y Club 
"To create, maintain, and extend throughout the school and country, high stand· 
ards of christian character." This is the motto of the Alpha Hi-Y Club and it is by 
this motto that the club functions. With Mr. Hany Hopkins as club adviser and with 
Y. M. C. A. officials helping greatly, the club tries to strike a medium of service in the 
school and city. 
As its major project for this year, the club is going to send two under-privileged 
boys to Camp Jordan, ~he Y. M. C. A. boys' camp, for two weeks with all expenses 
paid. One of its annual features is the sponsoring of the Hi-Y Hop, a New Year's Eve 
dance at which everyone has a wonderful time. In addition to this affair, the club 
has had two "canned music'' dances to which members of the Beta Hi-Y were invited. 
The Club has in the past year, contributed to the Community Chest, and Red Cross 
and has sent remembrances to ill club members. Three delegates were sent to State 
Student Legislature, the annual banquet was held, and new officers were inducted. 
The club has had an interesting program the past year. Included have been 
speakers, roundtable discussions, "Sport Nites," and monthly business meetings. 
The club meets weekly at the "Y" and is open to any Bangor High School male 
student who is interested in furthering the purpose and platform of the Hi-Y Club. 
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First Row (left to right): Tom Hammond, Almon 1 Jones, Phillip Merrithew, Frank Ramsdell, Fred 
Dolan, Marvin Goldstein, Dick Rowell, Ed Mcinnis. 
Second Row: Adviser Dana Giggey, Ken Hone ;, Tom Zoidis, Dave Deering, Ed Dudley, Shap 
Drisko, Sherman Chandler. 
Third Row: Vaughn Cole, Joe Collins, Harry White, Dave MacDonald, Bob MacMillan, Waldo Gil-
patrick, Myles Striar. 
Beta Hi-Y 
The Beta Hi-Y Club, under the leadership of Mr. Dana Giggey, has 
emerged this year as one of the outstanding Hi-Y Clubs in Maine. To start 
off the year, the boys pledged one hundred and twenty-five dollars to 
various charities. During the fall and winter months, the members checked 
coats every Saturday night at the Y. M. C. A.; and, with the coming of 
spring, they started selling ice cream and soft drinks at Bangor's home 
baseball games. This has been a year of work for the boys in the Beta 
Club; but now that their obligations have been fulfilled, they are planning 
a barn dance and an annual banquet. The officers for 1'948-49 were 
President, Fred Dolan; Vice-President Kenneth Honey; Secretary, Edward 
Mcinnis; Corresponding Secretary, Shapleigh Drisko; Treasurer, Robert 
Handler; Assistant Treasurer, Kern Feeney. 
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First Row (left to right): Eleanor Annis, Nancy Johnson, Jeanette Gifford, Edith Nash, Ruth 
Pels, Mary McHale, Janice Rosen, Pat Jones, Athene Vafiades, Connie Richards, Jeannine 
Morrill, Betty Ellis, Annette Cahoon, Barbara Baughman, Marion French, Nadine Savage, Car-
olyn Leighton, Donna Holmes, Glen Geyer, Lois Arsenault. 
Second Row: Priscilla Dean, Barbara Tulloch, Genevieve Perkins, Betty Crook, Priscilla Crook, 
Janet Burton, Phyllis Cassidy, Lois Willey, Joanne Morton, Janice Garland, Nancy Ann Wil-
bur, ·Lorraine Canning, Sylvia Lewis, Barbara Hazelton, Carol Bubar, Patricia Turner, Betty 
Morrill, Lorraine Legere, Marilyn Nickerson, Sue Humphrey, Ruth Beal. 
Third Row: Mary Jane Cromwell, Connie Hackett, Jackie McNamara. Helen Perley, Georgianna 
Riopelle, Pat Farnsworth, Teddy Nelson, Harry Derry, Wendell Nadeau, Richard Richardson, 
George Betterley, Charles Cox, Red MacDonald, Dick Rowell, Sherman Chandler, Larry Bleth-
en, Mr. Raymond Floyd, Director; Shirley Pendleton, Ann Lenfest, Barbara Heal. 
Fourth Row: Marceda Miller, Nancy Mishou, Sally Keach, Mary Lou Webb, Mary Lou Laliberte, 
Betsy Tandy, Priscilla Ames, Lois Plummer, Lois Griffin, Mary Condon, Priscilla F ield, Ab-
bie Kingsbury, Carolyn Clark, Jane Buchanan, Elinor Cilley, Angela King, Hope Currier, 
Shelia Kelley. 
The General Chorus 
The General Chorus, under the direction .of Mr.' Raymond Floyd, has 
been extremely active this year. The most important event of the season 
for the chorus, however, was its participation in the Eastern Maine Music 
Festival held at Waterville on May 14. 
Several of the members of the Chorus took part in a very successful 
operetta, "Meet Arizona," which was presented in December. 
The Chorus has exhibited a marked improvement during the last 
few years. 
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First Row (left to right): Joanne Wood, Gerald Kinney, Faith Canty, Barbara Barron, John Bar-
rows, Henry Knowlton, William Palmer, Joan Estabrook, Abbie Kingsbury, Lorraine Canning, 
Mary Howard. 
Second Row: Mr. Raymond Floyd, Sewall Chason, Eddie Connelly, .Janet H ead, Elizabeth Tandy, 
Barbara Hazelton, Eleanor Eames, Tom Hammond, Ma;rk Lieberman, Earl 'Voodman; Barry 
Spitalnick. 
Third Row: Sherman Chandler, Harvey Leavitt, Paul Connelley, Lawrence Blethen, Ernest 
Khoury, Carl Silsby, David MacDonald, Vaughn Cole, Floyd Jordan, Harry White, Sidney Farr. 
Orchestra 
The Bangor High School Orchestra has had another active year under 
the direction of Mr. Raymond Floyd. 
The orchestra set off the Dramatic Club's three one-act plays with 
suitable selections, played at several assemblies and took part in the Ban-
gor High School Music Concert and the Eastern Maine Music Festival at 
Waterville. 
The orchestra also provided part of the program at Junior Exhi-
bition, and played the traditional march at the graduation exercises. 
On the basis of active participation, loyalty, and cooperation, the 
members of the orchestra were awarded letters. New this year were the 
pins awarded to all seniors in this organization. 
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First Row (left to right): Joan Estabrook, Jun; Walsh, Jackie Robinson, Harry White, John Bar-
rows, Henry Knowlton, Sanford Annis, Sherm tn Chandler, Eleanor Eames, Connie Hackett, 
Barbara Head, Barry Spitalnick. 
Second Row: Marilyn Kealiher, Roy Bailey, Harold Burbank, Sewall Chason, Eddie Connelly, Jan-
et Head, Betsey Baldwin, Mary Jean Chapman, Earl Woodman, Marvin Goldstein, Paul Connel-
ley, Red MacDonald, Mr. Raymond Floyd, Director. · 
Third Row: Henry Crowell, Lawrence Blethen, Floyd Jordan, Ernest Khoury, Steve Perkins, earl 
Silsby, Vaughn Cole, Tommy Hammond, Mark Leiberman, Harvey Levitt, Paul Nadeau. 
The Band 
The Band, under the direction of Mr. Raymond Floyd, made great 
steps towards improvement this year. The members not only played at the 
home football and basketball games but also, at their own expense, they 
managed to be at seyeral of the out of town games. New uniforms were 
required this year because of the increased membership; they were 
purchased with the proceeds from the operetta, "Meet Arizona," which 
was produced by Miss Mary Hodgson. 
The Band, as well as the other musical organizations in the school 
finally got the support it deserves when the Parents' Musical Organization 
was formed at Bangor High. This is an organization composed of the 
parents of students who are members of the musical organizations of the 
school. The organization made possible awards which were presented 
at an assembly to band and orchestra members. With the help of the 
P . M. 0 . the band, next year, should be an even better representative of 
Bangor High and in the very near future should become one of the leading 
high school bands in the state. 
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Left to Right: Betty Ellis, Caroline Connor, Lucille Severance, Betty Dysart, Alice Geikie, Jo Rob-
inson, Ila Clewley, and (kneeling) Gloria Cole. 
The Twirlers 
The Twirlers have rounded out another successful year by their 
frequent exhibitions at football and basketball gaines and by their ap-
pearance at various school affairs. Under the direction of Mr. Malcolm 
Willis, the Twirlers was one of the most snappy units to appear on the 
University of Maine's f loor during the Eastern Maine Basketball 
Tournament. 
In the fall the girls practiced, for long and well-spent hours, under 
the capably direction of Jimmie Marshall, who helped a great deal in 
coaching them for performances given during the half of each football 
game. 
Members of this year's squad were Gloria Cole, Captain; Carolyn 
Connors, Ila Clewley, Betty Dysart, Joan Robinson, Lucy Severance, Alice 
Geikie, and Betty Ellis. 
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First Row (left to right) : Pauline Dyer, Marilyn Dyer. 
Second Row: Sheila Smith, Janet Veazie, Marlene Ulmer, Audrey Buck, Jean Wyman, Nancy Mis-
hou, Eleanor Igoe, Sue Chase. 
Varsity Cheerleaders 
The cheerleaders started the year with a dance to purchase new. 
uniforms which they obtained at the beginning of the basketball season. 
The flared panel skirts and vests proved to be a peppy and attractive 
uniform, and the cheerleaders receiyed many compliments on their snappy 
appearance. 
This year the girls retained the recently gained acrobatic cheers and 
also added to their assortment of cheers several original ideas that were 
well receiv-ed by the cheering section. 
At the annual spring dance, "Club '~9," the cheerleaders put on a 
successful evening of dancing and entertainment. · 
Mr. Malcolm Willis, adviser to the cheerleaders, has given freely of 
his time and enthusiasm to help the girls put over an exceptional year's 
program. 
The eight senior members of the squad-Marilyn Dyer, Pauline Dyer, 
Co-Head Cheerleaders, Marlene Ulmer, Sheila Smith, Audrey Buck, Janet 
Veazie, Nancy Mishou, and Sue Chase-were presented with "B" awards 
at the annual banquet. 
Next year's squad will be led by the remaining juniors of this year's 
team-Eleanor Igoe and Jean Wyman. 
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First Row (left to right): Donna Holmes, Coleen Cary, Charlotte Katen. 
Second Row: Lois Arsenault, Margaret Howatt, Joan Leighton, Ann Lenfest, Shirley Pendleton, 
Sylvia Lewis, Lorraine Canning. 
J. V. Cheerleaders 
These are our junior cheerleaders- the "J. V's." Composed of junior 
and sophomore girls chosen at the beginning of each basketball season, 
they cheer at all home J. V. games and make most of the trips that their 
team makes. When the distance is too great for the opposing cheerleaders 
to travel, it is the J. V. Cheerleaders who organize the cheers of the 
opposing rooters. Their season over, most of the girls "try out" for 
\'arsity cheering in the spring. The group is chosen by a series of 
eliminations. Strenuous work'? Of course; but they always seem to come 
back for more. This yeaT's "J. V's." were Colleen Cary, Margaret Howatt, 
Joanne Goding, Anne Lenfest, Silvia Lewis, Lorraine Canning, Joan 
Leighton, Lois Arsenault, Donna Holmes, and Charlotte Katen. 
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Front Row (left to right): Pauline Dyer, Marlene Ulmer, Eleanor Byron, Treasurer; Lenora Mc-
Ginn, President; Dorothy Leonard, Vice-Pres.; Priscilla Field, Sec.; Marilyn Dyer. 
Second Row (left to right): Joanne Smith, Gretchen Vose, Nancy Chandler, Judith Wooster, Eliza-
beth Baldwin, Janet Head, Patricia Day, Treatre Thumith. 
Third Row (left to right) : Dorothy St. Onge, Elaine Nickerson, Judith Phillips, Mary Jean Chap-
man, Bette Bailey, Donna Richardson. Barbara Head was unable to be present when the picture 
was taken. 
G. A. H. C. 
The year of 1948-49 was a very successful and most enjoyable one 
for the members of G. A. H. C. The Council was under the leadership of 
President Lenora McGinn and the guidance of Miss Mildred McGuire, 
faculty adviser. 
Among the various projects sponsored by the G. A. H. C. this year 
were sale of cakes, ice cream, and candy at home football games; sending 
clothing and toys to the children of a needy family at Christmas; sponsor-
ing a project at All-Bangor Night; and planning the annual hockey ban-
quet in the fall and the Athletic banquet in the spring. 
Members of the Council assist in teaching gym and in coaching and 
scoring girls' basketball, volleyball, and field hockey games. At the hockey 
banquet, the following girls were taken into the Council: Joanne Smith, 
Elizabeth Baldwin, Bette Bailey, and Mary Jean Chapman. Girls receiving 
the honor at the annual assembly in January were Nancy Chandler, Judith 
Phillips, and Dorothy St. Onge. At the Athletic Banquet, held in May at 
.Pilots' Grill, Janice Kennedy, Joanne McEachern, and Elinor Cilley were 
initiated; second honors went to Eleanor Byron, Dorothy Leonard, Patri-
cia Day, Gretchen Vose, and Janet Head; third honors to Lenora McGinn 
and Marlene Ulmer. 
Officers for next year are President, Donna Richardson; Vice-presi-
dent, Bette Bailey; Secretary, Elaine Nickerson; Treasurer, Mary Jean 
Chapman. 
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Front Row (left to right) : Dorothy Leonard, Mar!ene Ulmer, Capt. Janet Head, Pauline Dyer, Mar-
ilyn Dyer, Patricia Day, Susan Chase. 
Second Row (left to right): Gretchen Vose, Manager, Lenora McGinn, Judith Wooster, Eleanor By-
ron, Audrey Buck, Mary Jean Chapman, Donna Richardson, Hope Currier. 
Third Row (left .to right): Shirley Pendleton, Barbara Heal, Rosalie Robinson, Patricia Hyson, 
Mary· Ellen Moran, Joanne Smith. Barbara Head was unable to be present when the picture was 
taken. 
All-Bangor Hockey Team 
Ground, stick! Ground, stick! Wham! The white ball goes down the 
field; the girls get a firm grip on their hockey sticks; and two of the girls' 
field hockey teams are off! 
This year, over one hundred and fifty sophomores, juniors, and sen-
iors turned out for field hockey-the junior team coming through as inter-
class champions. 
The girls eligible for the All-Bangor team were those girls who had 
played hockey for two or more years. Their names were placed on a ballot 
and were voted upon by Miss Mildred McGuire and the senior members of 
the G. A. H. C. who acted as coaches at the games. Two players were select-
ed for each position, and the chosen team was announced at the hockey 
party in November, at which time the members received their wine seven-
inch "B's". 
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Front Row (left to right): Capt. Priscilla Field, Barbara Fernald, Marlene Dempsey, Joan Fernald, 
Marcia Gass, Treatre Thumith, Rosalie R :)binson. Mascot, Tommy Bean. 
Second Row (left to right): Joanne Smith, Pauline Gilpatrick, Elizabeth Baldwin, Marlene Kuch-
inski, Gloria McKusick, Marilyn Bean, Patricia Day. 
All-Bangor Basketball Team 
With a record of six victories, one tie, and no defeats, the Senior Red 
Team will go down in the annuals as one of the finest All-Bangor Basket-
ball Teams. Under the leadership of their captain, Priscilla Field, and their 
coaches, Joanne Smith, Elizabeth Baldwin, and Treatre Thumith, the girls 
racked up terrific scores and, all angles considered, have been a really 
smooth team. 
Sophomores, juniors, and seniors participated in the intramural bas-
ketball games; and, as the season rolled along, enthusiasm increased. Mrs. 
Betty .Tones officiated at the games, assisted by girls enrolled in the refe-
r eeing course. Scorers _and coaches were members oof the G. A. H. C. Miss 
Mildred McGuire, girls' athletic director, was official timekeeper. 
The records of all the teams in order of placing in the tournament are 
as follows: 
Won Tied Lost 
I. Senior Red 6 1 0 
II. Junior Blue 5 1 1 
HI. S8nior White 4 0 3 
III. Junior Red. 4 0 3 
III. Sophomore Red 4 0 3 
IV. Junior White 3 0 4 
v. Sophomore White 1 0 6 
VI. ·Sophomore Blue 0 0 7 
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First Row (left to right): Patricia Hyson, Helen Johnson, Janice Rosen, Arthur Doucette, John 
Knowles, Helen Empie, Joan Fernald, Ethel Medwed. 
Second Row: Maurice Bean, Franklin Braley, Alan Chapman, Alex McElwee, Robert Goodell, Sher-
man Chandler, Mr. Harry Hopkins. 
Outing Club 
The Bangor Hi Outing CLub is a new club formed in early February 
this year. At the :first meeting the members had so many ambitious plans 
and ideas that it was dedded to include all kinds of sports such as skating, 
skiing, horseback riding, bicycle hikes, and softball games. 
Officers for the Outing Club this year were President, John Knowles; 
Vice-president, Barbara Head; Secretary-Treasurer, Arthur Doucette. 
Mr. Harry Hopkins was the club's faculty adviser. 
The best aspect of the Bangor Hi Outing Club is that everyone is 
welcome to join in the activities. The cLub is not a group of selected 
experts, nor is it entirely composed of "dubbers." The members seem to 
feel that this is just what Bangor High has needed for a long time and 
they are determined to make it even better in years to come. 
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An Ounce of Prevention 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36) 
capture and control. When once evi-
dently established, we try to classify 
our mental cases, treat them as well 
as we can, and live in hope that the 
difficulties will pass and the normal 
person reappear. We have done com-
paratively little in the way of pre-
vention. 
Conditions in Maine are such as to re-
quire attention. As evident from state 
budget reports, the cost is constantly ris-
ing with ·no hope of r-eduction. The State 
of Maine has spent more than three-
quarters of a million dollars on institu-
tional care of ·the insane as former 
Governor Hildreth reported in State of 
Maine Final Budget Report. As Samuel 
Warren Hamilton says in a Study of the 
Public Mental Hospitals of the U. S., 
1937-1939 state institutions are 10.8% 
overcrowded; for every one hundred pa-
tients leaving, 117.2 enter. Conditions 
in the institutions have been criticized; 
there is, as there is in most other institu-
tions, a shortage of properly trained 
personnel. 
Mental diseases have obviously become 
a problem. Says C. F. McClintic Ameri~ 
can Jonrnal of Public Health the support 
of mental institutions is only a small part 
of the total cost and probably the least 
expensive part. In quoting Menninger, 
"Mental maladjusmtents result in marital 
problems, misbehavior, prejudice, dis-
crimination, and anti-social acts." 
I have stated the problem and condi-
tions now existing. What is the solution? 
As I have indicated, preventive medicine 
has been successful in the case of many 
of the physical diseases; I believe it will 
also be successful with many mental dis-
eases but only with those resulting from 
emotional disturbances, not those of or-
ganic origin. 
Now is the time to explain what is 
meant by mental health. Says George H. 
Preston in The Substance of Mental 
Health, "Mental health consists of the 
ability to live within the limits imposed 
by bodily equipment, with other human· 
beings, happily, productively, and with-
out being a nuisance." The normal per-
son may be said to possess mental health; 
Karl Stolz, in Tricks Our Minds Play on 
Us, describes normality better in the fol-
lowing way: 
Nobody knows exactly what con-
stitutes a normal human being and 
in what particulars he differs from 
the individual who is not altogether 
mentally healthy. In fact, if a nor-
mal person is one who is perfect in 
every respect, one who is always 
emotionally stable, always free from 
the moral faults, always guided by 
the highest standards of truth and 
beauty and duty, none of us is nor-
mal. The term "normal" is relative 
and flexible, although it does apply 
to those persons who are reasonably 
serene and are able to live in the 
modern world without extreme des-
peration-that is to say, without ex-
cessive emotional tension and cala-
mitous social relationships. 
C. F. McClintic affirms that main ob-
jective of mental hygiene in a public 
health program is the prevention of social 
maladjustments which eventually become 
social and economic handicaps to the in-
dividual and which may result in the in-
dividual becoming a ward of the state of 
a burden to near relatives. Mental dis-
seases are more complex; and, therefore, 
a more complex system of prevention is 
required, something more than simple in-
oculation. A program of mental hygiene 
includes prevention, clinical services-
child guidance, dealing with pre-psychotic 
adults, consultative service-education, 
and community organization; and, 
furthermore, other factors have to be con-
sidered in an adequate program. Says 
Wilbur, "Prevention of mental conditions 
goes back to industrial organization, city 
planning, the handling of schools, the 
standard of living, the sanctity of the 
home, and a hundred others of our social 
mechanisms." 
As with many other new ideas, mental 
hygiene has its opposition. The opposition 
maintains that it is impossible to prevent 
a disease of which we don't know the 
cause. It is interesting to note, however, 
that that same member of the opposition, 
I. S. Wechsler, author of The N euro-
logist's Point of View, admits that mental 
hygiene has done good in the study of 
<CONTINUED ON PAGE 84) 
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First Row (left to right): R. Leland, E . McLaughlin, B. Herbert, D. Hamilton, G. Burke, J. Rapa-
port, M. Leiterman, G. Rand, D. Searles. 
Second Row: R. White, C. Mooney, E. Khoury, R. Searles, R. Cox, R. Petterson, M. Collins, R. 
Bruns. 
Third Row: K. Feeney, J . Carr, P. Crane, R. Cushing, G. Garland, E . Lenfest, E. Guernsey, J . Rol-
lins. 
Fourth Row: G. Kinney, R. Rowell, F. Ramsdell, F. Dolan, E. Mcinnis, W. Gagnon, D. MacDon-
ald. 
Fifth Row: D. Dudley, S. Kubick, B. Davis, J. Robbins, F . McCluskey, R. Burgess, R. Turner. 
"B" Club 
The "B" Club, which consists of all boys who have earned their 
letter in any one sport, was formed at a late date this year. 
The club sponsored the concessions at the basketball games and gave 
"B" sweaters to boys who won their letters. 
Under the guidance of Mr. Fred Pinkham, the ·club plans to create 
a chart to be placed in Bangor High School listing all students who have 
won their letters, and naming the sport or sports in which they have 
participated to win them. · 
The club also lists regulations for the correct wearing of letters on 
sweaters and jackets and has an opportunity to vote for the Garland-
Strang Award. 
Officers for the year were President, Ray Petterson; Vice President, 
Joe Bernard; Secretary-Treasurer, Jesse Rollins. 
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First Row (left t o r ight): E ugene McLaughlin, Mgr., Stanley Kubick, Richard Rowell, Gerald Kin-
ney, Roland Ingalls, Cornelius F ox, Asst. Mgr. 
Second Row : Coach Vincent Cuozzo, David MacDonald, Kern Feeny, Richmond Cushing, J ames 
Douherty, Vaughn Cole, Frank Ramsdell. Absent when picture was taken: E dwar d Mcinnis. 
Cross-Country 
Cross Country is a sport which combines the two most important 
feats of running-speed and endurance. On the two and one-half mile 
course, the boys put in long hours of strenuous work practicing for the 
scheduled inter-school meets; yet the sport usually gains the least recogni-
tion of any sports teams. 
The Rams this year enjoyed a mediocre season with two wins and two 
losses. The wins came at the expense of Ellsworth High and Lee Aca-
demy. The two losses suffered by the harriers came from the hands of 
Hartland Academy and the Maine Central Institute. Both of the losses 
were only by one point, however, and the Ram harriers finished third in a 
three way meet with two university teams and the Hartland Academy 
team. In a state meet, at which numerous schools competed, Bangor fin-
ished in sixth place. 
This was the third team fielded by Bangor High School since the re-
newal of the sport here. B. H. S.'s Cross Country teams are under the 
watchful eyes of Coach Vincent Cuozzo, who, together with the team, is 
looking forward to future winning years. 
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First row, (left to right): James Dougherty, Ernest Khoury, David Batchelder, Fred Dolan, Jim 
Rapaport, Richard White, Bob Davis, Ed Mcinnis, Frank Ramsdell. 
Second row: Roy Turner (manager), Ray Cox, Bob Reynolds, Linwood Feeney, Raymond Wood, 
Kern Feeney, Joe Bernard, Phillip Mayo, Bob Weatherbee, Mike Collins. 
Third row: "Cy" Perkins (Coach), Waldo Gilpatrick, Myles Striar, Leroy Turner, Burton Davis, 
Francis McCluskey, Edward MacDonald, Almond Jones, Stanley Kubic, Mr. Vincent 
Cuozzo (Asst. Coach). 
Fourth Row: Keith Conners, Tommy Zoidis, Davi:d Searles, David Dearing, George Garland, Albert 
Payne, Dugan McCluskey, Jake Webb, Merle Cronkite, Donald Oransky (Asst. Manager) . 
Fifth Row: John Wibby, Charles Katen, Earl Coffin, Ed Guernsey, Dick Brown, Marion Rudnicki, 
David Downing, Ray Petterson, Douglas Treadwell. 
Track 
With about fifty men working out under Coach "Cy" Perkins, the 
cinder-men, as this article goes to press, are preparing for the State 
Meet to be held at Colby on June 4. 
The boys feel confident of obtaining top results in this meet because 
of the fine record they have earned during their regular season. 
In their opening meet, a dual tussle with Gardiner and Skowhegan, 
they led the field and came home with a victory. The following week they 
beat Waterville by a wide margin showing strength in all departments. 
They dropped a verdict to the Colby Frosh at Colby, being outclassed by 
that college's first year men. 
Bangor's rel~y team set a new record at Bates in the Bates Relay 
meet when they topped a mark set by Lewiston some years previous. 
The Rams have a well balanced squad and should do well in the state 
meet, which is the highlight of all track activities for the year. 
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First Row (left to right): Roy Turner, Fred Dolan, Raymond Cox, Gleason Rand, Raymond Pet-
terson (captain), Ernest Khoury, Granville H_ammond, Robert Bruns, George Garland. 
Second Row: Frederick Barry (assistant coach), Leroy Turner, Larry Hall, Burton Davis, Edward 
Guernsey, Michael Collins, Joseph Bernard, Waldo Gilpatrick, Mark Lieberman, Norman "Cy" 
Perkins (coach). 
Third Row: Joseph Carr (manager), Robert Burgess, Donald Hamilton, Jesse Rollins, John Robbins, 
Gary Burke, Thomas Zoidis, David Searles, Edward Dudley, Charles Tuck, (assistant manager) .. 
Varsity Football 
The cleats are hung up, the uniforms stored away and the team's history is 
placed in the annals along with those of former clubs. In regard to the Rams' 
schedule, one of the toughest in the state, the season was very successful. But, 
what is more important, the season brought together a group of boys, who in sports-
manship, equalled any team that was fielded by Bangor High. 
The Rams gained statewide recognition in its first three games as they rolled 
impressively to win over Stearns of Millinocket, Cony of Augusta, and Portland. The 
latter was a bitter battle, as every Portland-Bangor game is; and the Rams emerged 
this year victoriously for the first time since 1934. 
The Crimsons lost their next game to John Bapst, and of all the games to lose, 
this was probably the tough~st one for the boys to endure. But, in true sportsman-
ship fashion, they worked harder the following week and gained partial revenge 
as they shellacked a respectable Waterville club, 37-6. 
Lady Luck favored the Rumford Panthers in the following tilt with the visitors 
scoring a winning touchdown in the waning moments. The Rams then were downed 
by South Portland, one of the strongest teams in the state, but not without a fight 
to the end. -
Not being defeated in spirit, the Rams crossed the river on November 11, and 
walloped the Brewe'r Witches to the tune of 32-7 ending their season in a blaze of 
glory. 
Yes, the season is over but never forget the 1949 Rams, for they learned what 
man great teams have failed to do; that is the major law of athletics-"Be a good 
sport." 
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First Row (left to right): Jesse Rollins, Allen Wise, Dave MacDonald, Joe Bernard, Bently Her-
bert. 
Second Row : Gleason Rap.d, Mgr., Walter Luro, Charles Mooney, Ray Cox, Phil Crane, Ray Petter-
son, Don Hamilton, Gary Burke, Coach "Red" Barry. 
Varsity Basketball 
Bangor High had been hurt by last year's graduation. 
team did not expect the boys to give much trouble to their 
five of whom were starters, had graduated the June prior. 
and the team did not agree with this assumption and went 
would fill their predecessors' shoes. 
Many followers of the 
opponents as ten men, 
But Coach Fred Barry 
on to show that they 
And that is exactly what they did. The Rams started slowly, but, as the season 
wore on, they became a power in Eastern Maine; and finally, at tournament time, 
they were rated as the number two team in this section of the state, second only to 
Waterville, who finally became Maine champs . 
. Probably the highlights of the regular season were their twin wins over John 
Bapst. Their first win was decisive, leading the whole session; and the second game 
was decided in an overtime period. 
Other victories came at the expense of Brewer, Fort Fairfield, Stearns, Winslow, 
Houlton, Presque Isle, Caribou, and Cony. The latter was a playoff for a tourna-
ment berth. 
Waterville was the only team to beat the Rams twice while Presque Isle, 
Brewer, and Stearns held single wins over Bangor. 
In the tournament at the University of Maine, Bangor downed Stearns in a game 
that left the spectators breathless. The win gave them an opportunity to face John 
Bapst in the semi-finals the following night. The Rams and the Crusaders matched 
points that night until midway through the fourth quarter when John Bapst went 
on a scoring spree that ended in the Rams' downfall. 
It was another great basketball season for Bangor High and thoughts of next 
year bring great prospects. 
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Front row: (left to right) Waldo Gagnon, David MacDonald, Gary Burke, Raymond 
Cox, Raymond Petterson, Lloyd Baker, Don Hamilton, Richard Hardy. 
Second row: Vaughn Cole (manager), Alton Copeland, Ronald Staples, Harold Bur-
bank, Bob Simpson, Bentley Herbert, Thomas Brown, Robert Bruns, Phil 
Pearson, Carl Greene, Frederick Barry (Coach). 
Baseball 
For the third straight year the Bangor High School baseball teams 
will enter the finals of the Eastern Maine baseball tournament. As this 
article is being written, the team's hopes are high, for in the past few 
games they have looked like champions. In 1947 and in 1948, the Rams 
have lost this finale to Gardiner and Brunswick, but this year they hope 
to break the jinx. 
The Rams have come into this play-off game via the hard way. Simply 
to enter the tournament they had to beat Stearns and Fort Kent; this 
they did by scores of 7-0 and 16-6 respectively. They then traveled one 
hundred and seventy miles and beat Fort Fairfield, the Aroostook champs, 
in the semi-final on their home field, 7-6. If they win this next all im-
portant game against Bapst they can go on to play for the State title with 
the \yestern Maine Champs. 
In the regular season, the Rams had a mediocre record. They hold 
wins over Milo, Belfast, Old Town, Fort Fairfield, and· a · double victory 
over John Bapst. Their losses came at the hands of Presque Isle, Brewer, 
Fort Fairfield, and Ellsworth. 
Coach Red Barry has brought the boys a long way since the begin-
ing of the season, and the boys themselves feel that this is the year to 
bring the crown home to Bangor High School. 
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Student Directory 
Senior Class Officers Public Affairs Club 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
.. Raymond Petterson 
.... Raymond Cox 
......................... Pauline Dyer 
.................. Marilyn Dyer 
Junior Clc£s>~ Officers 
President . 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
.. ...................... Shapleigh Drisko 
.. Joseph Bernard 
. Stanley Mullaney 
............... Michael Collins 
Sophomore Class Officers 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
........... David Searles 
.... Gary Burke 
..... Jane Bacon 
.............. William Thibodeau 
Dramatic Club 
President .................... ........ ...... ................. Josephine Foster 
Vice-President ..................................... David Batchelder 
Secretary .................................................... Shapleigh Drisko 
Treasurer .................................. .............................. Jean Wyman 
Debate Club 
President ......................................................................... Leon Segal 
Vice-President .................................................... Richard Gray 
Secretary ..................................................... -.............. Ronald Gray 
Treasurer ..................................................................... Violet Colson 
Latin Club 
Consuls ..................... Shapleigh Drisko, Paul Brountas 
Praetor 
Quaestor 
Aediles .. 
Tribunes 
............................................................. ... Patricia Wilson 
........................................................ Donna Richardson 
.. Richard Searles, Gretchen Vose, 
Ronald Gray, Judith Phillips 
.......................................................... Dorothy Leonard, 
Marjorie Morrison 
President ........................................................... Richard Searles 
......... Eleanor Byron 
........................................ ... Lenora McGinn 
.................................................... David Batchelder 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Student Council 
President ..... 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer ........ 
.... Raymond Cox 
. .... Paul Brountas 
.. .. Kenneth Honey 
........... Donald Hamilton 
Commercial Club 
President ........... .. 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer .... 
........ Gloria Cole 
............. Vaughn Cole 
....... Patricia Mcinnis 
.... Marlene Dempsey 
Le Cercle Francais 
President .......... 
Vice-President 
Recording Secretary 
'Treasurer ....................... .. 
. .... Dorothy Leonard 
...... Judith Wooster 
....... Marlene Ulmer 
.. ........ Joseph Bernard 
Home Economics Club 
President ........... .............................. ........ ............. Faith Canty 
Vice-President .. ....... ................ . .................. Eva Casey 
Recording Secretary ......... ...Betty Walsh 
Treasurer ............ .................. .. ................ Cynthia Tibbetts 
"B" Club 
President ........................... . ... ........ Raymond Petterson 
Vice-President ......... ......... ... ... ............... Joseph Bernard 
Secretary-Treasurer ............................. ....... Jesse Rollins 
National Honor Society 
President ................................. ...................... Marlene Ulmer 
Vice-President .................................. Raymond Petterson 
Secretary ............... .. ............................................. Susan Chase 
Treasurer ....................................................... Edward Mcinnis 
Orchestra 
Concertmistress ................................... . .. .......... Faith Canty 
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Girls' Athletic Honor Council 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer ..... 
President .... 
Vice-President 
Treasurer 
President ..... 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer ...... .. . 
.... ..... .......................... Lenora McGinn 
............... Dorothy Leonard 
........... . ...................... Priscilla Field 
. ......... Eleanor Byron 
Boys' R ifle Club 
.......... ......... .... .... Waldo Gagn'on 
....... .. ............ Carl Withee 
.... ..... Eugene Merrill 
Officers' Club 
. ..... David Batchelder 
... Richard Searles 
.. ... George Betterley 
. .. Raymond Petterson 
Orascope Staff 
Co-Editors-in-Chief ... 
.Paul Brountas 
Donna Richardson 
Composition .. ... . . ........ .. ............. Dewaine Gedney, 
Shapleigh Drisko 
Business Staff ...... William Palmer, Paul Dinsmore 
Bette Bailey, Elaine Nickerson 
Pictorial Dept . ... Rupert MacLean, Orlando Frati 
Reporters Ronald Gray, Richard Gray, 
Marlene Hanson 
Sports .... ........ .. ................... Judy Phillips, Myles Striar 
Features ............... . ..... Pearl Apotheker, Pat Wilson, 
Mary Jean Chapman, Charles Ranl~tt 
Art ................. . Roland Colson, Judy Wooster, 
Nancy Chandler , Dorothy Leonard 
Pictorial Depar tment ....... .. .................... Eleanor Byron 
F eatures ..... ........... Marceda Miller , Patr icia Largay, 
Sports 
Literar y 
Typists 
Circulation 
Adviser 
President 
Sue Chase 
... Dick Sea r les, Ray Petterson 
Marlene Ulmer 
..... Marvin Goldstein, Helen Johnson 
... Harry Derr y, Marlene Dempsey, 
Mae Ballanger , Barbara Fernald 
·· ··················-················· ... Robert Hamilton 
... -.. Miss J essie L. F raser 
S cience Club 
Vice-Pr esident 
Secretary 
.... Rober t Hamilton 
........... Charles Cox 
....... Audrey Buck 
Treasurer ............. . . ....... Patricia Day 
Publicity .... . ........... .......... Eleanor Byron 
Outing Clu b 
President .... . .... John Knowles 
Vice-Pr esident .. ..... .......................................... Barbara Head 
Secretary-Treasurer ... .. ..................... Arthur Doucette 
Spanish Clu b 
President ................ .. ................... .............................. Audrey Buck 
Vice President .............................. Jacqueline McNamara 
Secretary .................................................................. Naida Osgood 
Treasurer .. .. ..... . ................... George Betterley 
B eta Hi-Y 
President ........................................................ ................ Fred Dolan 
Vice-President ···········-···································Kenneth Honey 
Typists .................. Harry Derry, Marlene Dempsey, Secretary ..................................................... .. .. Edward Mcinnis 
Adviser 
Mae Louise Ballanger, Barbara Fernald Corresponding Secretary ................. Shapleigh Drisko 
................................. Miss Jessie L. Fraser Treasurer ···········-········ 
Asst. Treasurer 
Oracle Alpha Hi-Y 
Robert Handler 
.Kern Feeney 
Editors ........... .. ............................ .................. lVl Lenora McGinn, P r esident ....... . 
..Raymond Petterson 
............ Gleason Rand David Batchelder Vice-President 
Business Staff .......... George Betterly, Leon Segal, Secretary ............................................................. Raymond Cox 
Bob Edwar ds, Edwar d Mcinnis Treasurer .......................................................... Robert Edwards 
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 74) 
mental problems, in establishment of child 
guidance and court clinics, in the hu-
manizing efforts in the treatment of pa-
tients with mental diseases, in the focus-
ing of attention on modern aspects of 
social psychiatry, and in the impetus it 
has given to the study of mental diseases 
inside and out of medical schools. 
Mental hygiene programs have proved 
to be successful wherever they have been 
properly carried out; such programs are 
in operation in several states and in 
Canada. The system in operation in 
Youngstown, Ohio, a typical one, is des-
cribed in G. T. Johnson's Pioneering in 
Mental Hygiene in the following way : 
Equal in ·importance to the hos-
pitalization given to the mentally ill 
is the outpatient clinic held two days 
a week. Here anyone suffering from a 
mental illness may be counseled in 
his or her adjustment problem by 
staff physicians. The clinic has made 
it possible for veterans who have dif-
ficulty in adjusting themselves to 
peacetime living to receive advice and 
treatment before their disturbances 
reach a stage where complete break-
downs occur. Students in the local 
schools who have adjustment prob-
lems are often referred to the clinic 
for testing by the psychoiogist and 
for advice. Anyone found in need of 
hospitalization may be admitted from 
the outpatient service. After a pa-
tient is discharged and returned to 
his home, a social worker, a member 
of the hospital staff, does follow-up 
work in the home for a year. 
Facts indicate that the Youngstown pro-
gram, one of many, has been successful. 
Four times as many enter the receiving 
hospital voluntarily as have to be sent 
there by court order. 
Therefore, if there is a need for such 
a program, a program of mental hygiene, 
and if such a program has proved to be 
successful, why shouldn't such a program 
be put into operation here in Maine ·t 
Nothing has ·been done in the way of 
prevention here. 
Wilson H. Guerton thinks that probably 
an adequate program would have to be 
financed, at least in part, by the State, 
as few communities could support such a 
program; a unit for a community about 
the size of Bangor, of 30,000 people, could 
operate on a minimum budget of $20,000 
a year. The unit, "a staff of four, which 
might consist of a psychologist, a teacher 
or social worker, a stenographer, and a 
clerk could suffice for a community of 
this size (30,000). A psychiatrist should 
be available for examination of children 
who show marked psychiatric deviations. 
Such a unit could handle four hundred 
pupils a year because many of them would 
present academic problems." 
A mental hygiene program here would 
be beneficial because it might also relieve 
certain local problems, as unemployment. 
As Horace Estey says, "There are many 
people who are emotionally unstable. They 
go from job to job; they cannot force 
themselves to work long hours or regular-
ly. They are the first to be laid off when 
work is slack." Such individuals have to be 
supported by the Public Welfare Depart-
ment; thus, they are a liability, rather 
than an asset. 
Dr. Harry McNeil, City Health Officer, 
referring to the idea of a mental hygiene 
program for the city of Bangor, said, 
"It would be a very good thing." He be-
lieves that a public clinic to handle men-
tal problems should be established and 
supported either by the State or City. 
I believe that the program should in-
clude classes, given as early as possible, 
in mental hygiene in the schools because 
most mental maladjustments start in 
childhood. In planning any program of 
mental hygiene, it should be kept in mind 
that as McClintic says: 
. .. a program of mental hygiene in 
its application should begin with the 
parents and continue with the child 
through adolescence and until he has 
made his permanent social adjust-
ments . . . more can be accomplished 
in the way of prevention within these 
age limits than at any other period 
in the life of the individual because 
of the potent influence of the parents 
and early environment on mental 
development. 
To sum up, I would say that we should 
stop wasting our money on something 
that could have been prevented with a 
much smaller sum. "An 'ounce of preven-
tion is worth a pound of cure." 
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Children of War-torn Countries 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 37> 
diseases such as rickets, tuberculosis, 
scurvey and are in great need of help. 
Many of the children in Europe, that 
have not been located, were kidnapped 
and are very likely living in Germany 
with reliable German parents. The rea-
son for this mass kidnapping was stated 
in a speech made by Heinrich Rimmler 
on October, 1943, in which he said, "What 
the nations can offer in the way of good 
blood of our type, we will take. If neces-
sary, by kidnapping their children and 
raising them here with us . .. Whether the 
nations live in prosperity or starve to 
death, interests me, only, as far as we 
need them for slaves for our culture." 
Thus, half of the orphaned millions prob-
ably are living under fictitious German 
names, according to Joseph Wechsberg 
in his article "Hell's Orphans," in the 
Saturday Evening .Post of October 23, 
1948, while their own living parents are 
trying in vain to locate them in their 
native countries. 
The war-torn countries of Europe are 
in urgent need of help and nearly all 
other countries in the world are trying 
to give it to them. Great improvement has 
been seen in the Rehabilitation Program 
and the Re-educational Program as well 
as the building of villages for War Or-
phans. There still is needed better co-
operation between the people and the 
various organizations that are backing 
these programs. 
Some of these Organizations of Help 
are: The Care Organization, The United 
International Children's Emergency 
Fund, The American Friends Service, and 
many others. The Children's Fund, a 
similar organization, has helped supply 
milk or a daily meal for some four million 
children. It has helped combat tubercu-
losis by examining fifty million children 
and administering serum to half of them. 
The organization helps locate parents of 
"lost children," organize clubs, supply 
clothing and many, many other charitable 
causes. The organizations can not do these 
vital accomplishments unless the govern-
ments and peoples of the nations give 
their support. Maurice Pale in his article 
"Further Support for Children·•s Funds," 
which was published in the United Na-
ions Bulletin, April 15, 1948, says that 
the United States is giving $72 for every 
$28 received from other countries. Along 
with the support already given or pro-
mised by governments, the F und must re-
ceive the maximum of support from pri-
vate individuals and organizations, every-
where, if the children of Europe are to 
survive. 
A great many people feel that they 
have given one contribution and that the 
crisis of this situation is over now; how-
ever, they are mistaken. That this 
crisis still exists is fairly well stated 
in a letter received, in this country, di-
rectly from a medical student in Ger-
many. He says, "I could tell you a whole 
book about war, hunger, desperation, un-
employment, poverty, homelessness, sick-
ness, and loss. Most German youths have 
no where to turn. Crime and the Black 
Market beckon to many of them. Young 
Germans are growing up with no concern 
for the Church or the State." 
The United Nations and other organza-
tions have taken a step in the right di-
rection; and, if, added to this material 
help, they will give back to the youth of 
the war-torn countries their faith in God 
and Humanity, a vital step in the fight for 
Peace and democracy will have been ac-
complished. 
Statehood For Alaska 
(CON TINU E D F R OM PAGE 3 8 ) 
spectively, barely enough to link all parts 
of a land, whose size is one-fifth the area 
of the United States. Had Alaska been u 
state during the past twenty-five years, it 
would have been eligible for more than 
$200,000,000 in federal highway funds. 
Roads would thread fertile valleys now 
barely mapped. Much freight now goes 
by air. Airplanes fly over frozen wilder-
ness where once dog sleds were the only 
means of travel. 
Alaska. wants and needs people. She 
needs men and women who will settle 
down and help build up the country, men 
and women with courage and vision of 
pioneers. In order to get more people 
interested in the land, and more than 
fifty agencies manage most of the natural 
resources of Alaska, it has offered 160 
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acres free to any United States citizen 
who wants to make his home in Alaska. 
He must be at least twenty-one years of 
age o1· the head of his family. He does 
not ac:1ally own the land until he has lived 
en it for three years in a well-built house 
and has cultivated a certain portion of the 
land. Some veterans are taking advantage 
of this offer. 
At present a public works program will 
be set up to improve and increase the 
number of schools, hospitals, water 
sytems, and small boat harbors in Alaska. 
United States Government services in 
Alaska will be improved to provide a more 
efficient administration. Tourists will be 
urged to vacation in Alaska. The United 
States Department of Agriculture will 
work out a program to develop Alaska's 
farm lands. The territorial Government 
will be given a greater measure of self-
government. The United States Govern-
ment will develop Alaska's industries by 
making loans, and building roads and 
power projects. It will distribute inform-
ation about Alaska and encourage busi-
ness men to invest money in Alaska's 
industries. 
Alaskan riches received by the United 
State are used in industries and as food. 
Salmon is the most valuable of fifty dif-
ferent types of fish in the Territory. In 
1941, canned salmon alone was valued 
at $56,217,601. It goes to show that 
Alaska has more than paid for itself and 
other costs that we have had to pay on it. 
Canning and by-products such as fish oii 
add to the output of the industry. It has 
one of the greatest supplies of pulpwood 
left on earth. More than 4,000,000 acres 
of spruce and hemlock trees fringe the 
Southeastern cost of Alaska. They use 
lumber for newsprint which is exported 
to the United States. From 1880 to 1940, 
Alaska produced $562,929,500 in gold. In 
the last twenty years, N al reports in 
Young America, more than $200,000,000 
worth of copper has been mined. This 
money could help pay the national debt. 
Let us see now if Alaska can meet the 
requirements to become a state. It must 
have a population of at least \ 60,000 
people. At present the Territory has ap-
proximately 72,000. Next the people of 
the Territory must send a petition to 
Congress requesting that their Territory 
be admitted as a state. If Congress ap-
proves, the Territory must frame a con-
stitution, which must be approved by the 
p:;ople of the Territory and Congress. The 
people have already voted in favor of 
Alaska becoming a state. The vote was 
9 630 to 6,822 in favor of it. The bill which 
would make Alaska the forty-ninth state 
-unless Hawaii makes the grade first-
has already passed several committees. 
The reason that nearly 7,000 Alaskans 
voted against statehood is that they 
are afraid that the fairly low taxes will 
be raised much higher; nevertheless, 
most Alaskans are willing to pay higher 
taxes. 
One of the chief arguments against 
Alaska being brought into the Union is 
that it is unwise to take in new states 
which are not joined by land to the rest 
of the Union. This would keep the people 
of the old and new states from knowing 
one another well enough to work together 
for the good of the nation. Nevertheless, 
Alaska, once thought to be an icebox, 
has turned out to be a vast treasure 
house. Its soil is rich in such valuable 
minerals as gold, coal, lead, tin, silver, 
and platinum. This state in crackling glow 
of the aurora borealis, will be a dramatic 
addition to the American Nation. Colo-
rado, Missouri, California and Washing-
ton, which were gaunt frontiers at the 
time of admission, have served the coun-
try well. If given statehood, Alaska will 
not break this tradition, but will live up 
to its tribal name: "The Great Land." 
I believe that full membership in the 
Union would solve a thousand difficulties. 
Only such a change in status will 
strengthen our great northernmost ram-
part, redress some of its wrongs, develop 
its vast riches and insure its people a 
chance to enjoy "the American standard 
of living." The Territory would gain 
many rights · and privileges which the 
people do not have now. They would gez 
better schools, highways, and health 
service. 
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Intolerance 
!CONTINUED FROM PAGE 39) 
ing, he is often limited to inferior ac-
commodation or to the so-called Jim 
Crow cars. In many states the Negro is 
denied the political rights granted to him 
by law. "Lynching is only the extreme 
form of denial of equal protection of the 
law," says Mr. Garrison. 
So we see that "the course of our in-
dividual lives often depends more on the 
fate of the group to which we belong-
family, union, class, or race-than on 
our own individual merits." 
Although such conditions do prevail, 
we have organizations and laws which 
are striving for the betterment of them. 
In many nothern states there are civil 
rights laws which forbid the exclusion ol 
non-country-club groups. The National 
Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People has improved many situa-
tions. We have made much progress 
towards tolerance, but there is much to 
be accomplished. 
"'We live by faith,' but we kill by preju-
dice. Faith is the substance of things 
hoped for, but prejudiced is the sub-
stance of things feared." According 
to Lurline Simpson in his article 
"Citizen Faces the Race Problem," 
which appeared in the October 20, 1945 
edition of School and Society. "Intolerance 
is always an expression of fear. Men tend 
to hate the things they fear; and hate 
makes fierce and frantic the campaign 
which fear has inaugurated." It is not 
necessarily bad to be intolerant, but it is 
bad to be ignorantly so. 
We know that history is made up very 
largely of the record of man's intolerance 
to man; but here in this great country 
where so much good has been achieved 
in so many fields, there must be some 
solution to our own problem of in-
tolerance. 
"Politically, this is a federal Union-a 
national unity embracing a multiplicity 
and a diversity of states," says Mr. Gar-
rison, "Socially and culturally, should it 
not be and must it not be also a unity em-
bracing a multiplicity of social and 
cultural groups?" 
"We may continue to practice a . 
moderate degree of social segregationill 
with an increasing degree of political and 
economic association, on the basis of a 
recognition of theoretical equality and 
actual inequality of the racial groups, but 
with an increasing willingness to stress 
th~ classification of every individual with 
his cultural rather than his racial group. 
To do this is only to apply the principle-
congenial alike to a democratic society 
and to intelligent minds everywhere-of 
estimating individuals upon their merits 
rather than upon the average character-
istics of some group to which they may 
belong." 
We can turn to many instances in 
World War II to find that true equality 
of all men regardless of race and creed 
can become a reality. 
Chaplain Roland Gettelsoln at Iwo Jima 
Cemetery spoke these words : "Here lie 
officers and men, Negroes and white, rich 
i11en and poor-together. Here are Protes-
tants, Catholics, and Jews-together. Here 
no man prefers another because of his 
faith or despises him because of his color. 
Here there are no quotas of how many 
from each group are admitted or allowed. 
Among these men there is no discrimina-
tion. No prejudice. No hatred. Theirs is 
the highest and purest democracy." 
If men have found the true meaning of 
equality when facing death, can we not 
do likewise to face life?" 
Universal Military Training 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 40) 
the fundamentals of life as a soldier. With 
instructions in first aid, personal hygiene, 
and field sanitation he will learn how to 
care for himself and his fellows. The 
trainee will have instructions in the uses 
of individual weapons su~h as the rifle, 
carbine, bayonet, automatic rifle and hand 
grenade. He will also learn map reading 
and camouflage. After this training he 
gets the specialized training. He may, for 
instance, become a radio mechanic or an 
expert in aerial photography. The time ot 
this training varies in the kind of job 
he picks. All the time he is in specialized 
training he is learning to work as a team 
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in his company, battalian, regiment a11.d 
division. The final eight weeks he will 
play his part with his unit in large scale 
combined maneuver with conditions .as 
near real combat conditions as possible. 
All during the trainee's time in the serv-
ice he is being made physically fit and his 
mind is learning to think much quicker. 
Universal military training will help 
the young men to learn self-control and 
to have the ability to meet things and to 
see them through. It will build them up 
physically as well as mentally; it will 
make them grow up and learn to face life, 
with its hard knocks. Through their mili-
tary training the men will learn to work 
as a team ; training in the use of fire 
arms will make hunting a safer sport; 
and it will teach men of different color, 
faith and race to live in the same world 
without fighting. 
If the United States has a large re-
serve army and navy other countries 
which are ruled by dictatorships will not 
try to conquer the world. Military power 
is a dangerous thing if it goes too far; 
but as General George Marshall said "We 
have one .asset,-a tremendous asset; and 
that is, throughout the world no one 
charges us with wanting anything of any-
body else's." 
The Blight of Segregation 
(CONTINUED FRO M P A G E 42) 
social life-because we are divided. 
The fight against segregation is being 
courageously carried on by individual and 
group work, but such initiative on the 
part of a few can never solve the problem. 
White America as a whole must open its 
eyes wide and realize-before it is too 
late-the blight of segregation. And every 
single American-black, brown, white, 
red, or yellow-must bring to mind and 
keep in mind forever the motto of our 
United States, E Pluribus Unum-United 
We Stand! 
Identification of Pictures 
PAGE 89 
1. Gleason Rand 
2. Marlene Dempsey 
3. Ray Cox 
4. Charles Cox 
5. Priscilla Field 
6. Judy Wooster 
7. Charles Goodine 
8. Red MacDonald 
9. Jimmy Rapapor t, Gleason Rand 
10. Nancy Chandler 
11. Joe Carr 
12. Mary McManus 
PAG E 9 0 
1. Dick Searles 
2. Eddie Mcinnis 
3. ~aida Osgood 
4. Jackie MeN amara 
5. Dot Leonard 
6. Margie Morrison 
7. Janet Head 
8. Lee McGinn 
9. Sue Chase 
10. Ellie Byron 
11. Harold Dyer 
12. Ernie Khoury, Jr. 
P A GE 9 1 
1. Pat Day, Betsy Baldwin 
2. Lois Plummer 
3. Vaughn Cole 
4. George Betterley 
5. The Dyer Twins 
6. Gloria Cole 
7. Helen Johnson 
8. Gretchen Vose 
9. Miles Striar, Robert Handler 
10. Lorraine Walsh, Betty Walsh 
11. Barbara Heal, Gerry Call 
12. Bob Bruns, unidentified pal 
13. Marlene Ulmer 
14. Shirley Campbell 
PAGE 92 
1. Roy Turner 'n Leroy Turner 
2. Freddie Dolan 
3. Barbara Fernald, Joan Fernald 
4. Fred Brown 
5. Treatre Thumith 
6. Merrill Megquier 
7. Mae Ballanger 
8. Pauline Gilpatrick 
9. Ray Petterson 
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Eastern Trust 
and 
Banking Company 
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<<~> f'V"f;. 
EVERY BANKING SERVICE 
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Merchants National Bank 
of Bangor 
Founded 1850 
Member 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Federal Reserve System 
25 BROAD STREET 
'• 
BANGOR, MAINE 
THE HOME OF BEAL BUSINESS COLLEGE, CORNER OF CENTRAL 
AND HAMMOND STREETS. BANGOR, MAINE 
BEAL 
Business College 
9 CENTRAL STREET BANGOR, MAINE 
Serving young people, and the 
business- employing public, 
of Eastern and Northern Maine 
since ... 
1891 
A ·pproved for training Veterans 
Summer Term begins July 11; Fall Term begins Sept. 12, 1949 
ASK FOR FREE CATALOG 
Member Federal Reserve Bank 
Young men and women will 
always find this banking in-
stitution interested and help-
ful in their business progress. 
Responsibility is reflected by 
a checking account, which is 
also a factor in establishing 
credit and standing. 
The 
Merrill 
Trust Company 
With thirteen offices in 
Eastern Maine 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. 
SEARS 
YOUR ONE STOP SHOP,PING CENTER 
Buy from Retail Stocks 
Buy from Our Many Catalogs 
Satisfaction Gua·rrantee4 Oro Your Money Back 
Sears, Roebuck & Co. 
POST OFFICE SQUARE 
DILLINGHAM'S 
BOOK BINDERS 
29 Franklin Street 
Bangor 
BANGOR, MAINE 
Brockway's Flower Shop 
Flowers - Plants - Corsages 
15 CENTRAL STREET 
BANGOR MAINE 
DAKIN SPORTING GOODS CO. 
· CARTER'S VARIETY STORE 
Baseball Supplies 
240 HAMMOND STREET 
Tennis and Golf Equipment 
Supplies for Fisherman and Camper 
School Athletic Supplies 
Complete Line of Photographic 
Equipment 
BANGOR MAINE 
EVERYTHING IN SPORTS 
EQUIPMENT 
"Compare Ou.r P1·ices Before Bu.ying 
DAKIN SPORTING GOODS CO. 
25 Central St. Bangor W atervme 
~ 
L664 
odrrn 
PHOTO ENGRAVERS 
BANGOR • MAINE 
STICKNEY & BABCOCK 
COAL COMPANY 
17 HAMMOND STREET 
BANGOR, MAINE 
"The City Fuelers" 
Telephone 
5665 
v1{aku of~ !!~aka, 9~ 
2-0623 
WEBBER MOTOR COMPANY 
499 HAMMOND STREET 
BANGOR, MAINE 
Telephone 5691 
"As Near As Your Telephone"-Dial 4569 
BANGOR FLORAL CO. 
(Incorporated 1925) 
L. C. HATHAWAY, Manager 
Flowe1·s-By-Wire 
996 STATE STREET BANGOR, MAINE 
Bangor's Largest Restaurant 
PILOT'S GRILL 
Specializing in 
Banquets, Parties, Weddings, etc. 
Ample Parking Space 
Dial 9103 Opposite Dow Field 
H. RANKIN GRANT CO. 
Heating and Air Conditioning 
611 HAMMOND STREET 
Telephone 2-0257 
BANGOR MAINE 
BANGOR RADIO SHOP 
Sales and Service 
P. A. Systems - Inter-Office Equipment 
Radios 
Headquarters for Ham Equipment 
Telephone 2-1448 
212 HAMMOND STREET 
BANGOR MAINE 
SEE 
The 
Haynes & Chalmers 
Company 
For 
The Best Hardware 
The Best in Builder's Supplies 
in Town 
BANGOR MAINE 
"Ma.1·k Every Grave" 
FLETCHER & BUTTERFIELD 
COMPANY 
Cemet ery Memorials 
86 C<?ntral Street Bangor, Maine 
D. D. Terrill Saw Company 
Manufacturers of 
The F amous T errill Saws an d Tools 
B angor 
Distributors of 
Lumbering Tools, Mill Supplies 
124-126 Exchange Street 
Maine 
Snow & N ealley Co. 
Manufacturer of 
"OUR BEST" 
Lumbering Tools 
84-90 Exchange Street 
BANGOR, MAINE 
SINGER SEWING MACHINES 
Outstanding for 90 Years 
Snles and Service 
R.epa irs and R.enta l 
Complet e Sewing Courses 
SINGER SEWING CENTER 
75 Central Street 
THE BRASS RAIL 
Bangor's Finest R.estaur::mt 
Air and Sound Conditioning 
202 Exchange Street 
B angor 
Bangor 
Maine 
H endquarte1·s for 
J( eepsnke Dinmond Rings 
and 
Towle Sterling 
BOYD AND NOYES JEWELER'S 
25 HAMMOND ST. BANGOR, MAINE 
Dial 6019 For 
Fine Class 
Portraits 
"Short or Tall ... Big or Small 
John Paul Fits 'em all" Toner Studio 
JOHN PAUL CO. 
8 Post Office Square Bangor 
55 PICKERING SQ. BANGOR 
WABI 
Maine's First Station 
BANGOR, MAINE 
910 KC 5000 Watts 
Blake, Barrows & 
Brown, Inc. 
INSURANCE 
SURETY BONDS 
TRAVEL AGENCY 
73 Centr al Street 
Bangor, Maine 
Telephone 8296 
C. D. MERRIFIELD CO., INC. 
Offi ce nncl School Supplies 
"If we h rtY<'n ' t got IT, w e 'll get IT" 
Centra l Street Bnngor 
MELVIN'S MUSIC STORES 
Pianos - Musical Instruments 
l~ecorcls - Albums - H ammond Solovox 
"Ever ything in Music " 
ELLSWORTH WATERVILLE 
BANGOR 
WHITE & HAYES 
F UNERAL HOME 
46-48 Center Street 
BANGOR MAINE 
MODERN CLEANSERS & DYERS 
169 P ark Street Bangor 
E xpert Shoe Repairing 
PALMER SHOE MFG. 
Par cel P ost Work R eceives P r ompt Attention 
35 Central Street B angor 
THE ORACLE 
From the Press of 
Furbush~Roberts Printing Co., Inc. 
LETIERPRESS AND OFFSET 
PRINTING 
IF IT'S PRINTED, WE CAN DO IT 
The Only Complete Offset Plant 
in Eastern Maine 
Opposite Stinson Hospital 
Say It With 
FLOWERS 
from 
O'LOUGHLIN'S 
GREENHOUSES 
Bangor 
Telephone Bangor 3030 
262 Mt. Hope Avenue 
Maine 
FAIRMOUNT CLEANERS 
"F or Those Who Care" 
Corner Hammond and Thirteenth Streets 
Phone 5516 Bangor 
FRED C. N. PARKE 
Taxidermist 
For Fifty Years We Have Ser ved the Public 
Parke Building, 569 Hammond Street 
TEL. 8632 BANGOR, MAINE 
KITCHENETTE 
Clams - Lobsters - Chicken - Steaks and Chops 
Home-Cooked Pastry 
Bus Stop 
STATE STREET VEAZIE 
MAINE WILLYS SALES CO. 
Jeeps - Cars - Trucks 
General Repairs-All Makes of Cars 
617-621 HAMMON D STREET 
Best of Luck to 
The Class of '49 
MISHOU'S PHARMACY 
565 HAMMOND STREET 
KALAMAZOO SA L ES AND SERVICE 
605 HAMMOND ST. - TEL. 2-4439 
DELANO FURNITURE CO. 
37 PERKINS ST. TEL. 2-1185 
BANGOR FURNITURE CO. DONALD PRATT CO. 
"Guild Store for State of Maine" Diamond Merchants 
and 
Jewelers 
Complete Home Furnishers 
18 HAMMOND STREET 
84-88 Hammond St. Bangor, Maine 
BANGOR MAINE 
PHILLIP'S MARKET DAVID BRAIDY 
Showing a fine selection of coats, suits, hats, 
Fancy Meats and dresses moderately priced 
Ou1· Specialty 
14 HAMMOND STREET 
Bangor, Maine 
624 HAMMOND ST. BANGOR 
"Up One Flight Where You Save" 
Fuel oils can now be obtained 
BLAISDELL'S RESTAURANT 
at your old, reliable 
STEAKS - CHOPS - SEAFOOD 
J. F. WOODMAN & CO. 
Hamburgers - Lobster Rolls - Sandwiches 
9 Hammond St. Tel. 2-0043 VEAZIE MAINE 
W.A. BRACY LOMBARDI'S 
GENERAL INSURANCE Infants' and Children's Wear 
Jumping Jacks Shoes 
REAL ESTATE 
42 COLUMBIA STREET 
80 Columbia Street Bangor, Maine BANGOR MAINE 
BROWN & WHITE PAPER CO. 
Wholesale Paper Me1·chants 
73 BROAD STREET 
BANGOR MAINE 
VINER'S LVIUSIC CO. 
51 Pickering Sq. . . . Bangor, Maine 
Maine's Most Complete Music Store 
New and Used Musical Instruments 
Bought, Sold, Rented, Repaired 
For 95 Years 
Bangor's Leading Seafood Market 
Established in 1&54 
When You Think of Seafood Think of 
JONES' 
Where Your Great Grandmother Bought 
Her Seafood 
JONES' SEAFOOD MARKET, INC. 
HENRY LORD & CO., INC. 
CLAUDE L. RYDER, President 
GENERAL INSURANCE 
Coe Building 61 Main Street 
BANGOR MAINE 
ROGERS STORE, INC. · 
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, and Silverware 
Fine R epairing and Engraviny 
11 HAMMOND STREET 
BANGOR MAINE 
THURSTON & KINGSBURY 
Steel Sheets and Metal 
N.H. BRAGG 
& SONS 
BANGOR, MAINE 
Replacement Parts 
A utomobile Equipment 
1 
CLARK-MITCHELL 
RICE & TYLER 
''Electrical Appliances'' 
74 Central Street Bangor, Maine 
Dial 9± 71-9-!72 Essotane Gas 
ATLANTIC-CLARION 
STOVE COMPANY 
~orge Appliances and Atlantic Ranges 
New and Used Burners 
Power Burners - Range Burners 
205 Exchange Street 
Bangor Maine 
The Hincks Coal Co. 
11 CENTRAL STREET TEL. 6478 
COAL - COKE - OIL 
Timken Silent Automatic Oil Bmners 
Heating Contractors 
Ra.dios and Appliances 
Eagle-Brand Insulating 
Aluminum Storm and Screen Windows 
BANGOR MAINE 
BANGOR OFFICE SUPPLY 
School and Office Supplies 
18 Post Office Sq. Bangor, Maine 
SOUTHARD OF BANGOR 
"Modern Store Equipment 
Since 1931" 
195 Exchan,ge Street 
Ba ngor Maine 
PERSONALIZED PORTRAITS 
and it's all done with Zig hts I 
There's magic in lights .... Add a light here, place 
a spotlight there, and your portrait takes on the ap-
pearance of real form and individuality. 
Your Vantine photographer knows how lighting 
effects can be best used .... How easily they can reflect 
your personality. 
Your Vantine photographer knows best how to 
secure the sharply etched photograph your engraver 
desires of the important senior year . . . . The victories 
of the athletic teams .... The brilliance of social 
occasions . . . . The proms . . . . The plays . . . . . The 
debates . . . . The expression of everyday life on the 
campus. 
That personalized portraits by Vantine are im-
portant is attested to by the fact that over 300 schools 
and colleges repeatedly entrust their photographic work 
to Vantine. 
Warren Kay Van tine Studio 
132 Boylston Street 
Boston, Mass. 
S.PORTSWEAR FOR YOUNG MEN 
SHIRTS 
JACKETS 
SLACKS 
COATS 
SHOES 
LARGAY'S 
18 BROAD STREET 
BANGOR, MAINE 
SUITS .. . TOPCOATS 
M. L. French & Son 
THE 
COFFEE POT 
SANDWICH SHOP 
196 Exchange Street 
Bangor Maine BANGOR 
FOSTER'S DYE HOUSE 
CROWE 
FUNERAL HOME 
Brewer, Maine Telephone 2-1543 
DIAL 8379 BANGOR 
SUN LIFE OF CANADA 
~============:r assures SecuriiJ/ 
C. H. MacDONALD 
PHONE 8192 
Room 24, 15 State Street, Bangor, Maine 
MAINE BRANCH PORTLAND 
MAINE 
MAINE 


